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CAPACITY LOWER BOUND FOR THE ISING PERCEPTRON
JIAN DING‹ AND NIKE SUN˝
Abstract. We consider the Ising perceptron with gaussian disorder, which is equivalent to the discrete cube
t´1,`1uN intersected by M random half-spaces. e perceptron’s capacity is αN ”MN {N for the largest integer
MN such that the intersection in nonempty. It is conjectured by Krauth and Me´zard (1989) that the (random) ratio αN
converges in probability to an explicit constant α‹ .“ 0.83. Kim and Roche (1998) proved the existence of a positive
constant γ such that γ ď αN ď 1´ γ with high probability; see also Talagrand (1999). In this paper we show that the
Krauth–Me´zard conjecture α‹ is a lower bound with positive probability, under the condition that an explicit univariate
functionS‹pλq is maximized at λ “ 0. Our proof is an application of the second moment method to a certain slice of
perceptron congurations, as selected by the so-called TAP (ouless, Anderson, and Palmer, 1977) or AMP (approximate
message passing) iteration, whose scaling limit has been characterized by Bayati and Montanari (2011) and Bolthausen
(2012). For verifying the condition onS‹pλq we outline one approach, which is implemented in the current version using
(nonrigorous) numerical integration packages. In a future version of this paper we intend to complete the verication by
implementing a rigorous numerical method.
1. Introduction
We consider the Ising perceptron under gaussian disorder, dened as follows. Let pgµ,iqµě1,iě1 be an array of i.i.d.
standard gaussian random variables (zero mean, unit variance). Fix any real number κ (our main result is for κ “ 0).
For any integer N ě 1, we dene MN ”MN pκq to be the largest integer M such that
Mč
µ“1
"
J P t´1,`1uN :
Nÿ
i“1
gµ,iJi
N1{2
ě κ
*
‰ ∅ . (1)
Krauth and Me´zard [KM89] conjectured that as N Ò 8 the ratioMN pκq{N converges to an explicit constant α‹pκq,
which for κ “ 0 is roughly 0.83. is was one of several works in the statistical physics literature analyzing various
perceptron models via the “replica” or “cavity” heuristics [Gar87, Gar88, GD88, Me´z89]. In particular, in the variant
where J ranges not over t´1,`1uN but over the entire sphere of radiusN1{2, the analogous threshold was computed
by Gardner and Derrida [GD88]. Another common variation is to take gµ,i P t´1,`1u to be i.i.d. symmetric random
signs (Bernoulli disorder). e conjectured thresholds dier between the Ising [KM89] and spherical [GD88] models,
but do not depend on whether the disorder is Bernoulli or gaussian. While the classical problem is under Bernoulli
disorder, we have chosen to work under gaussian disorder to remove some technical diculties.
For the spherical perceptron, very sharp rigorous results have been obtained, including a proof of the predicted
threshold for all nonnegative κ under Bernoulli disorder [ST03]. For the Ising perceptron, much less has been proved.
One can introduce a parameter β ě 0 and dene the associated positive-temperature partition function Zκ,β (see
(7) below). e replica calculation extends to a prediction [GD88, KM89] for the limit of N´1 lnZκ,β as N Ò 8 with
M{N Ñ α. is formula has been proved to be correct at suciently high temperature (small β) under Bernoulli
disorder [Tal00]. For the original model (1), corresponding to zero temperature or β “ 8, the best rigorous result to
date is that for κ “ 0 there exists positive γ such that γ ďMN{N ď 1´ γ with high probability [KR98, Tal99] as
N Ò 8 (see also [Sto13] for some work on general κ). Our main result is the following:
eorem 1.1. Consider the Ising perceptron at κ “ 0 under gaussian disorder. Under Condition 1.2, we have
lim inf
NÒ8 P
ˆ
MN
N
ě α
˙
ą 0
for any α ă α‹, where α‹ is the prediction of Krauth and Me´zard [KM89], dened formally by Proposition 1.3.
Condition 1.2. e functionS‹ dened by (48) satisesS‹pλq ă 0 for all λ R t0, 1u.
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2 J. DING AND N. SUN
e proof of eorem 1.1 occupies Sections 2–7. An approximate upper bound onS‹ is shown by the red lled circles
in Figure 2d. In Sections 8–10 we outline a verication of Condition 1.2 using (nonrigorous) numerical integration
packages; we intend to replace this with a rigorous verication in a future version. As noted above, the choice of
gaussian disorder is a simplication of the Bernoulli disorder case which does not aect the predicted threshold. We
expect that the arguments of [KR98, Tal99] can be easily modied to give γ ďMN{N ď 1´ γ with high probability
in this seing, but will not recover the value α‹.
We next give the formal denition of the Krauth–Me´zard threshold α‹ for the Ising perceptron. Let us write ϕ
for the standard gaussian density, and Ψ for the complementary gaussian distribution function:
ϕpxq ” expp´x
2{2q
p2piq1{2 , Ψpxq ”
ż 8
x
ϕpuq du .
We give the following expressions for general κ P R (although we focus on κ “ 0). Let
Epxq ” ϕpxq
Ψpxq , ϕξpxq ”
ϕpxq1tx ě ξu
Ψpξq , Fqpxq ”
E
p1´ qq1{2
ˆ
κ´ x
p1´ qq1{2
˙
. (2)
For q P r0, 1q and ψ ě 0 dene
P pψq ”
ż
thpψ1{2zq2 ϕpzq dz , Rκpq, αq ” α
ż
Fqpq1{2zq2ϕpzq dz . (3)
For q P r0, 1q and ψ ě 0 let
Gκpα, q, ψq ” ´ψp1´ qq
2
`
ż
lnp2 chpψ1{2zqqϕpzq dz ` α
ż
ln Ψ
ˆ
κ´ q1{2z
p1´ qq1{2
˙
ϕpzq dz . (4)
For κ “ 0 we abbreviateRpq, αq ” R0pq, αq and G pα, q, ψq ” G0pα, q, ψq. e following (proved in Section 7) gives
our formal characterization of the threshold α‹:
Proposition 1.3. For κ “ 0, let αlb, αub, qlb, qub be as dened by (153). For any α P pαlb, αubq, it holds that
sup
qPpqlb,qubq
"
dP pRpq, αqq
dq
*
ă 1 , (5)
and there is a unique q‹ ” q‹pαq in the interval pqlb, qubq that satises the xed-point equation q‹ “ P pRpq‹, αqq.
Denote ψ‹pαq ” Rpq‹pαq, αq. On the interval pαlb, αubq the function G‹pαq ” G pα, q‹pαq, ψ‹pαqq is well-dened and
strictly decreasing, with a unique root α‹ P pαlb, αubq.
e map q ÞÑ P pRpq, αqq is shown in Figure 1a for α .“ 0.833. We comment that condition (5) is essentially the
Almeida–ouless (AT) condition [AT78] for this model. We will prove eorem 1.1 via the “second moment method”
(or Paley–Zygmund inequality): for any nonnegative random variable X ,
pEXq2
EpX2q “
EpX1tX ą 0uq2
EpX2q ď
EpX2qPpX ą 0q
EpX2q “ PpX ą 0q , (6)
where the intermediate bound follows from the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality. Now, for pgµ,iqµě1,iě1 an array of i.i.d.
standard gaussians, let GMˆN be the submatrix indexed by 1 ď µ ďM and 1 ď i ď N . For the Ising perceptron
under gaussian disorder, the partition function at inverse temperature β is given by
Zκ,β ” Zκ,βpGMˆN q ”
ÿ
JPt´1,`1uN
exp
" Mÿ
µ“1
´β1
" Nÿ
i“1
gµ,iJi
N1{2
ă κ
**
. (7)
We are interested in the zero-temperature limit, Zκ ” Zκ,8. us MN pκq is the largest M for which ZκpGMˆN q
is nonzero. For the case κ “ 0 we abbreviate Z ” Z0. In the proof we will introduce parameters δ, t,  where δ,  are
positive constants and t is a positive integer. We write η for an error term depending on M,N, δ, t,  such that
lim sup
δÓ0
lim sup
tÒ8
lim sup
Ó0
lim sup
NÒ8,
M{NÑα
|ηM,N,δ,t,| “ 0 . (8)
If a bound has multiple distinct error terms we indicate this by writing η, η´, etc.
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eorem 1.4. Consider the Ising perceptron at κ “ 0 under gaussian disorder, with partition functionZ ” ZpGMˆN q.
We can dene a collection of (integer-valued) random variables Zδ,t, ” Zδ,t,pGMˆN q, and a σ-eldF ” FM,N,δ,t,
such that the following hold: 0 ď Zδ,t, ď Z with probability one; we have
lim inf
δÓ0 lim inftÒ8 lim infNÒ8,
M{NÑα
P
ˆ
1
N
lnE
´
Zδ,t,
ˇˇˇ
F
¯
ě G‹pαq ´ η
˙
ą 0 (9)
for all α P pαlb, αubq; and under Condition 1.2 there exists α1 P pαlb, α‹q such that for all α P pα1, α‹q we have
E
´
pZδ,t,q2
ˇˇˇ
F
¯
ď cst
"
E
´
Zδ,t,
ˇˇˇ
F
¯*2
`
ˆ
exp
"
2NG‹pαq ´ Ncst
*
` exp
"
NG‹pαq
*˙
exppNη´q (10)
where cst ” cstM,N,δ,t, areFM,N,δ,t-measurable and stochastically bounded in the limit N Ò 8 with M{N Ñ α.
e chief innovation of this paper is the design of the conditioning σ-eldF and the random variablesZδ,t,, given
in Section 2 (with Zδ,t, dened explicitly by (31)). e main technical work is in the conditional moment analysis
for Zδ,t,, which occupies Sections 3–7. We will see that Zδ,t,pGMˆN q in fact depends on GMˆN together with
an extra small random perturbation κ∆ (appearing in (20)). e role of κ∆ is purely technical: it smooths a certain
distribution and can only decrease the partition function, so it has no eect on the main result. We include κ∆ in
the denition ofF , but otherwise will oen suppress it from the notation.
Proof of eorem 1.1 assuming eorem 1.4. We have MN ě Nα if and only if ZpGtNαuˆN q is positive, so
P
ˆ
MN
N
ě α
ˇˇˇˇ
F
˙
“ P
´
ZpGtNαuˆN q ą 0
ˇˇˇ
F
¯
ě P
´
Zδ,t,pGtNαuˆN q ą 0
ˇˇˇ
F
¯
.
Abbreviate Zδ,t, ” Zδ,t,pGtNαuˆN q. For α1 ă α ă α‹ we have G‹pαq ą 0, so we can choose δ, t,  such that
lim inf
NÒ8,
M{NÑα
"
min
"
G‹pαq, 1cst
*
´ 2ηM,N,δ,t, ´ η´M,N,δ,t,
*
ą 0 (11)
for η as in (9) and η´ as in (10). On the event N´1 lnEpZδ,t,
ˇˇˇ
F q ě G‹pαq ´ η, combining with (6) and (10) gives
P
´
Zδ,t, ą 0
ˇˇˇ
F
¯
ě 1
cst` exppNp2η ` η´qqrexpp´N{cstq ` expp´NG‹pαqqs “
1
cst` oN p1q
where the term oN p1q tends to zero in the limit N Ñ8, with M{N Ñ α, for any choice of δ, t,  such that (11)
holds. Combining with (9) gives
lim inf
NÒ8 P
ˆ
MN
N
ě α
˙
ě lim inf
NÒ8 PpZδ,t,pGtNαuˆN q ą 0q
ě lim inf
NÒ8 E
ˆ
1
cst` oN p1q1
"
1
N
lnE
´
Zδ,t,pGtNαuˆN q
ˇˇˇ
F
¯
ě G‹pαq ´ η
*˙
ą 0 ,
concluding the proof. 
e proof of eorem 1.4 occupies essentially the entirety of this paper. In Section 2 we dene the σ-elds F and
the random variables Zδ,t,, and give the proof outline which is then implemented in the remainder of the paper.
Remark 1.5. Although our main result is for κ “ 0, this assumption is used only in a few steps which will be
explicitly indicated. Otherwise we write most steps of the proof for general κ P R, assuming only that we have a xed
point q‹ “ P pRκpq‹, αqq such that condition (5) is satised for a range pqlb, qubq Q q‹. We indicate the dependence
on κ, α by writing q‹ ” q‹κpαq, ψ‹ ” ψ‹κpαq ” Rκpq‹, αq, and G‹κpαq ” Gκpα, q‹κpαq, ψ‹κpαqq.
Remark 1.6. A closely related conditional second moment approach is implemented in an independent work [Bol18]
to compute the free energy of the Sherrington–Kirkpatrick (SK) spin-glass model [SK75] (allowing an external eld)
at high temperature. For SK and some related spin-glass models, a very powerful framework has been extensively
developed (see [GT02, Tal02, Tal06, Tal11, Pan13] and refs. therein) that extends to the more dicult low-temperature
regime; but the approach of [Bol18] oers an appealing alternative at high temperature. We point out that [Bol18]
computes conditional moments of the unrestricted SK partition function, yielding tight lower and upper bounds, but
again only at very high temperature. e main challenge of the current paper is to prove an analogous lower bound
as [Bol18], but at zero temperature where the second moment method tolerates much less error, and furthermore for
a model with a more complicated (nonlinear) Hamiltonian.
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A matching upper bound to eorem 1.1 remains for us the most natural and interesting open question. Beyond this,
we refer to intriguing experimental investigations [BIL`16, BBC`16] which suggest further avenues for investigation
in the Ising perceptron model.
Acknowledgements. We are extremely grateful to Andrea Montanari who generously discussed this problem with
us on many occasions, and shared ideas that became essential to the proof. We also wish to thank Erwin Bolthausen
for sharing with us the manuscripts of his related work. Riccardo Zecchina, Carlo Baldassi, and Lenka Zdeborova´
introduced us to this problem, and we are grateful for their encouragement to work on it. e perceptron model was
also brought up at an American Institute of Mathematics workshop in June 2017, and we thank the other participants
in the discussions there: Dimitris Achlioptas, Nick Cook, Reza Gheissari, Aukosh Jagannath, Florent Krzakala, Will
Perkins, Eliran Subag, and Yumeng Zhang. Finally, it is a pleasure to acknowledge the hospitality of our colleagues
at the National University of Singapore and at the Centre de Recherches Mathe´matiques, where parts of this work
were completed. J.D. is supported by NSF grant DMS-1757479 and an Alfred Sloan fellowship. N.S. is supported by
NSF grant DMS-1752728.
2. TAP iteration and conditioning scheme
In the proof of eorem 1.4, a small fraction of the columns ofG play a special role, and will be fully revealed in the
preliminary setup. e subsequent moment calculation (occupying most of the paper) is based on the randomness
in the remaining majority of columns, which are only partially revealed in the preliminary phase. For this reason it
is convenient to slightly adjust the notation: we recast N as Nall, and instead use N for the portion of G that plays
the main role in the second moment. To be precise, for the remainder of the paper we let M “ tNallαallu and
G “ GMˆNall “
¨˚
˝ g1,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ g1,N g1,N`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ g1,Nall... ... ... ...
gM,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ gM,N gM,N`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ gM,Nall
‹˛‚“ `E Eˆ˘ (12)
where E is M ˆN , Eˆ is M ˆ Nˆ , and Nall “ N ` Nˆ with Nˆ{N “ αˆpδq Ñ 0 as δ Ó 0. We write
Jall ”
ˆ
J
Jˆ
˙
P t´1,`1uNall
where J P t´1,`1uN and Jˆ P t´1,`1uNˆ . We then also relabel κ as κall, so that the perceptron partition function
ZκallpGq counts elements Jall P t´1,`1uNall satisfying
GJall
pNallq1{2 “
EJ ` EˆJˆ
pNallq1{2 ě κall . (13)
For most of the proof it will be more convenient to normalize by N1{2 rather than pNallq1{2. We therefore let
α ” M
N
“ αall ´ oN p1q
1´ αˆpδq , κ ” κall
ˆ
Nall
N
˙1{2
“ κallp1´ αˆpδqq1{2
(so for our main result κ “ κall “ 0). In this section we formally dene the σ-eld F of eorem 1.4, and prove
some results in preparation for the second moment analysis.
2.1. TAP iteration and state evolution. e conditioning σ-eldF of eorem 1.4 is based on the so-called TAP
(ouless–Anderson–Palmer [TAP77]) or AMP (approximate message passing) iteration, which we now review.
Remark 2.1. To restate Remark 1.5 in our new notation, we assume that we have q‹ ” q‹κallpαallq satisfying the
xed-point equation q‹ “ P pRκallpq‹, αallqq, such that for some range pqlb, qubq Q q‹ we have
sup
qPpqlb,qubq
"
dP pRκallpq, αallqq
dq
*
ă 1 . (14)
Write ψ‹ ” ψ‹κallpαallq ” Rκallpq‹, αallq. We will arrange (in Proposition 2.3) to have Nˆ{N “ αˆpδq “ o1{δp1q, where
we use o1{δp1q to indicate a quantity that tends to zero in the limit δ Ó 0. As a result, by continuity considerations,
for all suciently small δ there will be a value q1 ” q‹κpαq “ q‹ ` o1{δp1q satisfying q1 “ P pRκpq1, αqq and
sup
qPpqlb,qubq
"
dP pRκpq, αqq
dq
*
ă 1 (15)
(cf. (5) and (14)). is assumption holds for the rest of the paper, even when not explicitly stated. Let ψ0 ” Rκpq1, αq.
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For ` ě 1, x P R` and f : RÑ R we write fpxq for the vector obtained by coordinatewise application of f , that is,
fpxq ” pfpxiqqiď` P R`. Let F ” Fq1 as dened by (2). Initialize np0q ” 0 P RM and mp1q ” pq1q1{21 P RN . en
use the TAP equations
npsq ” F phpsqq ” F
ˆ
Empsq
N1{2
´ bpsqnps´1q
˙
, bpsq “ p1, th
1pHpsqqq
N
“ 1´ }m
psq}22
N
, (16)
mps`1q ” thpHps`1qq ” th
ˆ
Etnpsq
N1{2
´ dpsqmpsq
˙
, dpsq “ p1, F
1phpsqqq
N
, (17)
to dene the sequence np1q,mp2q,np2q, . . . ,mptq,nptq. For all s ě 1 denote qs ” }mpsq}22{N and ψs ” }npsq}22{N ,
and note that bpsq “ 1´ qs. We hereaer abbreviate m ” mptq, H ” Hptq, and q• ” qt.
Remark 2.2. For a bounded number t of iterations, the N Ò 8 distributional limit of TAP has been rigorously
characterized in terms of a “state evolution” recursion [BM11, Bol14]. For a special case of AMP, nite-sample results
were obtained more recently, allowing even for t growing slowly withN [RV16]. In this work we only require some
results from the earlier works [BM11, Bol14], which we informally summarize as follows:
a. For largeN and large t the vectors nptq ” F phptqq and npt´1q ” F phpt´1qq are close in `2, and likewise the vectors
mptq ” thpHptqq and mpt´1q ” thpHpt´1qq are close in `2.
b. For any s, the empirical prole of hpsq resembles a gaussian distribution with variance q1, while the empirical
prole of Hpsq resembles a gaussian distribution with variance ψ0, where q1, ψ0 are as dened by Remark 2.1.
c. For any xed t, the matrix of inner products among hp1q, . . . ,hptq converges to a nondegenerate limit as N Ò 8,
as does the matrix of inner products among Hp1q, . . . ,Hptq.
e formal statements will be reviewed below as required.
WithGMˆNall decomposed as in (12), we rst prove the following:
Proposition 2.3. For any small positive δ there is a decomposition (12) with Nˆ{N “ αˆpδq ď δ{ expp1{δ2{3q, and a
large enough constant tpδq, such that the following holds: if m ” mptq is dened by t iterations of the TAP equations
on E for t ě tpδq, then with probability at least 1{10 there exists Jˆ P t´1,`1uNˆ satisfying
1
N1{2
GMˆNall
ˆ
m
Jˆ
˙
“ Em` EˆJˆ
N1{2
ě
´
κ` 2δ1{2
¯
1 (18)
coordinatewise.
e proof of Proposition 2.3 is an adaptation of the argument of [KR98], and is deferred to Section 2.4. Its purpose is
explained by the following lemma:
Lemma 2.4. For any y ą κ there is a unique solution h P R to the equation h` p1´ q•qFq•phq “ y.
Proof. We rely on some basic properties of the function Epxq given in Lemma 10.1. Consider the function
Lq•phq ” h` p1´ q•qFq•phq “ h` p1´ q•q1{2E
ˆ
κ´ h
p1´ q•q1{2
˙
ě κ
where the last inequality holds because Epxq ě x for all x P R. Since Epxq is always positive, we have Lq•phq ą h,
therefore Lq•phq Ñ 8 as hÑ8. On the other hand, as xÑ8 we have Epxq ´ x — 1{x, which implies that as
hÑ ´8 we have Lq•phq ´ κ — 1{|h|. Finally, since E1pxq P p0, 1q for all x P R, we have dLq•{dh P p0, 1q for all
h P R. It follows that h ÞÑ Lq•phq is a strictly increasing map from R onto pκ,8q, so a unique solution to the
equation Lq•phq “ y exists provided y ą κ. 
Dene Jˆ• to be the lexicographically minimal element of t´1,`1uNˆ satisfying
1
N1{2
GMˆNall
ˆ
m
Jˆ•
˙
“ Em` EˆJˆ•
N1{2
ě
´
κ` 2δ1{2
¯
1 (19)
coordinatewise. Let κ∆ be an independent random vector sampled uniformly from the cube r0, δ{ expp1{δ2qsM , and
solve for h P RN such that
Em` EˆJˆ•
N1{2
´ κ∆ “ h` p1´ q•qFq•phq . (20)
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Note that (20) is equivalent to
n ” Fq•phq “ Fq•
ˆ
Em` EˆJˆ•
N1{2
´ κ∆ ´ p1´ q•qn
˙
. (21)
We recognize (21) as the TAP equation (16) with a perturbation that will have an essential role in the proof. Let
mpt`1q ” thpHpt`1qq ” th
ˆ
Etn
N1{2
´ dptqm
˙
. (22)
We emphasize that the construction of mpt`1q diers from that of the previous mpsq, since we have passed through
the perturbed equation (21). We continue to denote qs ” }mpsq}22{N and q• ” qt, and we also let ψ• ” }n}22{N . e
conditioning σ-eld in eorem 1.4 is given byF ” FM,Nall,δ,t, ” σpDATAM,Nall,δ,tq where
DATA ” DATAM,Nall,δ,t ”
´
np1q,mp2q,np2q, . . . ,mptq ” m,nptq,mpt`1q, Eˆ,κ∆
¯
. (23)
Note thatF is contained in σpGMˆNall ,κ∆q.
Remark 2.5. roughout this paper we write cst ” cstM,Nall,δ,t, to denote a collection of random variables that is
measurable with respect toFM,Nall,δ,t, and remains stochastically bounded as Nall Ò 8 with M{Nall Ñ α for xed
δ, t, : that is to say,
lim sup
NallÒ8,
M{NallÑα
P
´
cstM,Nall,δ,t, ě C
¯
Ó 0
as C Ò 8, for any α P pαlb, αubq. In our usage, the value of cst may change from one occurrence to the next, as long
as the stochastic boundedness is maintained. If a result depends on multiple choices of cst simultaneously we will
indicate this by writing cst, cst1, and so on (as in the proof of Corollary 5.6). To indicate dependence on any other
parameter, say γ, we shall write cstγ ” cstM,Nall,δ,t,,γ .
2.2. Restricted partition function. We next make a convenient change of coordinates. We let prpsqq1ďsďt be an
orthonormal basis for spanppmpsqq1ďsďt´1,mq where m ” mptq. Likewise let pcpsqq1ďsďt be an orthonormal basis
for spanppnpsqq1ďsďt´1,nq where n is the solution of (20). From now on we specify
rptq ” mpNq•q1{2 , c
ptq ” npNψ•q1{2 . (24)
Explicitly, dene the N ˆ t matrix
M ”
ˆ
m
pNq•q1{2
mpt´1q
pNqt´1q1{2 ¨ ¨ ¨
mp1q
pNq1q1{2
˙
, (25)
and apply the Gram–Schmidt procedure to obtainM “ RΓ whereR isN ˆ twithRtR “ Itˆt while Γ is the tˆ t
matrix containing the change-of-basis coecients. (In the usual notation of QR factorization,R corresponds to “Q”
while Γ corresponds to “R.”) It follows from [BM11, Lemma 1(a)] that as N Ò 8 with t xed, we have Γ converging
to a constant matrix; and by [BM11, Lemma 1(g)] the limiting matrix is invertible (cf. Remark 2.2c). e columns of
R “MΓ´1 give the desired orthonormal basis prptq, . . . , rp1qq. To dene cpsq we instead consider theM ˆ tmatrix
N ”
ˆ
n
pNψ•q1{2
npt´1q
pNψt´1q1{2 ¨ ¨ ¨
np1q
pNψ1q1{2
˙
, (26)
and obtain the QR factorizationN “ CΞ whereC is M ˆ t withCtC “ Itˆt while Ξ is the tˆ t change-of-basis
matrix. Since n is obtained by (21) rather than by the TAP iteration, the result of [BM11] does not give convergence of
Ξ in the limit N Ò 8. Nevertheless, it follows from the additional randomness introduced by κ∆ that Ξ is bounded
and nondegenerate, in the sense that all its eigenvalues are bounded away from zero and innity in the limitN Ò 8.
We will assume this fact for now, deferring the formal proof to Corollary 5.3. Note that both sets of basis vectors,
prpsqq1ďsďt and pcpsqq1ďsďt, are measurable with respect to the σ-eldF ” σpDATAq as dened by (23).
We now dene the restricted partition function Zδ,t,pGMˆNallq ď ZκallpGMˆNallq. e general idea is to rst
restrict to a certain (ane) slice of the discrete cube selected by the TAP iteration, then to restrict the perceptron sat-
isability condition (13) by imposing additional constraints on the vectorGJall. e details are as follows. Let δ ą 0,
and decompose GMˆNall as in (12) with Nˆ{N “ αˆpδq. Let t ě tpδq as specied by Proposition 2.3. On the M ˆN
matrix E, run the TAP equations (16) and (17) for t iterations; then dene Jˆ• to be the lexicographically minimal
element of t´1,`1uNˆ satisfying (19). From now on we only consider spin congurations of the form Jall “ pJ, Jˆ•q.
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If there exists no Jˆ• satisfying (19) then we simply setZδ,t, ” 0. We also restrict to elements J P t´1,`1uN which
“resemble samples from m” in the following manner:
Denition 2.6 (restrictions in discrete cube). Conditional onFM,Nall,δ,t, we dene HM,Nall,δ,t to be the set of spin
congurations J P t´1,`1uN such that the orthogonal projection of J onto the span of the vectors mp1q, . . . ,mptq
and Hp2q, . . . ,Hptq,Hpt`1q is very close to mptq ” m. Formally, we x a positive absolute constant C and say that
J P HM,Nall,δ,t if j ” J{N1{2 can be decomposed as
j “ pqJ,tq1{2rptq `
t´1ÿ
s“1
γJ,sr
psq ` p1´ qJq1{2v (27)
such that |γJ,s| ď C{N for all 1 ď s ď t´ 1, |qJ ´ q•| ď C{N , and v is a unit vector which is exactly orthogonal
to spanpmp1q, . . . ,mptqq, and also is nearly orthogonal to spanpHp2q, . . . ,Hpt`1qq in the sense that
max
"
|pv,Hp1qq| , . . . , |pv,Hpt`1qq|
*
ď C
N1{2
. (28)
Assuming that 1{ is a positive integer, we let H ” HM,Nall,δ,t, be the subset of J P HM,Nall,δ,t which additionally
satisfy that for each integer 1 ď ` ď 1{ we haveˇˇˇˇ
#ti : p`´ 1q ď mi ď `, Ji “ 1u
#ti : p`´ 1q ď mi ď `u ´ `
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2 ,
where mi is the i-th entry of the vector m from (20). We shall abbreviate H ” HM,Nall,δ,t and H ” HM,Nall,δ,t,.
We then restrict the satisability event as follows:
Denition 2.7 (prole truncation). For J P t´1,`1uN we dene the basic satisability event as
SJ,δ,t ”
"
EJ ` EˆJˆ•
N1{2
ě κ1` κ∆
*
. (29)
(Note SJ,δ,t impliesGJall{pNallq1{2 ě κ1.) We then dene a more restricted event SJ,δ,t, Ď SJ,δ,t as follows. Let
ξ ” κ1´ hp1´ q•q1{2 , ζ
J ” pqJ,tq
1{2p1´ q•qn
pq•q1{2p1´ qJq1{2 , ν ” Ev ` ζ
J . (30)
Assuming that 1{ is a positive integer, let SJ,δ,t, be the event that
(i) SJ,δ,t occurs;
(ii) e vector ν satises the empirical moment bound
1
N
Mÿ
µ“1
pνµq20 ď 2
N
Mÿ
µ“1
ż
ν20 ϕξµpνq dν ;
(iii) For each pair of integers 1 ď `, `1 ď 1{ we haveˇˇˇˇ
#tµ : p`´ 1q ď Ψphµ{pq•q1{2q ď `, p`1 ´ 1q ď Ψpνµq{Ψpξµq ď `1u
#tµ : p`´ 1q ď Ψphµ{pq•q1{2q ď `u ´ 
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 10 .
(Informally speaking, we wish to restrict to the event that the empirical distribution of ph,νq is close to the measure
on R2 specied by the density function
1
pq•q1{2ϕ
ˆ
h
pq•q1{2
˙
ϕξq•,z pνq .
is is formalized by conditions (ii) and (iii).)
We will prove eorem 1.4 for the restricted perceptron partition function (with M “ tNallαallu)
Zδ,t, ” Zδ,t,pGMˆNallq ”
ÿ
JPHM,Nall,δ,t,
1
!
SJ,δ,t,
)
, (31)
which is integer-valued with 0 ď Zδ,t,pGMˆNallq ď ZκallpGMˆNallq. We shall always take  Ó 0 followed by t Ò 8
followed by δ Ó 0 while keeping κall and αall xed. For this reason we oen suppress dependence on κall and αall in
order to simplify the notation. We will also oen abbreviate SJ ” SJ,δ,t and SJ, ” SJ,δ,t,.
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2.3. Proof strategy. As above, x κall, αall, q‹ ” q‹κallpαallq, ψ‹ ” ψ‹κallpαallq. To compute the (conditional) second
moment of (31), we take a second K P H, so that k ” K{N1{2 has an analogous decomposition as (27),
k “ pqK,tq1{2rptq `
t´1ÿ
s“1
γK,sr
psq ` p1´ qKq1{2v˜ . (32)
Dene the overlap between J and K as λ ” λJ,K ” pv, v˜q. Let
w ” v˜ ´ λvp1´ λ2q1{2 , cλ ”
1´ λ
p1´ λ2q1{2 “
p1´ λq1{2
p1` λq1{2 . (33)
We will nd below (in Proposition 6.4) that there is a constant λmin P p´1, 0q, explicitly dened by (39), such that
min
J,KPH
"
λJ,K
*
ě λmin ´ η
where η is some error tending to zero in the manner of (8). For any λmin ´ η ď λ ď 1 we let
Hpλq ” HM,Nall,δ,tpλq ”
"
pJ,Kq P pHM,Nall,δ,tq2 : λ´ 1N ď λJ,K ď λ`
1
N
*
,
Hpλq ” HM,Nall,δ,t,pλq ”
"
pJ,Kq P pHM,Nall,δ,t,q2 : λ´ 1N ď λJ,K ď λ`
1
N
*
,
so t´1,`1u2N Ě H2 Ě Hpλq Ě Hpλq. In order to prove eorem 1.4, we rst consider the events SJ, ” SJ,δ,t,
and SK ” SK,δ,t for a xed pair pJ,Kq P Hpλq (for this part of the calculation, the further restriction from H to H
is not needed). We condition on a background σ-eldF bg as discussed in Remark 2.8, and hereaer suppress it from
the notation, so that Pp¨q means Pp¨ |F bgq. We will compute PpSJ,q and prove an upper bound on PpSK |SJ,q; this
occupies Sections 3 to 5. In Section 6 we compute #H and prove an upper bound on #Hpλq (at this point the
restriction from H to H becomes important). We shall see the formula (4) arise from the limits
ln #H
N
ÝÑH‹ ”H‹κallpαallq ” ´ψp1´ qq `
ż
lnp2 chpψ1{2zqqϕpzq dz
ˇˇˇˇ
q“q‹,ψ“ψ‹
, (34)
lnPpSJ,q
N
ÝÑP‹ ”P‹κallpαallq ” ψp1´ qq2 ` α
ż
ln Ψ
ˆ
κall ´ q1{2z
p1´ qq1{2
˙
ϕpzq dz
ˇˇˇˇ
q“q‹,ψ“ψ‹
, (35)
where convergence holds in the limit Nall Ò 8 followed by t Ò 8 followed by δ Ó 0, for any xed  ą 0. Combining
gives the rst moment estimate (9), since G‹ “H‹ `P‹. We will see below that the (restricted) rst moment (9) is
relatively straightforward, whereas the second moment bound (10) requires signicantly more involved calculations.
We will introduce here the functionS‹pλq, and leave most of its interpretation and discussion to later sections. Let
PH,D be the probability distribution on t´1,`1u2 given by
PH,D “ 1
4
ˆp1`mq2 `D 1´m2 ´D
1´m2 ´D p1´mq2 `D
˙ ˇˇˇˇ
m“thH
. (36)
(We assume D is such that PH,D is a nonnegative measure.) Let ΓpH,Dq be the (Shannon) entropy of PH,D , so
0 ď ΓpH,Dq ď ln 4. For H P R and A P p0,8q let
DHpAq ” pA
2 ´ 1qp1´m2q2
ppA2 `m2 ´ pAmq2q1{2 ` 1q2
ˇˇˇˇ
m“thH
. (37)
We integrate over the distribution of H to dene
`pAq ”
ż
Dψ1{2zpAq
1´ q ϕpzq dz
ˇˇˇˇ
q“q‹,ψ“ψ‹
. (38)
We show in Section 6 that the function ` is strictly increasing on A P p0,8q, sandwiched by boundary values
`p0q “ ´
ż p1´ | thpψ1{2zq|q2
1´ q ϕpzq dz ” λmin P p´1, 0q , (39)
`p8q “
ż
1´ thpψ1{2zq2
1´ q ϕpzq dz “ 1 ,
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where the last equality is by (3). See Figure 1b (where we have chosen what turns out to be a nice parametrization,
A “ Apτq ” expp2 athpτqq). e inverse λ ÞÑ `´1pλq ” Apλq is therefore well-dened for λmin ď λ ď 1. Let
H pλq ” ´2H‹ `
ż
Γ
´
ψ1{2z,Dψ1{2zpApλqq
¯
ϕpzq dz
ˇˇˇˇ
q“q‹,ψ“ψ‹
(40)
We will nd in Section 6 thatH p0q “ 0,H p1q “ ´H‹, and
lim sup
δÓ0
lim sup
tÒ8
lim sup
Ó0
lim sup
NallÒ8
ln #Hpλq
Nall
ď 2H‹ `H pλq . (41)
(see Proposition 6.4). See Figure 2a. Next let
ξq,z ” κall ´ q
1{2z
p1´ qq1{2 , (42)
and note that ξq,z appears in the above denition (35) ofP‹. Recalling the denition of ϕξ from (2), let
Ispλq ” αall
ż ż
ln Ψ
ˆ
ξq,z ´ λν
p1´ λ2q1{2 ´
Epξq,zq ¨ s
ψ1{2p1´ qq1{2
˙
ϕξq,z pνq dν ϕpzq dz
ˇˇˇˇ
q“q‹,ψ“ψ‹
. (43)
Abbreviate I pλq ” I0pλq and let
Ppλq ” ´P‹ ` ψp1´ qqp1´ λq
2p1` λq `I pλq
ˇˇˇˇ
q“q‹,ψ“ψ‹
. (44)
enPp0q “ 0 andPp1q “ ´P‹ (with precise estimates near λ P t0, 1u in Section 8); see Figure 2b. Let
Bpλ, sq ” s
2
2
´ ψ1{2p1´ qq1{2s
ˆ
1´ λ
1` λ
˙1{2
`Ispλq ´I pλq
ˇˇˇˇ
q“q‹,ψ“ψ‹
. (45)
and dene A pλq ” infsBpλ, sq; see Figure 2c. We remark that A pλq ď Bpλ, 0q “ 0, and
BBp0, sq
Bs
ˇˇˇˇ
s“0
“ ´ψ1{2p1´ qq1{2 ` αall
ż
Epξq,zq2
ψ1{2p1´ qq1{2 ϕpzq dz
ˇˇˇˇ
q“q‹,ψ“ψ‹
“ 0 ,
where the last equality is by (3). We will see in Lemma 5.7 below thatBpλ, sq arises as a limit of cumulant-generating
functions, and is therefore convex in s. It follows that s “ 0 is a minimizer ofBp0, sq, and soA p0q “ 0. SinceA ď 0
everywhere it follows that A 1p0q “ 0 and A 2p0q ď 0. We will nd in Sections 3 through 5 that
lim sup
δÓ0
lim sup
tÒ8
lim sup
Ó0
lim sup
NallÒ8
lnPpSJ,, SKq
Nall
ď 2P‹ `Ppλq `A pλq . (46)
Let S pλq ”H pλq `Ppλq `A pλq; see Figure 2d. Although we have suppressed it from the above notation, we
now recall that the functions S pλq, H pλq, Ppλq, A pλq all depend on the parameters κall and αall. We make the
dependence explicit by writingS pλq ” Sκall,αallpλq and so on. en, from (41) and (46) it is easy to derive that
lim sup
δÓ0
lim sup
tÒ8
lim sup
Ó0
lim sup
NallÒ8
lnEpZδ,t,pGtNαuˆN q2q
Nall
ď 2G‹κallpαallq `Sκall,αallpλq (47)
with G‹ “H‹ `P‹ as above. (e detailed derivation of (47) is given in the proof of eorem 1.4, in Section 7.)
Condition 1.2 refers to the function
S‹pλq ” S0,α‹pλq “
"
´ 2H‹ `
ż
Γ
´
ψ1{2z,Dψ1{2zpApλqq
¯
ϕpzq dz ´P‹ ` ψp1´ qqp1´ λq
2p1` λq
` inf
s
"
s2
2
´ ψ1{2p1´ qq1{2s
ˆ
1´ λ
1` λ
˙1{2
`Ispλq
** ˇˇˇˇ
κall“0,αall“α‹,
q“q‹pα‹q,ψ“ψ‹pα‹q
(48)
for α‹ as given by Proposition 1.3. It is not dicult to see from (9) and (47) that Condition 1.2 is certainly a necessary
condition for the result of eorem 1.4.
Remark 2.8. We now make some comments on our conditioning scheme. We decompose GMˆNall as in (12), and
run the TAP equations (16) and (17) onE with deterministic initial starting vectors np0q P RM and mp1q P RN . For
s ě 1 we obtain npsq as a function ofEmpsq and nps´1q; then mps`1q as a function ofEtnpsq and mpsqq; and so on,
up to mptq ” m and nptq. We dene Jˆ• in (19) as a measurable function ofEm, Eˆ. We then sample an independent
vector κ∆, and obtain n in (21) as a function of Em, EˆJˆ•, and κ∆. Lastly we obtain mpt`1q in (22) as a function of
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0.564 1
1
(a) For α .“ 0.833 the function q ÞÑ P pRpq, αqq of (3), with xed
point q‹pαq .“ 0.564. e gure also indicates that condition (5)
(the Almeida–ouless condition) is satised at α .“ 0.833, since the
slope of the recursion at q‹ is strictly less than one.
-1 1
-0.424
1
(b) For α .“ 0.833 the map τ ÞÑ `pApτqq for
Apτq ” expp2 athpτqq and ` as dened by (38). e map is strictly
increasing, sandwiched between boundary values λmin
.“ ´0.424
(whose exact formula is given by (39)) and `p8q “ 1.
Etn and m. is denes for us F “ σpDATAq with DATA as in (23). Conditional on F , the matrix E has the law
of a standard gaussian in RMˆN subject to the equations
Empsq
N1{2
“ hpsq ` bpsqnps´1q , E
tnpsq
N1{2
“ Hps`1q ` dpsqmpsq (49)
for 1 ď s ď t´ 1, together with (see (21) and (22))
Em` EˆJˆ•
N1{2
´ κ∆ “ h` p1´ q•qn , E
tn
N1{2
“ Hpt`1q ` dptqm . (50)
LetQ denote the marginal law of the sequenceDATA. For the remainder of this paper, we rst sampleDATA „ Q, and
make all calculations conditional on a background σ-eldF bg ” σpDATAq. We then letE be a standard gaussian in
RMˆN , independent of F bg until further notice. We shall subsequently reintroduce constraints on E in a way that
is equivalent to conditioning onF .
2.4. Fixed point existence. We conclude this section with the proof of Proposition 2.3.
Lemma 2.9. For any δ ą 0 there exists t “ tpδq such that m ” mptq satises››››ˆδ1{2 ` κ´ EmN1{2
˙
`
››››
2
ď M
1{2
exppc{δq (51)
with high probability for large enough N , where c is a positive constant depending only on κ for α P pαlb, αubq.
Proof. From the TAP equations (49) we have
Em
N1{2
“ hptq ` bptqnpt´1q “ Lq•phptqq ` p1´ q•q
´
npt´1q ´ nptq
¯
(52)
for Lq• as in the proof of Lemma 2.4. It follows from the results of [BM11, Bol14] that nptq converges in `2 to a xed
point (Remark 2.2a), in the sense that
lim
tÒ8
lim sup
NÒ8
}nptq ´ npt´1q}2
N1{2
“ 0
in probability. Consequently, for any xed δ, we can choose t “ tpδq large enough such that
}nptq ´ npt´1q}2
N1{2
ď 1
expp1{δ2q (53)
for all t ě tpδq. As explained in the proof of Lemma 2.4, the functionLq• denes a strictly increasing map fromR onto
pκ,8q, with Lq•phq ´ κ — 1{|h| in the limit hÑ ´8. is implies that Lq•phq ď κ` δ1{2 only if h ď ´c1{δ1{2 for
some positive constant c1 (depending only on κ). If Z is a standard gaussian, then the chance of pq1q1{2Z ď ´c1{δ1{2
is upper bounded by expp´Ωp1{δqq. Now recall that the empirical prole of hptq is close to the distribution of
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-0.424 1
-0.344
(a)H pλq as in (40) and (H2,LD).
H p0q andH p1q “ ´H‹ .“ ´0.344.
-0.424 1
0.344
(b)Ppλq as in (44) and (P|RLD).
Pp0q “ 0 andPp1q “ ´P‹ .“ 0.344
-0.424 1
-0.01
0.01
(c)Bpλ, sq from (45) with s “ ´0.3λ
(an upper bound A pλq as appears in (A|RBLD)).
-0.424 1
-0.05
(d)H pλq `Ppλq marked by blue open circles;
H pλq `Ppλq `Bpλ,´0.3λq marked by red lled points.
Figure 2. For α .“ 0.833 the functions that arise in the second moment calculation.
pq1q1{2Z : this was informally stated by Remark 2.2b, and a formal statement is given by [BM11, Lemma 1(c)]. eir
result yields (possibly enlarging tpδq as needed) that
1
M
Mÿ
µ“1
1
!
Lq•phptqµ q ď κ` δ1{2
)
ď 1
M
Mÿ
µ“1
phptqµ q21
"
hptqµ ď ´ c
1
δ1{2
*
ď 1
expp2c{δq (54)
with high probability, for a positive constant c depending only on κ for α P pαlb, αubq. Consequently››››´δ1{2 ` κ´ Lq•phptqq¯`
››››
2
ď M
1{2δ1{2
exppc{δq ,
and combining with (53) yields the claimed bound. 
We next prove Proposition 2.3 by adapting an argument of [KR98].
Proof of Proposition 2.3. Recall (12) that we decomposeG ” GMˆNall into submatricesE and Eˆ. DenoteEµ,i ” gµ,i
and Eˆµ,i ” gˆµ,i, and recall these are i.i.d. standard gaussian random variables. We construct Jˆ in stages 1 ď s ď send
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where send “ OplnNq. We decompose the coordinates 1 ď i ď Nˆ into consecutive blocks of cardinality
Ns ” Mδ{4
s
4s` 2 expp1{δ3{4q ` 16 . (55)
At stage s, we choose each of the next Ns spins of Jˆ according to a weighted majority of the corresponding column
in Eˆ, where the weights are determined by what was revealed in the previous stages. More precisely, the coordinates
involved in stages r through s (inclusive) are denoted
r : s ”
" r´1ÿ
u“1
Nu , . . . ,
sÿ
u“1
Nu
*
.
We write Eˆpr : sq for the submatrix of Eˆ with column indices in r : s, and Jˆpr : sq ” pJˆiqiPr:s. With this notation,
the portion of Emptq ` EˆJˆ that is xed upon completion of stage s is
zpsq ” Emptq ` Eˆp1 : sqJˆp1 : sq ” Emptq `
ˆ ÿ
iP1:s
gˆµ,iJˆi
˙
µďM
P RM .
For s ě 0 let us dene
Ts ” N1{2κ` pMδq1{2
ˆ
1` 1
2s
˙
, f psq ”
´
Ts1´ zpsq
¯
`
P RM .
We use f ps´1q to measure the “decit” aer stage s´ 1, and determine the weights in stage s:
Jˆps : sq ” sgn
"´
Eˆps : sq
¯t
f ps´1q
*
“
ˆ
sgn
" Mÿ
µ“1
gˆµ,ipξps´1qqµ
*˙
iPs:s
.
Abbreviate Fˆs “ σpEmptq, Eˆp1 : sqq. We will prove inductively that
P
ˆ
}f psq}2 ď Ns`1
5
ˇˇˇˇ
Fˆs´1
˙
ě 1´ p2{3q
s
2
(56)
for Ns`1 as dened by (55). Note that the base case
}f p0q}2 ď N1
5
“ Mδ{40
10` expp1{δ3{4q
follows from Lemma 2.9. Now take s ě 1, abbreviate f ” f ps´1q, and suppose inductively that }f}2 ď Ns{5 holds.
All subsequent calculations are conditional on Fˆs´1, which we suppress from the notation. To bound the output of
stage s, let us rst x any µ ďM and i P s : s. Write P ” Pp¨ | Fˆs´1, gˆµ,iq and write E for expectation under P.
en, writing Z for an independent standard gaussian random variable, we have
mµ,i ” E
ˆ
Jˆi ¨ sgn gˆµ,i
˙
“ 2Pµ,i
ˆ
sgn
" ÿ
µ1ďM
ξµ1 gˆµ1,i
*
“ sgn gˆµ,i
˙
´ 1
“ 2Pµ,i
ˆ
0 ď Z ď |gˆµ,i|pξµ{}f}2qp1´ pξµ{}f}2q2q1{2
˙
for all i P s : s. In particular, mµ,i always lies between zero and one, and can be lower bounded by
mµ,i ě 2 P
ˆ
0 ď Z ď |gˆµ,i|ξµ}f}2
˙
ě 2 ξµ|gˆµ,i|}f}2 ϕpgˆµ,iq .
Averaging this bound over the law of gˆµ,i gives
E
´
gˆµ,iJˆi
¯
“ E
´
|gˆµ,i|mµ,i
¯
ě 2ξµ}f}2E
ˆ
|gˆµ,i|2ϕpgˆµ,iq
˙
ě ξµ
5}f}2 (57)
for all i P s : s. In addition, with Z denoting an independent standard gaussian as above, we have
E exppγgˆµ,iJˆiq
exptγEpgˆµ,iJˆiqu
“ 1
exppγmµ,iq
ˆ
E exppγZq `mµ,iE exppγ|Z|q ´ E expp´γ|Z|q
2
˙
ď exppγ2{2q , (58)
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where the last bound holds for all 0 ď γ ď γmax with γmax a small absolute constant — this follows by noting that
for suciently small γ we have
1`mµ,iE exppγ|g|q ´ E expp´γ|g|q
2
“ 1`mµ,i
ˆ
γEp|g|q `Opγ2q
˙
“ 1`mµ,i
ˆ
21{2γ
pi1{2
`Opγ2q
˙
ď exppγmµ,iq .
Denote τs ” Ts´1 ´ Ts “ pMδq1{2{2s, and dene the error vector
err ” errpsq ” zps´1q ´ zpsq ` Nsf
5}f}2 ´ τs1 P R
M . (59)
Each individual entry errµ is the sum of Ns i.i.d. random variables (although there is some dependency among the
dierent entries of err). It follows from (57) that
´Eerr “
ˆ ÿ
iPs:s
E
´
gˆµ,iJˆi
¯˙
µďM
´ Nsf
5}f}2 ` τs1 ě τs1 .
It follows from (58) that for all 0 ď γ ď γmax,
E exp
"
γ
´
errµ ´ Eerrµ
¯*
“
ź
iPs:s
E exp
"
γ
´
gˆµ,iJˆ ´ Epgˆµ,iJˆq
¯*
ď exp
"
Nsγ
2
2
*
. (60)
We then use the denition (59) of err to rewrite
Ts1´ zpsq “
ˆ
Ts´1 ´ zps´1q ´ Nsf
5}f}2
˙
` err ď f
ˆ
1´ Ns
5}f}2
˙
` err ď err ,
where the last bound holds since we have Ns ě 5}f}2 by the inductive hypothesis. Taking the positive part of each
entry gives f psq ď perrq`, therefore
E
´
rpξpsqqµs2
¯
“
ż 8
0
Pperrµ ě r1{2q dr ď inf
γě0
ż 8
0
E exppγperrµ ´ Eerrµqq
exppγpr1{2 ´ Eerrµqq dr
By (60) together with the earlier observation ´Eerrµ ě τs, the above is
ď inf
0ďγďγmax
exppNsγ2{2q
expp´γEerrµq
ż 8
0
dr
exppγr1{2q “ inf0ďγďγmax
2 exppNsγ2{2q
γ2 exppγτsq .
Seing γ ” τs{Ns (we shall check below that γ ď γmax for s ď send) and summing over µ gives
P
ˆ
}f psq}2 ě Ns`1
5
˙
ď Ep}f
psq}22q
pNs`1{5q2 ď
50MpNs{Ns`1q2{pτsq2
expppτsq2{p2Nsqq .
Recall from (55) that Ns “ pMδ{4sq{p4s` 2 expp1{δ3{4q ` 16q, while τs “ pMδq1{2{2s. us
P
ˆ
}f psq}2 ě Ns`1
5
˙
ď
ˆ
6ps` 1q ` 2 expp1{δ3{4q ` 16
4s` 2 expp1{δ3{4q ` 16
˙2
50 ¨ 16 ¨ 4s{δ
expp2s` expp1{δ3{4q ` 8qu
“
ˆ
1` Op1q
expp1{δ3{4q
˙
50 ¨ 16
expp8q
4s
expp2sq ď
p2{3qs
2
.
To conclude, we note that the required condition
γ “ τs
Ns
“ 4s` 2 expp1{δ
3{4q ` 16
τs
ď γmax
holds as long as s is small relative to τs “ pMδq1{2{2s. For instance, we can certainly continue the induction up
to the largest integer send such that 2send ď pMδq1{4, which gives send — lnM  pMδq1{4 ď τsend as desired. e
induction will end (with positive probability) at
}f psendq}22 ď Nsend`15 ď
Mδ{4send`1
4send ` 2 expp1{δ3{4q ` 16 ď
pMδq1{4
4
.
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On the other hand, any entry of zpsendq which is smaller than pMδq1{2{2 must contribute at least Mδ{4 to }f psendq}22.
Since Mδ is large, we obtain a contradiction unless zpsendq has no such entry, that is to say, zpsendq ě pMδq1{4{4. e
probability of this event is lower bounded by
8ź
j“0
ˆ
1´ p2{3q
s
2
˙
ě 1
10
.
e result follows by taking 1 : send “ t1, . . . , Nˆu. 
Corollary 2.10. In the seing of Proposition 2.3, it holds for all t ě tpδq that
}n´ nptq}2 ` }h´ hptq}2
N1{2
ď 1
expp1{δ1{3q .
Proof. For any xed Jˆ P t´1,`1uNˆ , we have
}EˆJˆ}22 “
Mÿ
µ“1
ˆ ÿ
iďNˆ
gˆµ,iJˆi
˙2
d“ Nˆ
Mÿ
µ“1
pgµq2
where the gµ are i.i.d. standard gaussians, and
d“ indicates equality in law. erefore
P
ˆ}EˆJˆ}2
N
ě δ
expp1{δ1{2q
˙
ď exp
"
´N exp
ˆ
Ωp1q
δ2{3
˙*
,
using the bound on Nˆ{N from Proposition 2.3. It follows by a union bound that with high probability we have
}EˆJˆ}2
N
ď δ
expp1{δ1{2q (61)
simultaneously for all Jˆ P t´1,`1uNˆ , in particular for Jˆ “ Jˆ•. Recall from (20) and (52) that
Lq•phptqq ` p1´ q•q
´
npt´1q ´ nptq
¯
“ Em
N1{2
“ Lq•phq ` κ∆ ´ EˆJˆ•N1{2 .
Rearranging the above gives
}Lq•phq ´ Lq•phptqq}2
N1{2
“ 1
N1{2
››››p1´ q•q´npt´1q ´ nptq¯` EˆJˆ•N1{2 ´ κ∆
››››
2
ď 1
expp1{δ1{2q , (62)
where the last bound follows by combining (53), (61), and the denition of κ∆ (as given immediately prior to (20)).
To deduce a bound on }h´ hptq}2, we will use a well-known expansion (see [Bar08] and refs. therein)
Epxq “ x` 1
x
´ 2
x3
` Op1q
x5
which holds in the limit xÑ `8. It follows that E1pxq “ 1´ 1{x2 `Op1q{x4, so as hÑ ´8 we have
dLq•
dh
“ 1´ E
ˆ
κ´ h
p1´ q•q1{2
˙
— 1
h2
. (63)
e denition (20) impliesLq•phq ě pκ` δ1{2q1 coordinatewise, therefore h ě ´pc{δ1{2q1 coordinatewise for some
constant c. Let h1 ” maxthptq,´c{δ1{2u. en
}h´ h1}2
N1{2
ď }Lq•phq ´ Lq•ph
1q}2
N1{2 mint|dLq•{dh| : h ě ´c{δ1{2u
ď Op1{δq
expp1{δ1{2q
by combining (62) with (63). Combining with (54) gives the nal claim. 
3. Change of measure
Let eˆµ be the µ-th coordinate vector in RM , and 9ei the i-th coordinate vector in RN . For any x P RM letXi denote
the M ˆN matrix with x in column i and all other columns zero, Xi ” xp 9eiqt. For any y P RN let Yµ denote the
M ˆN matrix with y in row µ and all other rows zero, Yµ ” eˆµyt. Note
pE,XiqiďN “ Etx , pE,YµqµďM “ Ey .
Recalling (27) and (32), let Vµ ” eˆµvt, and dene similarly V˜µ andWµ.
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3.1. OrthogonalizedTAPequations. Recall that prpsqq1ďsďt is an orthonormal basis for spanppmpsqq1ďsďt´1,mq,
obtained by the change of coordinates (QR factorization) M “ RΓ for M as in (25). Similarly, pcpsqq1ďsďt is an
orthonormal basis for spanppnpsqq1ďsďt´1,nq, obtained by the change of coordinates N “ CΞ for N as in (26).
e constraints (49) and (50) can be rewrien as
Erpsq “ xpsq for 1 ď s ď t , (ROW)
Etcpsq “ ypsq for 1 ď s ď t , (COL)
where xpsq and ypsq are dened by the same change of coordinates:`
xptq ¨ ¨ ¨ xp1q˘ “ ˆh` p1´ q•qnpq•q1{2 h
pt´1q ` bpt´1qnpt´2q
pqt´1q1{2 ¨ ¨ ¨
hp1q ` bp1qnp0q
pq1q1{2
˙
Γ´1 , (64)
`
yptq ¨ ¨ ¨ yp1q˘ “ ˆHpt`1q ` dptqmptqpψ•q1{2 H
ptq ` dpt´1qmpt´1q
pψt´1q1{2 ¨ ¨ ¨
Hp2q ` dp1qmp1q
pψ1q1{2
˙
Ξ´1 . (65)
LetRpsqµ ” eˆµprpsqqt and Cpsqi ” cpsqp 9eiqt, and dene the subspaces
VR ” spanppRpsqµ q1ďsďt,µďM q ,
VC ” spanppCpsqi q1ďsďt,iďN q .
For v as given by (27), dene V psq ” cpsqvt, and similarly V˜ psq and W psq. Observe that V psq, V˜ psq,W psq are all
orthogonal to VR and lie in VC. For any E satisfying the column constraints (COL), we must have
pE,V psqq “ pcpsqqtEv “ pypsq,vq for 1 ď s ď t , (ADM1)
pE, V˜ psqq “ pcpsqqtEv˜ “ pypsq, v˜q for 1 ď s ď t . (ADM2)
We refer to (ADM1) and (ADM2) as the admissibility constraints. Dene the following subspaces of RMˆN :
VA1 “ spanppV psqq1ďsďtq , VP1 “ spanppVµqµďM q “ VA1 k VQ1 , (66)
VA2 “ spanppV˜ psqq1ďsďtq , VP2 “ spanppV˜µqµďM q “ VA2 k VQ2 ,
We usek to refer to the orthogonal sum of two subspaces, so VQ1 is by denition the orthogonal complement of VA1
inside VP1 . For any subspaces VX, VY we abbreviate their direct (not necessarily orthogonal) sum as
VXY ” VX ‘ VY .
Let VA ” VA1A2 , VQ ” VQ1Q2 , and VP ” VP1P2 “ VAQ.
Lemma 3.1 (subspace decompositions). Note VA1 Ď VA Ď VRC. Let VD1 and VD be dened by the relations
VR k VA1 k VD1 “ VRC “ VR k VA k VD .
We then have the additional relations
VR k VP1 k VD1 “ VRCP1 , VR k VP k VD “ VRCP .
Proof. We prove the claim for VD only, as the claim for VD1 follows by a similar argument. LetA
psq
i be the projection
of Cpsqi onto the orthogonal complement of VR k VA,
A
psq
i “ Cpsqi ´
tÿ
r“1
" Mÿ
µ“1
´
C
psq
i ,R
prq
µ
¯
Rprqµ `
´
C
psq
i ,V
prq
¯
V prq `
´
C
psq
i ,W
prq
¯
W prq
*
.
One can check that pCpsqi ,V prqq “ 0 for r ‰ s, while´
C
psq
i ,V
psq
¯
V psq “
ÿ
jďN
vj
´
C
psq
i ,C
psq
j
¯
V psq “ viV psq “
Mÿ
µ“1
´
C
psq
i ,Vµ
¯
Vµ
(and similarly withW in place of V ). It follows that
A
psq
i “ Cpsqi ´
Mÿ
µ“1
" tÿ
r“1
„´
C
psq
i ,R
prq
µ
¯
Rprqµ `
´
C
psq
i ,Vµ
¯
Vµ `
´
C
psq
i ,Wµ
¯
Wµ
*
,
from which we immediately see that each Apsqi is in fact orthogonal to VR k VP. e space VD is spanned by the
A
psq
i , and it follows that VR k VP k VD “ VRCP. 
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3.2. Change ofmeasure. Recall from Remark 2.8 thatE is a standard gaussian random variable inRMˆN which is
independent of the background σ-eldF bg. Let P denote the law ofE conditional onF bg (which, by independence,
is the same as the unconditional law). We will make calculations under a tilted measure Pˇ, dened by
dPˇ
dP
“ exp
"
pE,T q ´ }T }
2
2
*
(67)
for T to be specied below. Let pˇ denote the density of E under Pˇ. We indicate projections of E onto subspaces by
subscripts, e.g. the projection of E onto VR is denoted ER. We shall prove the following:
Proposition 3.2 (change of measure formula). For any ERP-measurable event B, and for any T P VRC,
PpB |ERCq “ PˇpB |ERqpˇA|RBpEA |ERq
pˇApEAq (S|CR)
where pˇA|RBpEA |ERq is the density of EA under Pˇp¨ |ER “ ER,ERP P Bq. Likewise, for any ERP1 -measurable event B1,
PpB1 |ERCq “ PˇpB1 |ERqpˇA1|RB1pEA1 |ERq
pˇA1pEA1q (S1|CR)
where pˇA1|RB1pEA1 |ERq is the density of EA1 under Pˇp¨ |ER “ ER,ERP1 P B1q.
Proof. We prove (S|CR) only, as (S1|CR) follows similarly. Write p and pˇ for densities under P and Pˇ respectively. From
Lemma 3.1 we have the orthogonal decompositions
VR k VA k VD “ VRC , VR k VP k VD “ VRCP .
Recall also that VP “ VAQ. erefore the le-hand side of (S|CR) can be wrien as
PpB |ERCq “ 1
pRADpERADq
ż
1tERAQ P BupRAQDpERAQDq dEQ .
e right-hand side above is unaected if we replace p with pˇ, because T P VRC and so the Radon–Nikodym deriv-
ative (67) takes the same xed value in both numerator and denominator. Aer replacing p with pˇ, we apply the
orthogonality result of Lemma 3.1 to simplify
PpB |ERCq “ PˇpB |ERq
pˇApEAq
ż
1tERAQ P BupˇAQpEAQq
PˇpB |ERq dEQ “
PˇpB |ERqpˇA|RBpEA |ERq
pˇApEAq , (68)
where the last equality is by denition of pˇA|RBpEA |ERq. is proves (S|CR). 
For E P RMˆN satisfying the equations (ROW) and (COL) (and hence also satisfying (ADM1) and (ADM2)) we will have
the projections ER, EC, EA, ED constrained to xed values, hereaer denoted E¯R, E¯C, E¯A, E¯D: for instance,
E¯A “
tÿ
s“1
"
pv,ypsqqV psq ` pw,ypsqqW psq
*
. (69)
Recalling Denition 2.6, we now x a pair pJ,Kq P Hpλq ” HM,Nall,δ,tpλq, and proceed to calculate the terms of
Proposition 3.2 with ERC “ E¯RC and
B1 “ SJ, ” SJ,δ,t, ,
B “ tB1, SKu ” tB1, SK,δ,tu . (70)
is calculation will occupy Sections 4 and 5.
4. Probabilities given row constraints
As above, x κall, αall, q‹ ” q‹κallpαallq, ψ‹ ” ψ‹κallpαallq, and pJ,Kq P Hpλq. Recall from (35) and (44) the denitions
ofP‹ andPpλq. Now recall Proposition 3.2 and (70). e main result of this section is that
lim sup
δÓ0
lim sup
tÒ8
lim sup
NallÒ8
"
1
Nall
ln
PˇpSJ, |E¯Rq
pˇA1pE¯A1q
´P‹
*
“ 0 (P1|R)
for any xed positive , and moreover that
lim sup
δÓ0
lim sup
tÒ8
lim sup
Ó0
lim sup
NallÒ8
"
1
Nall
ln
PˇpSK |E¯R, SJ,q pˇA1pE¯A1q2
PˇpSJ, |E¯Rq pˇApE¯Aq ´ 2P‹ ´Ppλq
*
ď 0 . (P|RLD)
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e combination of (P1|R) and (P|RLD), proved in Corollary 4.3, will be sucient for most λ. For small λwe will require
a more precise estimates, given as (P1|R—) and (P|RCLT) in Corollary 4.4.
4.1. Admissibility given row constraints. We begin by evaluating the probability to satisfy the admissibility con-
straints, which we recall are orthogonal to the row constraints. Recall pJ,Kq P Hpλq, so we have the decompositions
(27) and (32) and the overlap λ ” λJ,K from (33). From now on, in the change of measure (67) we x
T “ ´
´
Nψ•p1´ q•q
¯1{2
c
´
ϑ1v ` ϑ2w
¯t
. (71)
where the ϑi satisfy the equations
ϑ1 “
ˆ
qJ,tp1´ q•q
q•p1´ qJq
˙1{2
, λϑ1 ` p1´ λ2q1{2ϑ2 “
ˆ
qK,tp1´ q•q
q•p1´ qKq
˙1{2
. (72)
Recalling (30), we comment that Tv “ ´ζJ and T v˜ “ ´ζK , so ν “ pE ´ T qv; these facts will be used later. We
rst give the computation for the probability density under Pˇ on the admissibility constraints:
Proposition 4.1. Let pJ,Kq P Hpλq. If T is given by (71), then
1
pˇA1pE¯A1q
“ exp
"
Nψ•p1´ q•q
2
`Opcstq
*
. (A1|R)
Additionally, with cλ as in (33), we have
1
pˇApE¯Aq “
1
pˇA1pE¯A1q
exp
"
Nψ•p1´ q•qpcλq2
2
` Opcstqp1´ λ2q1{2 `
Opcstq
Np1´ λ2q
*
“ exp
"
Nψ•p1´ q•q
1` λ `
Opcstq
p1´ λ2q1{2 `
Opcstq
Np1´ λ2q
*
. (A|R)
Finally, we have the non-asymptotic bound
pˇA1pE¯A1q
pˇApE¯Aq ď
1
p2piqt{2 . (73)
which holds for any λ.
Proof. By denition of Pˇ we have
pˇA1pE¯A1q “
tź
s“1
ϕ
´
pv,ypsqq ´ pT ,V psqq
¯
,
pˇApE¯Aq
pˇA1pE¯A1q
“
tź
s“1
ϕ
´
pw,ypsqq ´ pT ,W psqq
¯
, (74)
where the last equality immediately implies (73). Recall that we specied cptq “ c, so V ptq “ cvt andW ptq “ cwt,
and (71) can be rewrien as
T “ ´
´
Nψ•p1´ q•q
¯1{2´
ϑ1V
ptq ` ϑ2W ptq
¯t
.
With cλ as in (33), assumption (27) implies
ϑ1 “ 1` Opcstq
N
, ϑ2 “ cλ ` Opcst{Nqp1´ λ2q1{2 .
Next, from condition (28) we have that the scalar products products pv,Hpsqq (for 1 ď s ď t´ 1) and pv,Hpt`1qq
are all bounded in absolute value by C{N1{2. Recall that by denition pmpsq,vq “ 0 for all 1 ď s ď t. Since Ξ has
all eigenvalues lower bounded by 1{cst (see Corollary 5.3) we conclude via (65) that |pv,ypsq| ď cst{N1{2 for all
1 ď s ď t. Likewise we have |pv˜,ypsq| ď cst{N1{2, so
|pw,ypsqq| “
ˇˇˇˇˆ
v˜ ´ λv
p1´ λ2q1{2 ,y
psq
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ď cst{N
1{2
p1´ λ2q1{2
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for all 1 ď s ď t. Combining the above estimates gives"
pv,ypsqq ´ pT ,V psqq
*2
“
#
pv,ypsqq2 “ Opcst{Nq for 1 ď s ď t´ 1 ,
Opcstq `Nψ•p1´ q•q for s “ t ,
"
pw,ypsqq ´ pT ,W psqq
*2
“
$’’&’’%
pw,ypsqq2 “ Opcstq
Np1´ λ2q for 1 ď s ď t´ 1 ,
Opcstq
Np1´ λ2q q `
Opcstq
p1´ λ2q1{2 `Nψ•p1´ q•q for s “ t .
Substituting into (74) gives the claims (A1|R) and (A|R). 
4.2. Satisability given row constraints. Let
ξJ ” 1p1´ qJq1{2
ˆ
κ1´ pqJ,tq
1{2
pq•q1{2 h´
t´1ÿ
s“1
γJ,sx
psq ´
ˆ
1´ pqJ,tq
1{2
pq•q1{2
˙ˆ
EˆJˆ•
N1{2
´ κ∆
˙˙
(75)
and let ξK be analogously dened. Recall from (66) that EP1 is the projection of E onto the space VP1 spanned by
the elements Vµ ” eˆµvt for µ ďM :
EP1 “
Mÿ
µ“1
pE,VµqVµ “
Mÿ
µ“1
´
peˆµqtEv
¯
Vµ .
at is to say, the coordinates of EP1 relative to the basis pVµqµďM is precisely Ev.
Proposition 4.2. Fix pJ,Kq P Hpλq and consider the events dened by (70). Suppose in the change of measure (67)
that we take T as dened (71). en, for ξJ dened by (75), we have
PˇpSJ, |E¯Rq
1´ oN p1q “ PˇpSJ |E¯Rq “ exp
"´
1, ln ΨpξJq
¯*
. (S1|R)
Let ν ” Ev ` ζJ as in (30) (recall Ev is equivalent to EP1 , so ν is equivalent to EP1 plus a deterministic shi). en
PˇpSK |E¯R, SJ,q “
ż
pˇP1|RB1pEP1 |E¯Rq exp
"ˆ
1, ln Ψ
ˆ
ξK ´ λν
p1´ λ2q1{2
˙˙*
dEP1 (S|R)
where pˇP1|RB1p¨ |E¯Rq denotes density under Pˇp¨ |E¯R,ERP1 P SJ,q.
Proof. Recall from (27) that we decomposed j ” J{N1{2 as
j “ pqJ,tq1{2rptq `
t´1ÿ
s“1
γJ,sr
psq ` p1´ qJq1{2v
where the γJ,s areOp1{Nqwhile qJ,t, qJ lie withinOp1{Nq of q•. Recall from (24) that we xed rptq “ m{pNq•q1{2,
and from (20) that we chose n ” Fq•phq to satisfy
Em`EJˆ•
N1{2
´ κ∆ “ h` p1´ q•qn .
Consequently, the law under Pˇp¨ |E¯Rq of Ej` EˆJˆ•{N1{2 ´ κ∆ agrees with the law under P of
J ” pqJ,tq
1{2
pq•q1{2
ˆ
h` p1´ q•qn` κ∆ ´ EˆJˆ•
N1{2
˙
`
tÿ
s“1
γJ,sx
psq ` p1´ qJq1{2
´
Tv `Ev
¯
` EˆJˆ•
N1{2
´ κ∆
“ pqJ,tq
1{2
pq•q1{2 h`
tÿ
s“1
γJ,sx
psq `
ˆ
1´ pqJ,tq
1{2
pq•q1{2
˙ˆ
EˆJˆ•
N1{2
´ κ∆
˙
` p1´ qJq1{2
ˆ´
ζJ ` Tv
¯
`Ev
˙
,
for ζJ as dened by (30). e denition of T (71) implies Tv “ ´ζJ . Rearranging gives
κ1´ J
p1´ qJq1{2 “ ξ
J ´Ev
for ξJ as dened by (75). Recalling from (29) the denition of SJ ” SJ,δ,t, we have
Pˇ
´
SJ
ˇˇˇ
E¯R
¯
“ P
´
J ě κ1
¯
“ P
´
Ev ě ξJ
¯
“ exp
"´
1, ln ΨpξJq
¯*
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which is the second equality in (S1|R). e rst equality in (S1|R) follows by the law of large numbers: under the
measure Pˇp¨ |E¯R, SJq, the event SJ, holds with probability 1´ oN p1q for any  ą 0. Similarly, using the expansion
of k ” K{N1{2 from (32), the law under Pˇp¨ |E¯R,EP1q of Ek` EˆJˆ• ´ κ∆ agrees with the law under P of
K ” pqK,tq
1{2
pq•q1{2 h`
tÿ
s“1
γJ,sx
psq `
ˆ
1´ pqK,tq
1{2
pq•q1{2
˙ˆ
EˆJˆ•
N1{2
´ κ∆
˙
` p1´ qKq1{2
ˆ´
ζK ` T v˜
¯
` λν ` p1´ λ2q1{2Ew
˙
,
since Tv “ ´ζJ implies ν “ pE ´ T qv. e denition of T also implies T v˜ “ ´ζK , and rearranging gives
κ1´K
p1´ qKq1{2 “ ξ
K ´ λν ´ p1´ λ2q1{2Ew .
Consequently, for any realization of EP1 ,
PˇpSK |E¯R,EP1q “ P
ˆ
Ew ě ξ
K ´ λν
p1´ λ2q1{2
ˇˇˇˇ
ν
˙
“
Mź
µ“1
Ψ
ˆ
ξKµ ´ λνµ
p1´ λ2q1{2
˙
. (76)
e result (S|R) follows by integrating (76) over the law of EP1 . 
e main results of this section are summarized by the next two corollaries:
Corollary 4.3. e limits (P1|R) and (P|RLD) hold.
Corollary 4.4. It holds uniformly over J P H that
ln
PˇpSJ, |E¯Rq
pˇA1pE¯A1q
“
´
1, ln Ψpξq
¯
` Nψ•p1´ q•q
2
`Opcstq . (P1|R—)
ere exists ρ ” ρM,Nall,δ,t, (depending on J and K) and l0 ą 0 such that for small λ,
ln
PˇpSK |E¯R, SJ,q pˇA1pE¯A1q2
PˇpSJ, |E¯Rq pˇApE¯Aq “
Nρλ2
2
`O
ˆ
cst
´
1`N |λ|3
¯˙
. (P|RCLT)
In addition, for a small positive l0, it holds uniformly over all |λ| ď l0 and all pJ,Kq P Hpλq that
lim sup
δÓ0
lim sup
tÒ8
lim sup
Ó0
lim sup
NallÒ8
ρM,Nall,δ,t, ďP2p0q “ 2ψ‹p1´ q‹q ` d
2I pλq
dλ2
ˇˇˇˇ
λ“0
. (77)
For a more explicit calculation ofP2p0q we refer to (187) below.
We prove the corollaries via a general lemma that follows. Recall from (30) the denitions of ξ, and let
ζ ” p1´ q•q1{2n “ p1´ q•q1{2Fq•phq “ E
ˆ
κ1´ h
p1´ q•q1{2
˙
“ Epξq . (78)
For nptq “ F phptqq as dened by the TAP iteration (Section 2.1), we let ξptq, ζptq be dened by the equations
ζptq ” p1´ q•q1{2Fq•phptqq “ E
ˆ
κ1´ hptq
p1´ q•q1{2
˙
“ Epξptqq .
Recall from (42) the denition of ξq,z , and let
ζq,z ” p1´ qq1{2Fqpq1{2zq “ E
ˆ
κ´ q1{2z
p1´ qq1{2
˙
“ Epξq,zq .
Recall also from (30) that
ζJ ” pqJ,tq
1{2p1´ q•qn
pq•q1{2p1´ qJq1{2 , ν ” Ev ` ζ
J ,
and recall from (75) that
ξJ ” 1p1´ qJq1{2
ˆ
κ1´ pqJ,tq
1{2
pq•q1{2 h´
t´1ÿ
s“1
γJ,sx
psq
˙
.
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With the above notations we dene the vectors
sJ,K ” pξJ , ξK , ζJ , ζK ,hq , XJ,K “ psJ,K ,Ev ` ζJq ,
sapx ” pξ, ξ, ζ, ζ,hq , Xapx ” psapx,Ev ` ζq ,
sptq ” pξptq, ξptq, ζptq, ζptq,hptqq , Xptq ” psptq,Ev ` ζptqq ,
spzq ” pξq,z, ξq,z, ζq,z, ζq,z, zq , Xpz, νq ” pspzq, νq .
We regard XJ,K , Xapx, and Xptq as elements of pR6qM . For J,K P H (see Denition 2.6) the vectors XJ,K and Xapx
are very close to one another (at scale— 1{N ); they are both moderately close to Xptq (at scale— 1); and in the limit
their empirical proles are approximated by the distribution of Xpz, νq P R6 for z standard gaussian and ν sampled
from ϕξq,z pνq. is is formalized by the following:
Lemma 4.5. Let f1, f2 : R6 ÞÑ R be twice dierentiable functions, satisfying |fjpxq| ` }∇fjpxq}2 ď cp1` }x}52q for
some nite constant c. en, for J,K P H we haveˇˇˇˇ´
f1pXJ,Kq, f2pXJ,Kq
¯
´
´
f1pXapxq, f2pXapxq
¯ˇˇˇˇ
ď cst (79)
uniformly over the event SJ,. In the limit Nall Ò 8 followed by  Ó 0 followed by t Ò 8 followed by δ Ó 0, we have
pf1pXJ,Kq, f2pXJ,Kqq
M
ÝÑ
ż ż
f1pXpz, νqqf2pXpz, νqqϕξq,z pνq dν ϕpzq dz
ˇˇˇˇ
q“q‹
, (80)
again uniformly over the event SJ,.
Proof. We shall express X P pR6qM as X “ pXµqµďM where Xµ ” pXµ,iqiď6 P R6. We dene the interpolating
vector Xpsq ” XJ,K ` spXapx ´XJ,Kq for 0 ď s ď 1. enˇˇˇˇ´
f1pXJ,Kq, f2pXJ,Kq ´ f2pXapxq
¯ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ Mÿ
µ“1
f1pXJ,Kµ q
ż 1
0
d
ds
f2pXµpsqq ds
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇ Mÿ
µ“1
f1pXJ,Kµ q
"
max
0ďsď1 }∇f2pXµpsqq}2
*
}Xapxµ ´XJ,Kµ }2
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Op1q
ˆ Mÿ
µ“1
"
1` }XJ,Kµ }202 ` }Xapxµ }202
*˙1{2
}XJ,K ´Xapx}2 , (81)
using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and the assumed bounds on |f1| and }∇f2}2. Now, for ξ ě 0, we can use the
bound Epξq ď ξ (see Lemma 10.1) to obtainż
ν20 ϕξpνq dν “
ż
uě0
pξ ` uq20Epξq
exppξu` u2{2q du ď Op1q
ż
uě0
pξ20 ` u20qξ
exppu2{2q du ď Op1` ξ
21q .
For ξ ď 0 we instead use the bound ϕξpνq ď 2ϕpνq to obtainż
ν20 ϕξpνq dν ď 2
ż
ν20ϕpνq dν ď Op1q .
Consequently it holds uniformly over all ξ P R thatż
ν20 ϕξpνq dν ď Op1` ξ21q . (82)
We then note that
Mÿ
µ“1
"
1` }XJ,Kµ }202 ` }Xapxµ }202
*
ď Op1q
Mÿ
µ“1
"
1` }sJ,Kµ }202 ` }sapxµ }202 ` pνµq20
*
ď Op1q
Mÿ
µ“1
"
1` }sJ,Kµ }202 ` }sapxµ }202 ` 2N
ż
ν20 ϕξµpνq dν
*
ď cst ¨N (83)
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where the rst bound is by Minkowski’s inequality, the second bound is by Denition 2.7 part (ii), and the last bound
is by [BM11, Lemma 1(c)] (whose conditions are satised due to (82)). On the other hand, by the bounds on |qJ ´ q•|,
γJ,s assumed for J P H (Denition 2.6), we have
}XJ,K ´Xapx}2 ď Op1q
N
ˆ
}h}2 ` }Fq•phq}2 `
ÿ
0ďsďt´1
}xpsq}2
˙
ď cst
N1{2
,
where the last inequality is obtained as follows: we have }hpsq}2 ` }Fq•phpsqq}2 ď cst ¨N1{2 as a straightforward
consequence of [BM11, Lemma 1(c)]. is implies }xpsq}2 ď cst ¨N1{2 via (64) and our earlier observation that the
matrix Γ is nondegenerate (all eigenvalues bounded away from zero in the limit N Ò 8). Lastly, combining with
Corollary 2.10 gives also }h}2 ` }Fq•phq}2 ď cst ¨N1{2. Combining the last two bounds, we see that (81) is upper
bounded by cst. A very similar argument gives alsoˇˇˇˇ´
f1pXJ,Kq ´ f1pXapxq, f2pXapxq
¯ˇˇˇˇ
ď cst ,
so we obtain (79). e derivation of (81) also givesˇˇˇˇ´
f1pXapxq, f2pXapxq ´ f2pXptqq
¯ˇˇˇˇ
ď Op1q
ˆ Mÿ
µ“1
"
1` }Xapxµ }4p2 ` }Xptqµ }4p2
*˙1{2
}Xapx ´Xptq}2 .
It follows from Corollary 2.10 that }Xapx ´Xptq}2 ď N1{2o1{δ,tp1q where we use o1{δ,tp1q to indicate an error term
tending to zero in the limit t Ò 8 followed by δ Ó 0. erefore
pf1pXapxq, f2pXapxqq
M
“ pf1pX
ptqq, f2pXptqqq
M
` o1{δ,tp1q . (84)
For any constant R let us dene
pf1pXptqq, f2pXptqqqďR ”
Mÿ
µ“1
1
" }sptqµ }2 ď R
and |νµ| ď R
*
f1pXptqµ qf2pXptqµ q ,
pf1pXptqq, f2pXptqqqěR ”
Mÿ
µ“1
1
" }sptqµ }2 ě R
or |νµ| ě R
*ˇˇˇ
f1pXptqµ qf2pXptqµ q
ˇˇˇ
(note the absolute values in the last expression), as well as
Iq,ďR ”
ż ż
1
" }spzq}2 ď R
and |ν| ď R
*
f1pXpz, νqqf2pXpz, νqqϕpνq dν ϕpzq dz .
Write Iq ” Iq,ď8. It follows from [BM11, Lemma 1(c)] together with Denition 2.7 part (iii) that for any nite R,
lim sup
Ó0
lim sup
NallÒ8
" pf1pXptqq, f2pXptqqqďR
M
´ Iq•,ďR
*
“ 0 .
On the other hand, arguing similarly as in (83) we have
pf1pXptqq, f2pXptqqqěR ď Op1q
Mÿ
µ“1
1
" }sptqµ }2 ě R
or |νµ| ě R
*"
1` }sptq}102 ` |νµ|10
*
,
so by [BM11, Lemma 1(c)] together with Denition 2.7 part (ii) we conclude
lim sup
RÒ8
lim sup
NallÒ8
pf1pXptqq, f2pXptqqqěR
M
“ 0 .
Combining these bounds and sending R Ò 8 gives
lim sup
Ó0
lim sup
NallÒ8
" pf1pXptqq, f2pXptqqq
M
´ Iq•
*
“ 0 .
In the limit t Ò 8 followed by δ Ó 0 we have Iq• Ñ Iq‹ , therefore
lim sup
δÓ0
lim sup
tÒ8
lim sup
Ó0
lim sup
NallÒ8
" pf1pXptqq, f2pXptqqq
M
´ Iq‹
*
“ 0 .
Combining with (84) yields (80), concluding the proof. 
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We now apply Lemma 4.5 to deduce the preceding corollaries.
Proof of Corollary 4.3. It follows from (A1|R) and (S1|R) that
PˇpSJ, |E¯Rq
pˇA1pE¯A1q
“ exp
"
Nψ•p1´ q•q
2
`
´
1, ln ΨpξJq
¯
`Opcstq
*
.
e limit (P1|R) follows by applying Lemma 4.5. Similarly, for any constant l1 ă 1, the limit (P|RLD) holds uniformly
over λmin ď λ ď l1 by combining (A|R) and (S|R) with Lemma 4.5. For l1 ď λ ď 1 we simply use (73) to obtain
PˇpSK |E¯R, SJ,q
pˇApE¯Aq{pˇA1pE¯A1q
ď pˇA1pE¯A1q
pˇApE¯Aq ď
1
p2piqt{2 ,
which implies for l1 ď λ ď 1 that
lim sup
NallÒ8
1
Nall
ln
PˇpSK |E¯R, SJ,q
pˇApE¯Aq{pˇA1pE¯A1q
ď 0 .
By taking c Ó 0 we conclude that (P|RLD) holds for all λmin ď λ ď 1. 
We emphasize that the prole restriction (Denition 2.7 part (iii)) was crucially used in the proof of Lemma 4.5,
which in turn is used to prove Corollary (4.3). Without this restriction we do not expect the limit (P|RLD) to be correct
for general λ ‰ 0.
Proof of Corollary 4.4. It follows from (A1|R) and (A|R) that for small λ we have
ln
pˇA1pE¯A1q2
pˇApE¯Aq “ ´
Nψ•p1´ q•qλ
1` λ `Opcstq “ Nψ•p1´ qqp´λ` λ
2q `O
ˆ
cst
´
1`N |λ|3
¯˙
. (85)
From the explicit expression (76) for the conditional probability PˇpSK |E¯R,EP1q, we derive
d ln PˇpSK |E¯R,EP1q
dλ
ˇˇˇˇ
λ“0
“
´
EpξKq ,ν
¯
, (86)
d2 ln PˇpSK |E¯R,EP1q
dλ2
ˇˇˇˇ
λ“0
“ ´
´
EpξKq , ξK
¯
´
´
E1pξKq ,ν2
¯
. (87)
Now recall from Proposition 4.2 that we obtained the result for PˇpSK |E¯R, SJ,q in (S|R) simply by integrating (76)
over the law of EP1 . Combining with (86) gives
dPˇpSK |E¯R, SJ,q
dλ
ˇˇˇˇ
λ“0
“
ż ´
EpξKq,ν
¯
pˇP1|RB1pEP1 |E¯Rq exp
!´
1, ln ΨpξKq
¯)
dEP1
“ exp
!´
1, ln ΨpξKq
¯)ˆ
EpξKq,
ż
ν pˇP1|RB1pEP1 |E¯Rq dEP1
˙
,
while we see from (S|R) that
PˇpSK |E¯R, SJ,q
ˇˇˇˇ
λ“0
“ exp
!´
1, ln ΨpξKq
¯) ż
pˇP1|RB1pEP1 |E¯Rq dEP1 “ exp
!´
1, ln ΨpξKq
¯)
. (88)
Dividing these two equations gives
d ln PˇpSK |E¯R, SJ,q
dλ
ˇˇˇˇ
λ“0
“
ˆ
EpξKq,
ż
ν pˇP1|RB1pEP1 |E¯Rq dEP1
˙
. (89)
Likewise we can use (87) to obtain the second derivative
d2 ln PˇpSK |E¯R, SJq
dλ2
ˇˇˇˇ
λ“0
“ ´
´
EpξKq , ξK
¯
´
ˆ
E1pξKq ,
ż
ν2 pˇP1|RSJpEP1 |E¯Rq dEP1
˙
. (90)
For any  ą 0, the measure Pˇp¨ |E¯R, SJq is exponentially well concentrated on the event SJ,. As a result, in the above
integrals, the density pˇP1|RB1 can be replaced by pˇP1|RSJ with negligible error: for instance, (89) can be expressed asˆ
EpξKq,
ż
1SJν pˇP1|RSJ pEP1 |E¯Rq
PˇpSJ, |E¯R, SJq dEP1
˙
“
ˆ
EpξKq,
ż
ν pˇP1|RSJ pEP1 |E¯Rq dEP1
˙
` Op1q
exppN{cstq
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for a positive constant cst, and an analogous approximation holds for (90). e mean and second moment of ν under
the measure Pˇp¨ |E¯R, SJq are given exactly byż
ν pˇP1|RSJ pEP1 |E¯Rq dEP1 “
ż
ν ϕξJ pνq dν “ EpξJq ,ż
ν2 pˇP1|RSJ pEP1 |E¯Rq dEP1 “
ż
ν2 ϕξJ pνq dν “ 1` ξJEpξJq .
Substituting into (89) and (90), and noting that E1pxq “ EpxqpEpxq ´ xq, we obtain
d ln PˇpSK |E¯R, SJq
dλ
ˇˇˇˇ
λ“0
“
´
EpξKq,EpξJq
¯
`Opcstq “ }Epξq}22 `Opcstq , (91)
d2 ln PˇpSK |E¯R, SJq
dλ2
ˇˇˇˇ
λ“0
“ ´
ˆ
EpξKq, ξK `
´
EpξKq ´ ξK
¯´
1` ξJEpξJq
¯˙
`Opcstq , (92)
where the last step of (91) is by the approximation result (79) from Lemma 4.5. It follows from the denition (78)
that }Epξq}22 “ p1´ q•q}n}22 “ Np1´ q•qψ•. Combining (S1|R) and (88) gives
ln
PˇpSK |E¯R, SJ,q
PˇpSJ, |E¯Rq
ˇˇˇˇ
λ“0
“
´
1, ln ΨpξJq ´ ln ΨpξKq
¯
“ Opcstq , (93)
where the last step is another application of (79). Denote the right-hand side of (92) as d ” dM,Nall,δ,t,. Combining
(91), (92), and (93) into a Taylor expansion gives (for small λ)
ln
PˇpSK |E¯R, SJ,q
PˇpSJ, |E¯Rq “ Nψ•p1´ q•qλ`
Ndλ2
2
`O
ˆ
cst
´
1`N |λ|3
¯˙
,
and we note that the rst-order term exactly cancels with that of (85). Altogether we obtain
ln
PˇpSK |E¯R, SJ,qpˇA1pE¯A1q2
PˇpSJ, |E¯RqpˇApE¯Aq “
Nλ2rd` 2ψ•p1´ q•qs
2
`O
ˆ
cst
´
1`N |λ|3
¯˙
.
By the limit result (80) from Lemma 4.5 we have
lim sup
δÓ0
lim sup
tÒ8
lim sup
Ó0
lim sup
NallÒ8
ˇˇˇˇ"
dM,Nall,δ,t, ´ d
2I pλq
dλ2
ˇˇˇˇ
λ“0
*ˇˇˇˇ
“ 0 .
e result follows by taking ρM,Nall,δ,t, “ dM,Nall,δ,t, ` 2ψ•p1´ q•q. 
5. Admissibility given row and satisfiability constraints
We continue to consider a xed pair pJ,Kq P Hpλq. In this section we shall estimate the remaining factors of Propo-
sition 3.2 that were not computed in Section 4, namely pˇA|RBpE¯A |E¯Rq as dened by the last equality in (68), and
pˇA1|RB1pE¯A1 |E¯Rq which is dened analogously as
pˇA1|RB1pE¯A1 |E¯Rq ”
ż
1tERA1Q1 P B1upˇAQpEA1Q1q
PˇpB1 |ERq dEQ . (94)
Recall that the events B1,B are dened by (70).
5.1. CLT and moderate deviations regime. e rst main result of this section is the following:
Proposition 5.1. For B1,B as in (70), consider pˇA|RBpE¯A |E¯Rq and pˇA1|RB1pE¯A1 |E¯Rq as dened by (68) and (94).
a. For any J P H we have
1
cst
ď pˇA1|RB1pE¯A1 |E¯Rq ”
ż
1tERA1Q1 P B1upˇA1Q1pEA1Q1q dEQ1
PˇpB1 |ERq
ˇˇˇˇ
ERA1“E¯RA1
ď cst . (A1|RB1)
b. If pJ,Kq P Hpλq with λmin ď λ ď l1 for a constant l1 ă 1, then
pˇA|RBpE¯A |E¯Rq ”
ż
1tERAQ P BupˇAQpEAQq dEQ
PˇpB |ERq
ˇˇˇˇ
ERA“E¯RA
ď cst . (A|RBCLT)
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We rst supply a technical lemma to be used in the proof. For 1 ď s ď t´ 1 dene the matrices
hp1 : sq ” `hp1q ¨ ¨ ¨ hpsq˘ ,
Hp1 : sq ” `Hp2q ¨ ¨ ¨ Hps`1q˘ ,
so hp1 : sq is M ˆ s while Hp1 : sq is N ˆ s. Dene
hp1 : tq ” `hp1q ¨ ¨ ¨ hpt´1q hptq˘ ,
Hp1 : tq ” `Hp2q ¨ ¨ ¨ Hptq Hpt`1q˘ .
Recall that eˆµ denotes a standard basis vector in RM while 9ei denotes a standard basis vector in RN . Recall from
Remark 2.5 our notational convention on quantities cst and cstγ .
Lemma 5.2. For any γ ą 0 and any cube Aγ Ď Rt of side length γ and within distance 1{γ of the origin,
M´1#t1 ď µ ďM : peˆµqthp1 : tq P Aγu ě 1{cstγ , (95)
N´1#t1 ď i ď N : p 9eiqtHp1 : tq P Aγu ě 1{cstγ (96)
with high probability in the limit Nall Ò 8.
Proof. It follows from [BM11, Lemma 1(c)] that
tÿ
s“1
}hpsq}22
N
`
tÿ
s“1
}Hpsq}22
M
ď cst . (97)
Let Aγ,s Ď Rs be the projection of Aγ onto the rst s coordinates. We will consider
fracrhp1 : sqs ”M´1#t1 ď µ ďM : peˆµqthp1 : sq P Aγ,su ,
fracrHp1 : sqs ” N´1#t1 ď i ď N : p 9eiqtHp1 : sq P Aγ,su ,
taking by denition fracrhp1 : 0qs ” 1 and fracrHp1 : 0qs ” 1. Let us write mpsq‖ for the orthogonal projection of
mpsq onto spanpmprqqrďs´1, and denote mpsqK ” mpsq ´mpsq‖. For 1 ď s ď t dene (cf. (23))
Ftap,s ” σ
´
np1q,mp2q,np2q, . . . ,mpsq
¯
.
We write csttap,s forFtap,s-measurable random variables (not depending on γ) that stay stochastically bounded as
N Ò 8. We indicate dependence on γ by writing csttap,s,γ . By [BM11, Lemma 1(a)], conditional onFtap,s, the next
iterate hps`1q is distributed as ÿ
rďs
αs,rh
prq `EindmpsqK ` errpsq
where αs,r are Ftap,s-measurable coecients satisfying |αs,r| ď csttap,s; Eind denotes an independent copy of E;
and we have }errpsq}8 Ñ 0 asN Ò 8. In addition, it is given by [BM11, Lemma 1(g)] that }mpsqK}2 ě N1{2{csttap,s.
It follows that, given phprqq1ďrďs for s ě 0, it holds with probability 1´ oN p1q that
fracrhp1 : s` 1qs
fracrhp1 : sqs ě
1
csttap,s,γ
.
Iterating the bound gives (95). A similar argument gives, again with probability 1´ oN p1q, that
fracrHp1 : t´ 1qs ě 1
csttap,s,γ
, (98)
but does not directly give (96) due to the diering construction of Hpt`1q ((20) and (22)). To address this, let
F¯t ” σ
´
np1q,mp2q,np2q, . . . ,mptq ” m,nptq, Eˆ
¯
.
We write cst for F¯t-measurable random variables (not depending on γ) that remain stochastically bounded asN Ò 8.
We indicate dependence on γ by writing cstγ . Now consider (20), or equivalently
n “ Fq• ˝ pLq•q´1
ˆ
Em` EˆJˆ•
N1{2
´ κ∆
˙
,
Em` EˆJˆ•
N1{2
´ κ∆ ě
´
κ` δ1{2
¯
1 .
anks to the random perturbation κ∆, together with the fact that |pFq• ˝ pLq•q´1q1pxq| ě 1{cst for x ě κ` δ1{2,
we conclude that the random vector n has a probability density uniformly bounded above by some cstM . On the
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other hand, we can choose a value cst such that }n}2 ď N1{2cst1 except with probability oN p1q. en, for small
positive γ1, consider the set
S ”
"
n˜ P RM : }n˜´ spanpn
p1q, . . . ,npt´1qq}2
N1{2
ď γ1 and }n˜}2
N1{2
ď cst1
*
.
We cover S with pOp1qN1{2cst1{γ1qt´1 balls of diameter γ1; each ball has volume ď pγ1qM . Combining with the
above density bound gives
P
´
n P S
ˇˇˇ
F¯t
¯
ď
ˆ
Op1qN1{2cst1
γ1
˙t´1´
γ1 ¨ cst
¯M
,
which can be made oN p1q by taking γ1 “ 1{p2 cstq. By relabelling 2 cst as cst we conclude that
}n´ spanpnp1q, . . . ,npt´1qq}2
N1{2
ě 1
cst
, (99)
with probability 1´ oN p1q. erefore we can decompose n “ n‖ ` nK where n‖ is the orthogonal projection of n
onto spanpnprqqrďt´1, while }nK}2 ě N1{2{cst. To complete the proof of the lemma, in light of (98) it suces to
argue that with probability 1´ oN p1q we have
fracrHp1 : tqs
fracrHp1 : t´ 1qs ě
1
cstγ
(100)
where Hp1 : tq diers from Hp1 : t´ 1q by the addition of the column Hpt`1q. Recall from (22) that
Hpt`1q ”
ˆ
Etn‖
N1{2
´ dptqm
˙
` E
tnK
N1{2
— on the right-hand side, the term in parentheses is F¯t-measurable. By similar considerations as in the proof of
Lemma 3.1, conditional on F¯t, the vector pEtnKq{}nK}2 is distributed as a standard gaussian in RN subject to the
linear constraints
pEtnK, rpsqq
}nK}2 “
pnK,Erpsqq
}nK}2 “
pnK,xpsqq
}nK}2 (101)
for all 1 ď s ď t, with xpsq as in (ROW) and (64). Explicitly, with d“ denoting equality in distribution, we have
y ” E
tnK
N1{2
d“
tÿ
s“1
pnK,xpsqq
N1{2
rpsq ` }n
K}2
N1{2
ˆ
INˆN ´
tÿ
s“1
rpsqprpsqqt
˙
yind
where yind is an independent standard gaussian in RN . We have pnK,xpsqq ď }nK}2}xpsq}2 ď Ncst, and we can
choose a large enough threshold cst2 such that
#rN sbdd
N
ě 1
2
, rN sbdd ”
"
1 ď i ď N : |rpsqi | ď
cst2
N1{2
for all 1 ď s ď t
*
.
We can bound the conditional mean of y “ pEtnKq{N1{2 at coordinates in rN sbdd asˇˇˇ
E
`
yi
ˇˇ
F¯t
˘ˇˇˇ “ ˇˇˇˇ tÿ
s“1
pnK,xpsqq
N1{2
r
psq
i
ˇˇˇˇ
ď cst ,
where the bound holds uniformly over i P rN sbdd (that is to say, there is a single choice of cst such that the above
bound is valid for all i P #rN sbdd). Next, it holds with probability 1´ oN p1q that prpsq,yindq ď lnN for all s, in
which case it holds uniformly over i P rN sbdd that
tÿ
s“1
r
psq
i prpsq,yindq ď
plnNqcst
N1{2
.
Let ybdd be the projection of y onto coordinates in rN sbdd: the above shows that
ybdd “ E
`
ybdd
ˇˇ
F¯t
˘` OrplnNqcsts
N1{2
` }n
K}2
N1{2
pyindqbdd
where pyindqbdd is a standard gaussian in #rN sbdd dimensions, and }E
`
ybdd
ˇˇ
F¯t
˘}8 ď cst. e claim (100) follows
by recalling that }nK}2{N1{2 ě 1{cst. 
We now formally prove that in the QR factorization described in Section 2.2, the change-of-basis matrix Ξ is bounded
and nondegenerate:
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Corollary 5.3. ere exists cst “ cstM,Nall,δ,t such that the matrixN dened by (26) has all singular values bounded
between 1{cst and cst. Consequently, in the QR factorization N “ CΞ, the change-of-basis matrix Ξ has all singular
values bounded between 1{cst and cst.
Proof. WriteNpr : sq for the submatrix ofN formed by columns r through s (inclusive). It follows from the results
of [BM11, Lemma 1(a) and 1(g)] thatNp2 : tq has all singular values bounded between 1{cst and cst. Now consider
a unit vector s “ ps1, . . . , stq P Rt, and denote spr; sq ” psr, . . . , ssq. If 2|s1| is smaller than 1{cst which in turn is
smaller than the minimal singular value ofNp2 : tq, then
}Ns}2 “ }n s1 `Np2; tq sp2 : tq}2 ě }Np2; tq sp2 : tq}2 ´ |s1| ě 1cst
ˆ
1´ 1p2 cstq2
˙
´ 1
2 cst
ě 1
4 cst
(having assumed without loss that cst is large enough for the last bound to hold). If instead 2|s1| ě cst, then
}Ns}2 “ }pn‖ ` nKq s1 `Np2; tq sp2 : tq}2 ě }nK s1}2 ě 1cst ,
where the last bound follows from (99) together with the assumed lower bound on |s1|, adjusting cst as needed. It
follows that }Ns}2 ě 1{cst uniformly over all unit vectors s P Rt. We likewise have }Ns}2 ď cst uniformly over
all unit vectors s P Rt; the proof of this is more straightforward and is omied here. 
We next prove another technical result on the decay of the characteristic function for a gaussian conditioned to be
larger than a threshold.
Lemma 5.4. Recall (2) that ϕξ denotes the density of a standard gaussian random variable conditioned to be at least ξ.
Denote the characteristic function
pϕξq^pτq “
ż
νěξ
eiτνϕpνq
Ψpξq dν “
ż
νěξ
ϕpν ´ iτq dν
Ψpξqeτ2{2 ”
Ψpξ ´ iτq
Ψpξqeτ2{2 .
a. It holds for |τ | small enough that |pϕξq^pτq| ď expp´varξτ2{4q where varξ ” 1` Epξqpξ ´ Epξqq.
b. It holds for all τ P R that |pϕξq^pτq| ď maxt1, expp´τ2{2q ` 2Epξq{|τ |u.
Proof. Shiing the mean of a random variable does not change the modulus of its characteristic function, so we have
|pϕξq^pτq| “ |E exppiτpν ´ Eνqq|. For small τ , it follows by Taylor expansion that
|pϕξq^pτq| “ 1´ τ
2
2
Var ν `Op|τ |3q .
A short calculation gives Var ν “ varξ , and the claim of part a follows. For part b let us assume τ is positive; the
result for negative τ follows by an easy modication. By Cauchy’s integral theorem applied to the boundary of the
domain tz P C : Re z ě ξ, 0 ď Im z ď τu, we have
Ψpξq ´Ψpξ ´ iτq “ i
ż τ
0
ϕpξ ´ iuq du “ iϕpξq
ż τ
0
eiξueu
2{2 du .
Rearranging and making the change of variables u “ τ ´ u¯{τ givesˇˇˇˇ
Ψpξq ´Ψpξ ´ iτq
ϕpξqeτ2{2
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ż τ
0
eu
2{2
eτ2{2
du “
ż τ2
0
exptppu¯{τq2 ´ u¯q{2u
eu¯{2
du¯
τ
ď 1
τ
ż 8
0
du¯
eu¯{2
“ 2
τ
.
Substituting into the expression for pϕξq^pτq gives part b. 
Further towards proving Proposition 5.1, we rst consider (A1|RB1) with the simpler event SJ in place of B1 ” SJ,,
ppE¯A1q ” pˇA1|RSJ pE¯A1 |E¯Rq ”
ż
1tERA1Q1 P SJupˇA1Q1pEA1Q1q dEQ1
PˇpSJ |ERq
ˇˇˇˇ
ERA1“E¯RA1
.
Recall (see (26)) that C is the M ˆ t matrix with columns cp1q, . . . , cptq. We then have EA1 “ CtEv; and it follows
from Proposition 4.2 that the law under Pˇp¨ |E¯R, SJq ofEA1 coincides with the law under P of a ” Ctpν ´ ζJqwhere
ν is distributed under P as a standard gaussian in RM conditioned to be ě ξJ (coordinatewise), with ζJ as in (30)
and ξJ as in (75). us p is simply the density function of a. We next bound the gradient of p:
Lemma 5.5. e function ppxq ” pˇA1|RSJ px |E¯Rq satises |∇ppxq| ď cst uniformly over x P Rt.
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Proof. Let s “ ps1, . . . , stq P Rt. e characteristic function for density p is
p^psq “
ż
Rt
eips,xqppxq dx “ pϕξJ q
^pCsq
exppipζJqtCsq , pϕξJ q
^pτ q ”
Mź
µ“1
pϕξJµ q^pτµq (102)
where τ “ Cs P RM . Recall that we obtained C via the QR factorization N “ CΞ where N is the M ˆ t matrix
given by (26), and Ξ is the tˆ t matrix containing the change-of-basis coecients. It follows from Lemma 5.2 that
for any cube Aγ Ď pRě0qt of side length γ and within distance 1{γ of the origin, as N Ò 8 we have
1
M
#
"
1 ď µ ďM : peˆµqtN P Aγ
N1{2
*
ě 1
cstγ
.
Recall from Corollary 5.3 that Ξ is nondegenerate, so for s1 ” Ξ´1s we haveCs “Ns1, while the `2 norms of s, s1
are within a cst factor of one another. It follows that we can choose cst large enough so that
M
cst
ď #
"
1 ď µ ďM : |ξJµ | ď cst and |peˆµq
tCs|
|s| ď
1{cst
N1{2
*
, (103)
M
cst
ď #
"
1 ď µ ďM : |ξJµ | ď cst and |peˆµq
tCs|
|s| ě
cst
N1{2
*
. (104)
If |s| ď N1{2 then (103) implies that |peˆµqtCs|will be small for an asympotitically positive fraction of indices µ, and
combining with Lemma 5.4a gives
|p^psq| ď 1
expp|s|2{cstq .
If |s| ě N1{2 then (104) implies that |peˆµqtCs| will be large for an asymptotically positive fraction of indices µ, and
combining with Lemma 5.4b gives
|p^psq| ď N
pt`2q{2
eN{cst|s|t`2 .
It follows by Fourier inversion that
2pi|∇ppxq| ď
ż
Rt
|s||p^psq| ds ď
ż
|s|ďN1{2
|s| ds
expp|s|2{cstq `
ż
|s|ěN1{2
N pt`2q{2|s| ds
eN{cst|s|t`2 ď cst ,
proving the claim for p. 
Corollary 5.6. e value ppE¯A1q ” pˇA1|RSJ pE¯A1 |E¯Rq satises the bounds cst´1 ď ppE¯A1q ď cst.
Proof. Recall that p is the density of the random variable a “ Ctpν ´ ζJq P Rt where ν has the law of a standard
gaussian in RM conditioned to be ě ξJ . It follows that Eν “ EpξJq and consequently Ea “ CtpEpξJq ´ ζJq. For
J P H, we see from a combination of (2), (21), (27), and (30) that
ζJ
1`Op1{Nq “ p1´ q•q
1{2n “ p1´ q•q1{2Fq•phq “ Epξq ,
which in turn is very close to EpξJq by (75). It then follows from Lemma 4.5 that }Ea}8 ď cst{N1{2. We also have
Covpaq “ CtDC whereD is the M ˆM diagonal matrix with diagonal entries Varpνq.
We claim that the tˆ t matrix CtDC is bounded and nondegenerate, in the sense that it is possible to nd
cst “ cstM,Nall,t,δ such that all its eigenvalues are bounded between 1{cst and cst in the limit N Ò 8. To this end,
recall thatC “NΞ´1 where theM ˆ tmatrixN is dened by (26), and the tˆ tmatrix Ξ is bounded and nonde-
generate by Corollary 5.3. It therefore suces to verify thatN tDN is bounded and nondegenerate. Now note that
for any positive γ we have
D ě γ
´
IMˆM ´ Iγ
¯
, Iγ ” diag
´
p1tDµ,µ ď γuqµďM
¯
,
where we use A ě B to indicate that A´B is positive-semidenite. It follows that
N tDN ě γ
ˆ
N tN ´N tIγN
˙
.
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We have N tN “ ΞCtCΞ “ Ξ2, therefore N tN is bounded and nondegenerate. As for the matrix N tIγN , it
follows from [BM11, Lemma 1(c)] that the entrywise maximum satises
lim sup
γÓ0
lim sup
NallÒ8
ˆ
max
!
pN tIγNqr,s : 1 ď r, s ď t
)˙
“ 0 .
It follows that we can choose cst, cst1 suciently large that the minimum eigenvalue ofN tN is at least 2{cst, while
the maximum eigenvalue ofN tI1{cst1N is at most 1{cst, so that altogether
N tDN ě
1
cst1
ˆ
2
cst
´ 1
cst
˙
Itˆt .
A simpler argument (omied) gives that all eigenvalues ofN tDN are bounded above by some cst, so we have that
N tDN (hence also CtDC) is bounded and nondegenerate as desired.
Now recall from (69) the denition of E¯A1 , and note that for J P H we have }E¯A1}8 ď C{N1{2. It follows by the
central limit theorem that
lim
NallÒ8
1
p2∆qt
ż
uPr´∆,∆st
ppE¯A1 ` uq du “ 1p2∆qt
ż
uPr´∆,∆st
expp´ 12utΘ´1uq
p2piqt{2 det Θ du ,
and this converges as ∆ Ó 0 to the positive constant pp2piqt{2 det Θq´1. On the other hand, Lemma 5.5 impliesˇˇˇˇ
ppE¯A1q ´ 1p2∆qt
ż
uPr´∆,∆st
ppE¯A1 ` uq du
ˇˇˇˇ
ď cst∆ , (105)
which can be made small by taking ∆ Ó 0. Combining the estimates gives the claim. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. We rst prove (A1|RB1). Abbreviate p‹pE¯A1q “ pˇA1|RB1pE¯A1 |E¯Rq, and recall that B1 ” SJ, is a
subset of SJ . We already saw in Proposition 4.2 that PˇpSJ |E¯Rq “ p1´ oN p1qqPˇpB1 |E¯Rq. It follows that
p‹pE¯A1q
1` oN p1q “
ż
1tERA1Q1 P B1upˇA1Q1pEA1Q1q dEQ1
PˇpSJ |ERq
ˇˇˇˇ
ERA1“E¯RA1
ď ppE¯A1q ď cst ,
where the last step uses the upper bound of Corollary 5.6. For the lower bound, let us decompose ν ” pνa,νbqwhere
νa ” pνµqµďt and νb ” pνµqt`1ďµďM . We can write the joint density of ν under Pˇp¨ |E¯R, SJq as
fpνq ” f apνaq ¨ f bpνbq ”
" tź
µ“1
ϕξµpνµq
*
¨
" Mź
µ“t`1
ϕξµpνµq
*
.
Let us also decompose ζJ ” pζJ,a, ζJ,bq and ξJ ” pξJ,a, ξJ,bqwhere ζJ,a, ξa P Rt. Recall thatC refers to theM ˆ t
matrix with columns cp1q, . . . , cptq. Let Ca be the topmost tˆ t submatrix of C and let Cb be the complementary
pM ´ tq ˆ t submatrix. By re-indexing if needed, we assume pcstq´1 ď N t{2pdetCaq ď cst. If E¯A1 “ x P Rt is
given, then νa is uniquely determined as a function of x and νb,
νa “ νapx,νbq “ ζJ,a ` ppCaqtq´1
ˆ
x´ pCbqtpνb ´ ζbq
˙
.
e joint density fpνq is positive if and only if pνa,νbq ě pξJ,a, ξJ,bq, and
ppxq “
ż
RM´t
f apνapx,νbqqf bpνbq dνb . (106)
We can nd an event Q1 such that
(i) Pˇpνb R Q1 |E¯R, SJq is exponentially small with respect to N , and
(ii) for all νb P Q1 and all |x| ď C , either νapx,νbq ě ξJ,a and
pER,EP1q “
ˆ
E¯R,Tv ` pνapx,νbq,νbq
˙
P B1 ,
or the condition νapx,νbq ě ξJ,a is violated (in which case f apνapx,νbqq “ 0).
It follows from (ii) that for all |x| ď C we have
p‹pxq ě plbdpxq ”
ż
Q1
f apνapx,νbqqf bpνbq dνb “ ppxq ´
ż
RM´tzQ1
f apνapx,νbqqf bpνbq dνb .
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e last term is exponentially small inN by (i), and (A1|RB1) follows by making use of the lower bound in Corollary 5.6.
To prove (A|RBCLT), let us abbreviate the density of E¯A2 conditional on pER,EP1q “ pE¯R,Tv ` νq as
pνpE¯A2q ”
ż
1tERA2Q2 P SKupˇA2Q2pEA2Q2 |νq dEQ2
PˇpSK |ER,νq
ˇˇˇˇ
ERA2“E¯RA2
. (107)
We shall prove pνpE¯A2q ď cst uniformly over λmin ď λ ď l1 (for any constant l1 ă 1) and all ν in the support of the
measure Pˇp¨ |E¯R, E¯A1 ,B1q. Since we have already seen that p‹pE¯A1q ď cst, the claim (A|RBCLT) follows by integrating
over the law of ν under Pˇp¨ |E¯R, E¯A1 ,B1q. To bound pνpE¯A2q, note thatEA2 “ CtEv˜ where v˜ “ λv ` p1´ λ2q1{2w
by (33). erefore, the law under Pˇp¨ | E¯R,EP1q of EA2 coincides with law under P of the random variable
aλ,ν ” Ct
ˆ
λν ` p1´ λ2q1{2ω ´ ζK
˙
. (108)
where ω has the law of a standard gaussian in RM conditioned to be (coordinatewise) at least
ξK,λ,ν ” ξ
K ´ λν
p1´ λ2q1{2 . (109)
en pν is simply the density of aλ,ν , and it follows similarly to (102) that for s P Rt,
ppνq^psq “ pϕξK,λ,ν q
^pp1´ λ2q1{2Csq
exppipζK ´ λνqtCsq .
Arguing as in Lemma 5.5 gives |∇pνpxq| ď cst uniformly over all x P Rt. e argument of Corollary 5.6 then gives
|pνpxq| ď cst, thereby concluding the proof of (A|RBCLT). 
5.2. Large deviations regime. Although the bound (A|RBCLT) of Proposition 5.1b holds for all λmin ď λ ď l1 for any
constant l1 ă 1, we will only make use of it for |λ| ď l0 for a small constant l0 ą 0. For |λ| ě l0 the bound (A|RBCLT)
turns out to be insucient, and indeed one would expect in this regime that pˇA|RBpE¯A |E¯Rq decays exponentially in
N . In the remainder of this section we prove a bound on the rate of decay that will suce for our purposes. Recall
(see (45)) the denitions of Bpλ, sq and A pλq. Note that for ν in the support of Pˇp¨ |E¯R, E¯A1 ,B1q we must have
Ctpν ´ ζJq “ E¯A1 , so (108) can be rewrien as aλ,ν “ λE¯A1 ` p1´ λ2q1{2bλ,ν where
bλ,ν ” Ct
ˆ
ω ´ ζ
K ´ λζJ
p1´ λ2q1{2
˙
, (110)
with ω as in (108). Let bλ,ν,t denote the t-th entry of bλ,ν . We then have the following calculation which oers an
interpretation for the functionBpλ, sq:
Lemma 5.7. For any xed s P R, the cumulant-generating function Bλ,νpsq ” lnEpexppsbλ,ν,tqq satises
lim sup
δÓ0
lim sup
tÒ8
lim sup
Ó0
lim sup
NallÒ8
"
sup
ν
ˇˇˇˇ
Bλ,νpN1{2sq
N
´Bpλ, sq
ˇˇˇˇ*
“ 0
where the innermost supremum is taken over all ν in the support of Pˇp¨ |E¯R, E¯A1 ,B1q.
Proof. Recalling the notation of (102), we have
Bλ,νpsq “ ´
ˆ
cptq,
ζK ´ λζJ
p1´ λ2q1{2
˙
s` lnpϕξK,λ,ν q^p´icptqsq
“ ´
ˆ
cptq,
ζK ´ λζJ
p1´ λ2q1{2
˙
s` s
2
2
`
ˆ
1, ln
ΨpξK,λ,ν ´N1{2scptqq
ΨpξK,λ,νq
˙
.
Recall that cptq is xed by (24); and it follows from (30) that pcptq, ζJq “ p1´ oN p1qqN1{2ψ•p1´ q•q. e result
follows by making use of the restriction to SJ, together with the result (80) from Lemma 4.5. 
Recall that A pλq ” infsBpλ, sq. We then have the following bound:
Proposition 5.8. For any xed λ we have the asymptotic bound
lim sup
δÓ0
lim sup
tÒ8
lim sup
Ó0
lim sup
NallÒ8
ln pˇA|RBpE¯A |E¯Rq
Nall
ď A pλq . (A|RBLD)
e convergence is uniform over λmin ď λ ď l1 for any constant l1 ă 1.
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Proof. Let pν be as in (107). It suces to prove
lim sup
δÓ0
lim sup
tÒ8
lim sup
Ó0
lim sup
NallÒ8
ln pνpE¯A2q
Nall
ď A pλq
uniformly over all ν in the support of Pˇp¨ |E¯R, E¯A1 ,B1q. Similarly as in (106), we can express
pνpxq “
ż
RM´t
f a,λpωapx,ωbqqf b,λpωbq dωb (111)
where f a,λpωaqf b,λpωbq gives the joint density of ω under Pˇp¨ |E¯R,ν, SKq, and
ωapx,ωbq ” ppCaqtq´1
ˆ
x´ λE¯A1 `CtpζK ´ λζJq
p1´ λ2q1{2 ` pC
bqtωb
˙
.
If }ωa}8 ě pN lnNq1{2 then f a,λpωaq ď cst expp´ΩpN lnNqq. It follows that the total contribution to (111) from
those ωb for which }ωapx,ωbq}8 ě pN lnNq1{2 satises the boundż
RM´t
1
"}ωapx,ωbq}8
pN lnNq1{2 ě 1
*
f a,λpωapx,ωbqqf b,λpωbq dωb ď cst
exppΩpN lnNqq . (112)
Recall from the proof of Proposition 5.1 that, by re-indexing if needed, we may assume pcstq´1 ď N t{2pdetCaq ď cst.
If }ωapx,ωbq}8 ď pN lnNq1{2 and we take a nonnegative vector u P Rt with }u}8 ď expp´ΩpplnNq2qq, then
f a,λpωapx,ωbqq
f a,λpωapx` pCaqtu,ωbqq ď 1` oN p1q ď 2 .
We require nonnegative u since otherwise it is possible that the numerator is positive while the denominator is zero.
It follows for such u that
pνpxq ď 2pνpx` pCaqtuq ` cst
exppΩpN lnNqq .
Combining with the preceding estimate (112) gives
pνpxq ď cst
∆t
ż
uPr0,∆st
pνpx` pCaqtuq du` cst
exppΩpN lnNqq
for ∆ “ expp´ΩpplnNq2qq. Now, for x “ E¯A2 , recalling (110) givesż
uPr0,∆st
pνpE¯A2 ` pCaqtuq du ď P
ˆˇˇˇˇ
bλ,ν ´ E¯A2 ´ λE¯A1p1´ λ2q1{2
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 1
exppΩpplnNq2qq
˙
ď P
ˆ
|bλ,ν,t| ď Op1q
N1{2
˙
,
where the last step uses that }E¯A1}8 and }E¯A2}8 areOpN´1{2q, by (69) and the assumption pJ,Kq P Hpλq. It follows
by Markov’s inequality that
P
ˆ
|bλ,ν,t| ď Op1q
N1{2
˙
ď NOp1q inf
|s|ďlnN
E
´
exppN1{2sbλ,ν,tq
¯
.
Combining with Lemma 5.7 gives the result. 
6. Volume for slices of discrete cube
In this section we estimate the sizes of the sets H, H, and Hpλq specied in Denition 2.6. We abbreviate emin and
emax for the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of a positive-semidenite matrix.
6.1. CLT and moderate deviations regime. We rst estimate #H and #H:
Proposition 6.1. For any xed t and xed positive  we have, for H ” Hptq and m ” mptq ” thpHq,
#H
1´ oN p1q “ #H “
exptOpcstqu
N t
exp
!
p1, lnp2 chpHqqq ´ pH,mq
)
(H)
As a consequence, the limit (34) holds.
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Proof. Let P be the uniform probability measure over J P t´1,`1uN . Dene the tilted measure Pˇ by
dPˇ
dP
“
Nź
i“1
exppHiJiq
chpHiq “ exp
"
pH, Jq ´ p1, ln chpHqq
*
. (113)
If Eˇ denotes expectation under Pˇ, then EˇJ “ thpHq “ m. Dene the N ˆ 2t matrices
L ” `mp1q ¨ ¨ ¨ mptq Hp2q ¨ ¨ ¨ Hptq Hpt`1q˘ (114)
L1 ” `N1{2rp1q ¨ ¨ ¨ N1{2rptq Hp2q ¨ ¨ ¨ Hptq Hpt`1q˘
From Denition 2.6, for J P H we have
prpsq, J ´mq
N1{2
“
´
j´ pq•q1{2rptq, rpsq
¯
“
#
pqJ,tq1{2 ´ pq•q1{2 “ Op1{Nq for s “ t ,
γJ,s “ Op1{Nq for 1 ď s ď t´ 1 , (115)
pHpsq, J ´mq
N
“
ˆ
ppqJ,tq1{2 ´ pq•q1{2qrptq `
ÿ
s
γJ,sr
psq ` p1´ qJq1{2v, H
psq
N1{2
˙
“ Opcstq
N
. (116)
It follows from (115) and (116) that we can choose cst “ cstM,Nall,t,δ such that"
}pL1qtpJ ´mq}8 ď 1cst
*
Ď tJ P Hu Ď
"
}pL1qtpJ ´mq}8 ď cst
*
. (117)
It then follows from the factorizationM “ RΓ (see (25)) and the nondegeneracy of Γ that (117) holds withL in place
of L1, adjusting cst as needed (maintaining stochastic boundedness). We hereaer consider yJ ” LtpJ ´mq P R2t.
Note this can be decomposed as
yJ “
Nÿ
i“1
yJ,i ”
Nÿ
i“1
Lt 9eip 9eiqtpJ ´mq “
Nÿ
i“1
Lt 9eipJi ´miq .
Under the measure Pˇ, the yJ,i P R2t are mutually independent random variables with mean EˇyJ,i “ 0 and co-
variance Σi ” EˇpyJ,ipyJ,iqtq “ p1´ pmiq2qpLt 9eiqpLt 9eiqt for each i. By re-indexing let us suppose that }Lt 9ei}2 is
nondecreasing in i, and let
yJ,a ”
tN{2uÿ
i“1
yJ,i “ pLaqtpJ ´mq , yJ,b ”
Nÿ
i“tN{2u`1
yJ,i “ pLbqtpJ ´mq , L ”
ˆ
La
Lb
˙
.
e covariance matrices Σa ” CovpyJ,aq and Σb ” CovpyJ,bq are obtained by summing Σi over the corresponding
indices i. Now observe that
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
}Lt 9ei}22 “ 1N
tÿ
s“1
ˆ
}Hpsq}22 ` }mpsq}22
˙
ď 2
N
tÿ
s“1
}Hpsq}22 ď cst
where the last inequality follows by (97). With the re-indexing it follows that
max
1ďiďN{2
emaxpΣiq “ max
1ďiďN{2
}Lt 9ei}22 ď cst , emaxpΣbq ď
Nÿ
i“tN{2u`1
}Lt 9ei}22 ď Ncst . (118)
e bound on emaxpΣbq implies (via Chebychev’s inequality) that Pˇp}yJ,b}8{N1{2 ď cst1q ě 1{2 for some choice
of cst1. We will apply a triangular array local central limit theorem [Bor16, m. 3.1] to the sum yJ,a to deduce the
following: uniformly over all }yJ,b}8{N1{2 ď cst1 and all 1{cst ď c ď cst,
1
cst2
ď N tPˇ
ˆ
}yJ,a ` yJ,b}8 ď c
ˇˇˇ
yJ,b
˙
ď cst2 . (119)
Before verifying (119) let us see that it implies the claimed result. Recalling (117) gives
PˇpHq “ exptOpcst
2qu
N t
.
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It follows from the law of large numbers that PˇpH |Hq “ 1´ oN p1q for any xed positive . On the other hand, re-
arranging (116) gives pJ,Hq “ pm,Hq `Opcstq, which implies that the Radon–Nikodym derivative (113) is roughly
constant (up to additive error Opcstq) over J P H, hence also over J P H. erefore
exp
"
pH,mq ´ p1, ln chpHqq `Opcstq
*
PpHq “ PˇpHq “ exptOpcst
2qu
N t
,
and likewise with H in place of H. Rearranging these estimates gives (H), since PpHq “ #H{2N . e convergence
(34) follows, making use of [BM11, Lemma 1(c)].
It remains to prove the claim (119). For this it suces to verify the conditions of [Bor16, m. 3.1] for the random
variables pyJ,iqiďN{2. We summarize the criteria as follows:
I. (cf. [Bor16, eq. (3.4) and (3.6)]) e total covariance satises eminpΣaq ln det Σa  1 in the limit N Ò 8.
II. (cf. [Bor16, eq. (3.4)]) ere is a uniform bound emaxpΣiq ď cst over all 1 ď i ď N{2.
III. (cf. [Bor16, UI]) We have }yJ,i}2 ď cst almost surely for all 1 ď i ď N{2.
IV. (cf. [Bor16, NL]) For any xed γ P p0, 1q we have
sup
"ˇˇˇ
E exppipyJ,a, sqq
ˇˇˇ
: γ ď |s| ď 1
γ
*
ď oN p1q
det Σa
. (120)
In fact, [Bor16, UI] is a weaker “uniform integrability” condition. Our collection of random variables yJ,i satises the
stronger almost sure bound stated in (III), since with probability one we have }yJ,i}2 ď }Lt 9ei}2, and }Lt 9ei}2 ď cst
by (118). Condition (II) is directly implied by (III) (although not by the weaker condition [Bor16, UI]).
We next verify condition (I). In the following we write cstδ1,1 ” cstM,Nall,δ,t,,δ1,1 following the convention set
by Remark 2.5. Recall from above that
Σa “
ÿ
1ďiďN{2
p1´ pmiq2qpLt 9eiqpLt 9eiqt “ pLaqtBLa , B ” diagpp1´ pmiq2qiďN{2q .
Write er for the r-th standard basis vector in Rt. Let Aδ1,1,r Ď Rt denote a ball of radius 1 centered around δ1er . It
follows from Lemma 5.2 that for any xed δ1, 1 we have
#t1 ď i ď N : p 9eiqtHp1 : tq P Aδ1,1,ru ě N{cstδ1,1 ,
#t1 ď i ď N : p 9eiqtHp1 : tq P A2δ1,1,ru ě N{cstδ1,1
for all 1 ď r ď t. is means we can permute the indices 1 ď i ď N{2 such that
La “
¨˚
˚˝˚ L1...
Lk
Lrest
‹˛‹‹‚ , Lj “
ˆ
thpδ1qItˆt δ1Itˆt
thp2δ1qItˆt 2δ1Itˆt
˙
`Op1q P R2tˆ2t ,
where k ě N{cstδ1,1 andLrest is pN ´ ktq ˆ 2t. Since th is nonlinear, for any δ1 ą 0 we can choose 1 small enough
to guarantee that Lj is of full rank. From this we can readily see that eminppLaqtLaq ě N{cst. Arguing similarly
as in the proof of Corollary 5.6 gives that Σa “ pLaqtBLa has eminpΣaq ě N{cst also. We have from (118) that
emaxpΣaq ď N cst, so det Σa ď pN cstqt. Condition (I) immediately follows.
It remains to verify the “nonlaice” condition (IV). Writing pi ” p1`miq{2, we have
φpsq ”
ˇˇˇ
E exppipyJ,a, sqq
ˇˇˇ
“
ź
iďN{2
ˇˇˇˇ
pi expt2ipLt 9ei, squ ` p1´ piq
ˇˇˇˇ
.
If pLt 9ei, sq is bounded away from 2piZ for a positive fraction of indices i, then |φpsq|will be exponentially small with
respect to N , hence much smaller than the right-hand side of (120). By choosing δ1, 1 small enough (depending on
γ) we can ensure that for all γ ď |s| ď 1{γ there is a positive fraction of indices i such that
γ2
cst
ď pLt 9ei, sq ď 1
2
.
Condition (IV) follows, concluding the proof. 
Proposition 6.2. For any xed t and xed positive , it holds for small λ that
#Hpλq
p#Hq2 À
#Hpλq
p#Hq2 — exp
"
´ Nλ
2
2σ2
`OpNλ3q
*
(H2,CLT)
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where σ2 ” pσM,Nall,δ,t,q2 is of constant order, and is explicitly given by
σ2 ” }1´m
2}2
Np1´ q•q2 . (121)
Proof. We now let P be the uniform probability measure over pairs pJ,Kq P t´1,`1uN ˆ t´1,`1uN , and
dPˇ
dP
” exp
"
pH, J `Kq ´ 2p1, ln chpHqq
*
. (122)
Take the matrix M P RNˆ2t as in (114), and consider the random variable
y ” pyJ , yK , `JKq ”
ˆ
LtpJ ´mq,LtpK ´mq, pJ ´m,K ´mq
1´ q•
˙
P R4t`1 .
For z P R4t`1 let Λpzq “ ln Eˇ exptpz, yqu be the cumulant-generating function of y under Pˇ. Suppose that zλ solves
Λ1pzλq “ eλ where eλ ” p0, . . . , 0, Nλq P R4t`1. Let
dPˇλ
dPˇ
” exp
"
pzλ, yq ´ Λpzλq
*
. (123)
en Eˇλy “ eλ, and it follows from the local central limit theorem (similarly as in the proof of Proposition 6.1) that
PˇλpHpλqq “ Pˇλ
ˆ
}y´ eλ}8 “ Op1q
N
˙
“ exptOpcstqu
N2t`1{2
.
On the other hand, both (122) and (123) are roughly constant over pJ,Kq P Hpλq, yielding
exptOpcstqu
N2t`1{2
“ PˇλpHpλqq “ PpHpλqq exp
"
pzλ, yq ´ Λpzλq ` 2pH,mq ´ 2p1, ln chpHqq
*
.
Recalling PpHpλqq “ #Hpλq{4N and rearranging gives
exp
"
pzλ, eλq ´ Λpzλq
*
#Hpλq — 1
N2t`1{2
exp
"
2p1, lnp2 chpHqqq ´ 2pH,mq
*
— p#Hq2 ,
where the last relation is by Proposition 6.1. It remains to estimate zλ and Λpzλq when λ is small. To this end note
that Λp0q “ 0, Λ1p0q “ 0, and Λ2p0q is the covariance matrix of y under Pˇ. It is a block diagonal matrix
Λ2p0q “
¨˝
A
A
Nσ2
‚˛
where σ2 is as in the statement of the proposition, and A “ Lt diagp1´m2q´1L P R2tˆ2t which has all singular
values of order N . For small λ we will have zλ “ Λ2p0q´1eλ `Opλ2q, therefore
Λpzλq ´ pzλ, eλq “ ´peλq
tΛ2p0q´1eλ
2
`OpNλ3q “ ´Nλ
2
2σ2
,
proving the claim. 
6.2. Large deviations regime. For general λ we do not have an easy way to bound the size of Hpλq. However,
it is relatively straightforward to bound the size of the more restricted set Hpλq. We begin with some notations.
roughout what follows we let H P R, m ” thH , and
p ” 1`m
2
.
We will use the notations H,m, p with the understanding that there is a bijective correspondence among all three.
With this in mind, let PH,D be the probability distribution on t´1,`1u2 given by (cf. (36))
PH,D “
ˆ
p2 `D{4 pp1´ pq ´D{4
pp1´ pq ´D{4 p1´ pq2 `D{4
˙
“ 1
4
ˆp1`mq2 `D 1´m2 ´D
1´m2 ´D p1´mq2 `D
˙
, (124)
where for the distribution to be nonnegative we must have
´p1´ |m|q2
4
“ ´mintp, 1´ pu2 ď D
4
ď pp1´ pq “ 1´m
2
4
. (125)
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We write H for the Shannon entropy of a distribution, and let
ΓpH,Dq ” HpPH,Dq ”
ÿ
xPt´1,`1u2
PH,Dpxq ln 1
PH,Dpxq P r0, ln 4s .
Consider a pair pJi,Kiq distributed according to PH,D , and write EH,D for expectation over this law: then
EH,DpJiq “ EH,DpKiq “ m,
EH,DpJiKiq ´m2 “ D . (126)
For any a, b P R, we let A ” expp2aq and B ” expp2aq, and dene a measure QA,B on t´1,`1u2 by
QA,BpJi,Kiq “ 4 exptapJiKi ´ 1q ` bpJi `Kiqu
B ` 1{B ` 2{A . (127)
Write E¯A,B for expectation under QA,B : then
E¯A,BpJiq “ E¯A,BpKiq “ B ´ 1{B
B ` 1{B ` 2{A ,
E¯A,BpJiKiq “ B ` 1{B ´ 2{A
B ` 1{B ` 2{A . (128)
Recalling m ” thH , we write ∆ ” ∆HpAq ” pA2 `m2 ´ pAmq2q1{2, and dene
BHpAq ” Ap1`mq
∆´m “
∆`m
Ap1´mq , SHpAq ”
1
BHpAqsgnpHq . (129)
Note that BHpAq is one of two conjugate solutions to the equation
E¯A,BpJiq “ B ´ 1{B
B ` 1{B ` 1{A “ thH ” m (130)
(further discussed below). We then dene
DHpAq ” X ` 1{X ´ 2{A
X ` 1{X ` 2{A ´m
2
ˇˇˇˇ
X“BHpAq
“ X ` 1{X ´ 2{A
X ` 1{X ` 2{A ´m
2
ˇˇˇˇ
X“SHpAq
, (131)
or equivalently DHpAq “ E¯A,BpJiKiq ´m2 (cf. (126) and (128)). In the following lemma we record some basic
properties of these functions. (In particular, we will see that (131) coincides with our earlier denition (37).)
Lemma 6.3. For H P R and A P p0,8q the following hold:
a. If H “ 0 then BHpAq “ SHpAq “ 1 as noted above. For general H we have the symmetries
SHpAq
S´HpAq “
DHpAq
D´HpAq “ 1 . (132)
For H ‰ 0, the function A ÞÑ SHpAq is strictly increasing over A P p0,8q, sandwiched by its boundary values
0 “ SHp0q ă SHp8q “
ˆ
1´ |m|
1` |m|
˙1{2
. (133)
e function A ÞÑ DHpAq{4 is also strictly increasing over A P p0,8q, sandwiched by its boundary values
´mintp2, p1´ pq2u “ ´p1´ |m|q
2
4
“ DHp0q
4
ă DHp8q
4
“ 1´m
2
4
“ pp1´ pq , (134)
(cf. (125)), with DHp1q “ 0 and pDHq1p1q “ p1´m2q2{2.
b. For any xedH P R andA P p0,8q, the valueBHpAq is one of two conjugate solutions to the equation E¯A,BJi “ m
(see (128)). e other solution isBH,conjpAq ” ´p∆´mq{rAp1´mqs, which is nonpositive. If we deneDH,conjpAq
as in (131) but withBH,conjpAq in place ofBHpAq, thenDH,conjpAq violates the bounds (134) except in the trivial case
A “ H “ 0 where ∆ “ 0. As a result, the pair pB,Dq ” pBHpAq, DHpAqq is the unique solution to the equations
EH,DpJiq “ E¯A,BpJiq ,
EH,DpJiKiq “ E¯A,BpJiKiq
such that B ě 0 and D satises (134). Equivalently, if H P R and A P p0,8q are given, then pB,Dq is the unique
pair such that PH,D “ QA,B is a valid probability measure on t´1,`1u2.
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Proof. Take nonzero H P R and m ” thH . As before, let ∆ ” pA2 `m2 ´ pAmq2q1{2. en
BHpAq “ m`∆
Ap1´mq “
m2 ´∆2
Ap1´mqpm´∆q “
Ap1`mq
m´∆ “
1
B´HpAq ,
from which (132) follows. Next we calculate the derivative
pBHq1pAq “ ´ mpm`∆q
A2p1´mq∆
which has the same sign as ´H . It follows that SHpAq ” 1{BHpAqsgnH is strictly increasing on A P p0,8q and is
sandwiched between its boundary values SHp0q and SHp8q, as given by (133). Rearranging E¯A,BpJiq “ m gives a
quadratic equation in B, with one root given by BHpAq. e conjugate root is
BH,conjpAq “ m´∆
Ap1´mq “
m2 ´∆2
Ap1´mqpm`∆q “ ´
Ap1`mq
m`∆ “ ´
1`m
1´m
1
BHpAq ,
from which it follows that SH,conjpAq ” p´BH,conjpAqqsgnpHq satises the simple relation
SH,conjpAq “
ˆ
1` |m|
1´ |m|
˙
SHpAq .
We can use the above relation between BHpAq and BH,conjpAq to write
DHpAq “
m`∆
Ap1´mq ´ m´∆Ap1`mq ´ 2{A
m`∆
Ap1´mq ´ m´∆Ap1`mq ` 2{A
´m2 “ p1´m
2qp∆´ 1q
∆` 1 “
p∆´ 1q2
A2 ´ 1 “
pA2 ´ 1qp1´m2q2
p∆` 1q2 . (135)
en sgnDHpAq “ sgnpA2 ´ 1q, and for continuity at A “ 1 we take DHp1q “ 0. We also calculate that
pDHq1pAq “ 2Ap∆´ 1q
2
pA2 ´ 1q2∆ “
2ADHpAq
pA2 ´ 1q∆ “
2Ap1´m2q2
∆p∆` 1q2 , (136)
where for continuity at A “ 1 we take pDHq1p1q “ p1´m2q2{2. us DHpAq is strictly increasing on A P p0,8q,
sandwiched between its boundary values (134). is concludes the proof of part a. For part b, note that
DH,conjpAq “ p∆` 1q
2
A2 ´ 1 “
p∆2 ´ 1q2
pA2 ´ 1qp∆´ 1q2 “
pA2 ´ 1qp1´m2q2
p∆´ 1q2 “
p1´m2q2
DHpAq .
From this relation it is clear that DHpAq is consistent with the bounds (125) while DH,conjpAq is not, except in the
case A “ H “ 0 where ∆ “ 0. e conclusion follows. 
We see from (135) that (37) and (131) coincide. Recall from (38) the denition of `pAq. It follows from Lemma 6.3
that A ÞÑ `pAq is strictly increasing on A P p0,8q, sandwiched by its boundary values as given by (39). e inverse
λ ÞÑ `´1pλq ” Apλq is well-dened for λmin ď λ ď 1, and we can let
HpAq ” ´2H‹ `
ż
Γ
´
ψ1{2z,Dψ1{2zpAq
¯
ϕpzq dz
ˇˇˇˇ
q“q‹,ψ“ψ‹
(137)
andH pλq ” Hp`´1pλqq as in (40). We upper bound the size of #Hpλq as follows:
Proposition 6.4. As claimed in (41), we have for any xed λ that
lim sup
δÓ0
lim sup
tÒ8
lim sup
Ó0
lim sup
NallÒ8
ln #Hpλq
Nall
ď 2H‹ `H pλq . (H2,LD)
e convergence holds uniformly over λmin ď λ ď l1 for any constant l1 ă 1.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 6.2, let P be the uniform measure on t´1,`1uN ˆ t´1,`1uN . For a P R and
b P RN , let A ” expp2aq and B ” expp2bq, and let (cf. (127))
dP¯
dP
“
Nź
i“1
4 exppapJiKi ´ 1q ` bipJi `Kiqq
Bi ` 1{Bi ` 2{A “
4N expt´Na` apJ,Kq ` pb, J `Kqu
exptp1, lnpB` 1{B` 2{Aqqu . (138)
Write E¯ for expectation over P¯. We then set B “ BHpAq (applying coordinatewise the function of (129)), resulting
in E¯J “ E¯K “ m. Further, with DHpAq as dened by (131), we have
E¯pJ ´m,K ´mq
Np1´ q•q “
E¯pJ,Kq ´ }m}2
Np1´ q•q “
p1, DHpAqq
Np1´ q•q .
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We see from [BM11, Lemma 1(c)] that in the limit (Nall Ò 8,  Ó 0, t Ò 8, δ Ó 0) the above tends to `pAq as dened
by (38). For us it suces to simply set A “ `´1pλq. For any J,K P H, we have from (27) and (32) that
pJ,Kq
N
“ pj,kq “ pqJ,tqK,tq1{2 `
t´1ÿ
s“1
γJ,sγK,s ` pp1´ qJqp1´ qKqq1{2λJ,K .
where we recall that λJ,K ” pv, v˜q by denition. By the denitions of H and Hpλq, the above simplies to
pJ,Kq
N
“ q• ` p1´ q•qλ` Op1q
N
uniformly over all pairs pJ,Kq P Hpλq. Combining with (3) and (38) gives
lim sup
δÓ0
lim sup
tÒ8
lim sup
Ó0
lim sup
NallÒ8
"
´ a` a pJ,Kq
N
*
“ ´ap1´ q‹qp1´ λq
“ ´
ż "ˆ
1´ pthpψ1{2zqq2 ´Dψ1{2zpAq
˙
lnA
*
ϕpzq dz
ˇˇˇˇ
q“q‹,ψ“ψ‹
. (139)
Next, it follows from the denition of H that for all J P H we have (recalling 2b “ ln B)
lim sup
δÓ0
lim sup
tÒ8
lim sup
Ó0
lim sup
NallÒ8
2pb, Jq
N
“
ż
pthpψ1{2zq lnBψ1{2zpAqϕpzq dz
ˇˇˇˇ
ψ“ψ‹
. (140)
From (139) and (140) we see that the Radon–Nikodym derivative (138) is roughly constant over pairs pJ,Kq P Hpλq.
In particular, with η an error tending to zero in the manner of (8), we can lower bound
1
N
ln
ˆ
1
4N
dP¯
dP
˙
` η ě ´
ż "
ln
ˆ
Bψ1{2zpAq ` 1Bψ1{2zpAq `
2
A
˙
´ pthpψ1{2zq lnBψ1{2zpAq
`
ˆ
1´ pthpψ1{2zqq2 ´Dψ1{2zpAq
˙
lnA
*
ϕpzq dz
ˇˇˇˇ
q“q‹,ψ“ψ‹
“ ´
ż
Γpψ1{2z,Dψ1{2zpAqqϕpzq dz
ˇˇˇˇ
q“q‹,ψ“ψ‹
“ ´HpAq ´ 2H‹ ,
where the last equality above is by (137). e second-to-last equality is obtained by integrating over H “ ψ1{2z the
following algebraic identity: for any H P R and A P p0,8q, we have
ΓpH,DHpAqq “ HpPH,DHpAqq “ H
ˆ
1
B ` 1{B ` 2{A
ˆ
B 1{A
1{A 1{B
˙˙ ˇˇˇˇ
B“BHpAq
“ lnpB ` 1{B ` 2{Aq ´ B ´ 1{B
B ` 1{B ` 2{A lnB ´
2{A
B ` 1{B ` 2{A lnA
ˇˇˇˇ
B“BHpAq
“ lnpB ` 1{B ` 2{Aq ´ pthHq lnB ´ 1´ pthHq
2 ´DHpAq
2
lnA ,
having used at the very last step (130) and (131). It follows that
1 ě P¯pHpλqq “ E
„
dP¯
dP
1tHpλqu

ě #Hpλq
exptNpHpAq ` 2H‹ ` ηqu . (141)
Rearranging gives the claimed bound since we set A “ `´1pλq, giving HpAq “H pλq. 
For p P r0, 1s we shall hereaer abbreviate
Hppq ” p ln 1
p
` p1´ pq ln 1
1´ p
for the entropy of the Bernoullippq distribution. Note the identity
H
ˆ
1` thpHq
2
˙
“ lnp2 chHq ´H thH . (142)
By (142) together with gaussian integration by parts, (34) can be rewrien as
H‹ “
ż
H
ˆ
1` thpψ1{2zq
2
˙
ϕpzq dz . (143)
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Returning to the denition (40) ofH pλq, and recalling Lemma 6.3, we note that at λ “ 0 we have A “ `´1pλq “ 1
and DHpAq “ 0. Meanwhile, at λ “ 1 we have A “ `´1pλq “ 8 and DHpAq “ 4pp1´ pq. e corresponding
distributions are
PH,DHp1q “
ˆ
p2 pp1´ pq
pp1´ pq p1´ pq2
˙
, PH,DHp8q “
ˆ
p 0
0 1´ p
˙
,
so we see that ΓpH,DHp1qq “ 2Hppq while ΓpH,DHp8qq “ Hppq. Substituting into (40) givesH p0q “ Hp1q “ 0
whileH p1q “ Hp8q “ ´H‹.
We conclude this section by deriving formulas for the (rst and second) derivatives ofH pλq which will be used
in later sections. We begin with an alternative derivation of (142): let P be the uniform measure on t´1,`1uN , and
consider the change of measure (cf. (113))
dPˇ
dP
“
Nź
i“1
exppHJiq
chH
. (144)
For ´1 ď x ď 1 we let Hrxs be the set of all J P t´1,`1uN with empirical mean near x:
Hrxs ”
"
J P t´1,`1uN :
ˇˇˇˇ pJ,1q
N
´ x
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 1
N
*
.
en t´1,`1uN is covered by the sets Hrxs for x “ 2k{N ´ 1 with k P t0, 1, . . . , Nu. For such x,
PpHrxsq “ #Hrxs
2N
“ 1
2N
ˆ
N
k
˙
“ exp
"
N
„
H
ˆ
1` x
2
˙
´ ln 2` oN p1q
*
. (145)
Since the Radon–Nikodym derivative (144) is constant over Hrxs, we have
PˇpHrxsq “ PpHrxsqexppNHxqpchHqN . (146)
On the other hand, it is clear from (144) that under the measure Pˇ we have EˇJi “ thH for all i, and the empirical
mean pJ,1q{N will be exponentially well concentrated around thH . is means that PˇpHrxsq is approximately
maximized at x “ thH , with PˇpHpthHqq “ exptoN p1qu. Combining with (145) and (146) gives
exptoN p1qu “ PˇpHpthHqq “ exp
"
N
„
H
ˆ
1` thH
2
˙
´ ln 2` oN p1q
*
exppNH thHq
pchHqN .
Taking N Ò 8 and rearranging gives (142). Of course, this derivation is overkill for (142) which can be obtained by
simple algebra. However we next apply a similar method to obtain identities for H pλq which are not so straight-
forward to prove by direct algebraic manipulation.
We now let P stand for the uniform probability measure on pairs pJ,Kq P t´1,`1uN ˆ t´1,`1uN , and consider
the change of measure (cf. (127))
dPˇ
dP
“
Nź
i“1
4 exptapJiKi ´ 1q ` bpJi `Kiqu
B ` 1{B ` 2{A . (147)
Let HrH,Ds be the set of pairs pJ,Kq having empirical measure close to the measure PH,D of (124):
HrH,Ds “
"
pJ,Kq P pt´1,`1uN q2 :
ˇˇˇˇ
#ti ď N : pJi,Kiq “ σu
N
´ PH,Dpσq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 1
N
for all σ P t´1,`1u2
*
.
For pJ,Kq P HrH,Ds, it follows from (126) that (with m ” thH as usual)
pJ,1q
N
“ m` Op1q
N
“ pK,1q
N
,
pJ,Kq
N
“ D `m2 ` Op1q
N
.
Analogously to (145), we have
PpHrH,Dsq “ #HrH,Ds
4N
“ exp
"
N
„
ΓpH,Dq ´ ln 4` oN p1q
*
. (148)
Analogously to (146), we have
PˇpHrH,Dsq “ PpHrH,Dsq4
N exptN rapD `m2 ´ 1q ` bp2mqsu
pB ` 1{B ` 2{AqN (149)
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On the other hand, we see from (147) that in the measure Pˇ we have (cf. (128))
EˇJi “ EˇKi “ B ´ 1{B
B ` 1{B ` 2{A , EˇpJiKiq “
B ` 1{B ´ 2{A
B ` 1{B ` 2{A .
e corresponding empirical means pJ,1q{N , pK,1q{N , and pJ,Kq{N will be exponentially well concentrated
about these values. It follows that PˇpHrH,Dsq is maximized at the value pH,Dq such that
H “ HA,B “ ath
ˆ
B ´ 1{B
B ` 1{B ` 2{A
˙
, D “ DA,B “ B ` 1{B ´ 2{A
B ` 1{B ` 2{A ´ thpHA,Bq
2
— equivalently, such that B “ BHpAq and D “ DHpAq (see (129) and (131)). Combining (148) and (149) gives
PˇpHrH,Dsq “ exptN rΓpH,Dq ` pD `m
2qplnAq{2`m lnB ` oN p1qsu
pB ` 1{B ` 2{AqNAN{2 ,
where the denominator does not depend on pH,Dq. By taking N Ò 8 we see that
L pH,Dq “ ΓpH,Dq ` pD ` pthHq2q lnA
2
` pthHqplnBq
is maximized at pH,Dq “ pHA,B , DA,Bq. From the stationarity equations we obtain
BΓpH,DHpAqq
BD “ ´
lnA
2
,
BΓpH,DHpAqq
Bm “ ´m lnA´ lnBHpAq . (150)
(e identity (150) will be useful to us in later sections. It can also be obtained by a purely algebraic derivation, but
we found the above calculation to be more conceptually simple.) Substituting into (38) and combining with (40) gives
with H ” ψ1{2z,
H1pAq “
ż BΓpH,DHpAqq
BD pDHq
1pAqϕpzq dz “ ´p1´ qq lnA
2
`1pAq .
SinceH pλq “ HpApλqq with Apλq ” `´1pλq, we conclude that
H 1pλq “ ´p1´ qq lnApλq
2
, H 2pλq “ ´p1´ qqA
1pλq
2Apλq “ ´
p1´ qq
2Apλq`1pApλqq . (151)
SinceApλq and `1pApλqq are both positive, we see thatH pλq is a concave function of λ. Note also that for σ dened
by Proposition 6.2 we have
lim sup
δÓ0
lim sup
tÒ8
lim sup
Ó0
lim sup
NallÒ8
ˇˇˇˇ
1
pσM,Nall,δ,t,q2
`H 2p0q
ˇˇˇˇ
“ 0 (152)
by making use of [BM11, Lemma 1(c)]. us (H2,LD) is consistent with our earlier bound (H2,CLT).
7. Conclusion
Dene the following numerical constants:
αlb ” 0.833078599 , qlb ” 0.56394907949 , ψlb ” 2.5763513100 ,
ql,u ” 0.56394907950 ψl,u ” 2.5763513103 ,
αub ” 0.833078600 , qu,l ” 0.56394908029 , ψu,l ” 2.5763513221 ,
qub ” 0.56394908030 , ψub ” 2.5763513224 (153)
Note that qlb ă ql,u ă qu,l ă qub and likewise for ψ. Let
γpqq ”
ˆ
q
1´ q
˙1{2
. (154)
Denote γlb ” γpqlbq and similarly γl,u, γu,l, γub.
Lemma 7.1. If pq, ψq solves the xed-point relation ψ “ Rpq, αq and q “ P pψq, then
I “ α
ż
E
ˆ
κ´ q1{2z
p1´ qq1{2
˙
κ´ q´1{2z
p1´ qq1{2 ϕpzq dz “ ψp1´ qq .
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Proof. Using gaussian integration by parts and the identity E1pxq “ EpxqpEpxq ´ xq, we calculate
I “ α
ż "
E
ˆ
κ´ q1{2z
p1´ qq1{2
˙
κ
p1´ qq1{2 ` E
1
ˆ
κ´ q1{2z
p1´ qq1{2
˙
1
1´ q
*
ϕpzq dz
“ α
ż "
Fqpq1{2zq2 ´ E
ˆ
κ´ q1{2z
p1´ qq1{2
˙
qpκ´ q´1{2zq
p1´ qq3{2
*
“ ψ ´ qI
1´ q .
Rearranging gives I “ ψp1´ qq as claimed. 
Corollary 7.2. e function G‹pαq is a decreasing function on α P pαlb, αubq.
Proof. Denote q ” q‹pαq and ψ ” ψ‹pαq. We rst show that pq, ψq is a stationary point of the function G pα, q, ψq
dened by (4). Indeed, Lemma 7.1 gives
α
d
dq
ż
ln Ψ
ˆ
κ´ q1{2z
p1´ qq1{2
˙
ϕpzq dz “ ´α
ż
E
ˆ
κ´ q1{2z
p1´ qq1{2
˙
κ´ q´1{2z
2p1´ qq3{2 ϕpzq dz “ ´
I
2p1´ qq “ ´
ψ
2
, (155)
from which it follows that BG {Bq “ 0. A direct calculation gives
d
dψ
ż
lnp2 chpψ1{2zqqϕpzq dz “
ż
thpψ1{2zqz
2ψ1{2
ϕpzq dz “
ż
th1pψ1{2zq
2
ϕpzq dz “ 1´ q
2
, (156)
from which it follows that BG {Bψ “ 0. It follows that
dG‹pαq
dα
“ BG pα, q, ψqBα “
ż
ln Ψ
ˆ
κ´ q1{2z
p1´ qq1{2
˙
ϕpzq dz
which is negative. 
Lemma 7.3. As dened by (3), the functions P and Rp¨, αq are nondecreasing.
Proof. Since thpψ1{2zq has the same sign as z while th1pψ1{2zq P p0, 1s, the derivative
P 1pψq “
ż
thpψ1{2zq th1pψ1{2zqz
ψ1{2
ϕpzq dz
is nonnegative. We next calculate
BR
Bq “
α
p1´ qq2
ż
E
ˆ
κ´ q1{2z
p1´ qq1{2
˙2"
1`
„
E
ˆ
κ´ q1{2z
p1´ qq1{2
˙
´ κ´ q
1{2z
p1´ qq1{2

κ´ q´1{2z
p1´ qq1{2
*
ϕpzq dz
“ Rpqq
1´ q `
α
p1´ qq2
ż
E
ˆ
κ´ q1{2z
p1´ qq1{2
˙
E1
ˆ
κ´ q1{2z
p1´ qq1{2
˙
κ´ q´1{2z
p1´ qq1{2 ϕpzq dz . (157)
e right-hand side of (157) is the sum of two terms where the rst is clearly nonnegative. We claim that the second
term is nonnegative also. To this end, let
ξq,z ” κ´ q
1{2z
p1´ qq1{2 , ζq,z ”
κ´ q´1{2z
p1´ qq1{2 “ 2p1´ qq
dξq,z
dq
. (158)
Consider the change of variables z¯ “ 2κq1{2 ´ z. We have the relations ζq,z¯ “ ´ζq,z and ξq,z¯ ´ ξq,z “ 2qζq,z . Note
also that ζq,z ě 0 if and only if κ´ q´1{2z ě 0. e second term of (157) can be expressed as
α
p1´ qq2
ż
zďq1{2κ
ˆ
Epξq,zqE1pξq,zq ´ Epξq,z¯qE1pξq,z¯q
˙
ζq,z ϕpzq dz ,
which is nonnegative because E and E1 are both nondecreasing functions (see Lemma 10.1 below). erefore BR{Bq
is also nonnegative, concluding the proof. 
Lemma 7.4 (computer-assisted). For Rpq, αq as dened by (3) the following hold:
a. e function q ÞÑ Rpq, αlbq maps pqlb, ql,uq into pψlb, ψl,uq;
b. e function q ÞÑ Rpq, αubq maps pqu,l, qubq into pψu,l, ψubq.
As a consequence, Rpq, αq P pψlb, ψubq for all pq, αq P pqlb, qubq ˆ pαlb, αubq.
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Proof. It is clear that Rpq, αq is lower bounded by
Rlbpq, αq ” α
ż
|z|ď10
Fqpq1{2zq2 ϕpzq dz .
Moreover, since Epxq ď 1` |x| (proved in Lemma 10.1 below) we can bound
αub
ż
|z|ě10
Fqubppqubq1{2zq2 ϕpzq dz ď αub1´ qub
ż
|z|ě10
ˆ
1`
ˇˇˇˇ
κ´ pqubq1{2z
p1´ qubq1{2
ˇˇˇˇ˙2
ϕpzq dz
“ 2αub
1´ qub
ˆ
Ψp10q ` 2pqubq
1{2φp10q
p1´ qubq1{2 `
qubp10φp10q `Ψp10qq
1´ qub
˙
.
e last expression can be evaluated by computer to very high precision, and we nd that it is smaller than 1{1020.
It follows that for all pq, αq P pqlb, qubq ˆ pαlb, αubq, the function Rpq, αq is upper bounded by
Rubpq, αq ” α
ż
|z|ď10
Fqpq1{2zq2 ϕpzq dz ď 1
1020
.
Both Rlb and Rub can be evaluated by computer, so we can verify that
Rlbpqlb, αlbq ą ψlb ,
Rubpqub, αlbq ă ψl,u ,
which proves part a. Part b is proved similarly. e last claim follows since Rpq, αq is also nondecreasing in α. 
Lemma 7.5 (computer-assisted). For all α P pαlb, αubq the condition (5) holds. In fact we have
sup
pq,αqPG
dP pRpq, αqq
dq
ď 0.96
where G ” pqlb, qubq ˆ pαlb, αubq.
Proof. We calculated P 1pψq in the proof of Lemma 7.3. It can be simplied as
P 1pψq “
ż
2´ chp2ψ1{2zq
chpψ1{2zq4 ϕpzq dz .
We separate the right-hand side into two terms and calculate
d
dψ
ż
2
chpψ1{2zq4 ϕpzq dz “
ż ´4 shpψ1{2zq
chpψ1{2zq5
z
ψ1{2
ϕpzq dz ď 0 ,
d
dψ
ż
chp2ψ1{2zq
chpψ1{2zq4 ϕpzq dz “
ż ´2 shpψ1{2zq3
chpψ1{2zq5
z
ψ1{2
ϕpzq dz ď 0
It follows that for all ψ P pψlb, ψubq we have
P 1pψq ď
ż
2
chppψlbq1{2zq4 ϕpzq dz ´
ż
chp2pψubq1{2zq
chppψubq1{2zq4 ϕpzq dz ď 0.08 ,
where the last bound is computer-veried. We turn to BR{Bq which was also computed in the proof of Lemma 7.3.
Recalling (158), let us denote
ξub,z ” maxtξqlb,z, ξqub,zu , ζub,z ” maxtζqlb,z, ζqub,zu ,
ξlb,z ” mintξqlb,z, ξqub,zu , ζlb,z ” mintζqlb,z, ζqub,zu . (159)
By (157) and the monotonicity of Rp¨, αq proved in Lemma 7.3, it holds for all pq, αq P G that
BRpq, αq
Bq ď
Rpqubq
1´ qub `
αub
p1´ qubq2
ż
Epξub,zqE1pξub,zqζub,z ϕpzq dz ď 12 ,
where the last bound is again computer-veried. It follows from Lemma 7.4 that
sup
pq,αqPG
dP pRpq, αqq
dq
ď
"
sup
ψPpψlb,ψubq
P 1pψq
*"
sup
pq,αqPG
BRpq, αq
Bq
*
.
Multiplying the previous bounds gives the result. 
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Corollary 7.6 (computer-assisted). Forα P pαlb, αubq there is a unique pair of values q‹ P pqlb, qubq andψ‹ P pψlb, ψubq
satisfying ψ‹ “ Rpq‹, αq and q‹ “ P pψ‹q. We have q‹pαubq P pqu,l, qubq and q‹pαlbq P pqlb, ql,uq; and as a consequence
q‹pαq P pqlb, qubq for all α P pαlb, αubq.
Proof. It follows by Lemma 7.5 that for any α P pαlb, αubq the map q ÞÑ P pRpq, αqq ´ q is strictly decreasing on the
interval pqlb, qubq, and so has at most one zero. We verify by computer that
P pRpqlb, αlbqq ´ qlb ą 0 ą P pRpql,u, αlbqq ´ ql,u ,
P pRpqu,l, qubqq ´ qu,l ą 0 ą P pRpqub, qubqq ´ qub ,
from which it follows that q‹pαlbq P pqlb, ql,uq and q‹pαubq P pqu,l, qubq. It follows from Lemma 7.3 that for any xed q
the map α ÞÑ P pRpq, αqq is nondecreasing; it follows that for all α P pαlb, αubq there is a unique q‹pαq P pαlb, αubq,
which is nondecreasing in α. It then follows by Lemma 7.4 that ψ‹pαq P pψlb, ψubq, concluding the proof. 
Corollary 7.7 (computer-assisted). We have G‹pαlbq ą 0 ą G‹pαubq, so α‹ P pαlb, αubq.
Proof. Making use of (155) and (156) we have
G‹pαubq ď ´ψu,lp1´ qubq
2
`
ż
lnp2 chppψubq1{2zqqϕpzq dz ` α
ż
ln Ψ
ˆ
κ´ pqu,lq1{2z
p1´ qu,lq1{2
˙
ϕpzq dz ă ´ 1
1012
where the last bound is computer-veried. Similarly we have
G‹pαlbq ě ´ψl,up1´ qlbq
2
`
ż
lnp2 chppψlbq1{2zqqϕpzq dz ` α
ż
ln Ψ
ˆ
κ´ pql,uq1{2z
p1´ ql,uq1{2
˙
ϕpzq dz ą 1
1012
where the last bound is again computer-veried. Recalling Corollary 7.2, it follows that α ÞÑ G‹pαq has a unique
zero α‹ P pαlb, αubq as claimed. 
Proof of Proposition 1.3. Follows by combining Lemma 7.5 with Corollaries 7.2, 7.6, and 7.7. 
We now conclude our moment calculation:
Proof of eorem 1.4. WriteF ” σpDATAq for DATA ” DATAM,Nall,δ,t as given by (23). Recall from Section 2.2 that if
there exists no Jˆ• satisfying (19) then we simply setZδ,t, ” 0. e event that the desired Jˆ• exists isF -measurable.
On the event, we dene Zδ,t, by (31), and the conditional rst moment is given by (recalling SJ, ” SJ,δ,t,)
E
´
Zδ,t,
ˇˇˇ
F
¯
“
ÿ
JPH
P
´
SJ,
ˇˇˇ
F
¯
. (160)
e probability PpSJ, |F q is precisely the le-hand side of (S1|CR). e terms on the right-hand side of (S1|CR) were
computed in Sections 4 and 5: in particular, it follows by (P1|R) and (A1|RB1) together that
lim inf
δÓ0 lim inftÒ8 lim infÓ0 lim infNallÒ8
lnPpSJ, |F q
Nall
ěP‹ .
Combining with (H) gives
lim inf
δÓ0 lim inftÒ8 lim infÓ0 lim infNallÒ8
lnEpZδ,t, |F q
Nall
ěH‹ `P‹
on the event that there exists Jˆ• satisfying (19). is event has positive probability by Proposition 2.3, so we have
proved the rst moment bound (9). For the second moment, if Jˆ• does not exist then Zδ,t, “ 0 and (10) trivially
holds, so we again restrict to the event that we have the desired Jˆ•. Let ΛN denote the set of values λmin ď λ ď 1
with Nλ integer-valued. Dene ΛN,CLT to be the subset of values λ P ΛN with |λ| ď l0 (a small positive constant to
be chosen), and set ΛN,LD ” ΛNzΛN,CLT. en analogously to (160) we have (recalling SK ” SK,δ,t)
E
´
pZδ,t,q2
ˇˇˇ
F
¯
ď
ÿ
λPΛN,CLT,
pJ,KqPHpλq
PpSJ,SK |F q `
ÿ
λPΛN,LD,
pJ,KqPHpλq
PpSJ,SK |F q , (161)
where PpSJ,SK |F q is precisely the le-hand side of (S|CR). We use (S1|CR) and (S|CR) to express
PpSJ,SK |F q
PpSJ, |F q2 “
PˇpSK |E¯R, SJ,q pˇA1pEA1q2
PˇpSJ |E¯Rq pˇApEAq
pˇA|RBpEA |ERq
pˇA1|RB1pEA1 |ERq2
. (162)
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On the right-hand side of (162), the last term in the denominator is of constant order by (A1|RB1), while the rst term
in the denominator is estimated by (P1|R—). For small λ, the other terms of the right-hand side of (162) are estimated
by (P|RCLT) and (A|RBCLT), while the cardinality of Hpλq is estimated by (H2,CLT). Altogether it gives thatÿ
λPΛN,CLT
ÿ
pJ,KqPHpλq
PpSJ,SK |F q ď
ÿ
λPΛN,CLT
ÿ
pJ,KqPHpλq
PpSJ, |F q2 exp
"
N
ˆ
cλ2
2
`Opcstpl0q3q
˙*
ď
"
#H exp
"´
1, ln Ψpξq
¯
` Nψ•p1´ q•q
2
**2 ÿ
λPΛN,CLT
#Hpλq
p#Hq2 exp
"
Ncλ2
2
`Opcstpl0q3q
*
ď
"
E
´
Zδ,t,
ˇˇˇ
F
¯*2 ÿ
λPΛN,CLT
exp
"
Nλ2
2
ˆ
c´ 1
σ2
˙
`Opcstpl0q3q
*
ď cst
"
E
´
Zδ,t,
ˇˇˇ
F
¯*2
, (163)
where the last equality holds for suciently small positive l0, since by (77) and (152) we see that (for ρ as in (P|RCLT)
and σ as in (121), both depending on M,Nall, δ, t, ),
lim sup
δÓ0
lim sup
tÒ8
lim sup
Ó0
lim sup
NallÒ8
ˆ
ρM,Nall,δ,t, ´ 1pσM,Nall,δ,t,q2
˙
ďP2p0q `H 2p0q
which is negative for allα P pαlb, αubq. is shows that the rst term on the right-hand side of (161) is upper bounded
(up to a cst factor) by the square of the conditional rst moment, as desired. It remains to bound the second term on
the right-hand side of (161). It follows by (P|RLD), (A|RBLD), and (H2,LD) that
lim sup
δÓ0
lim sup
tÒ8
lim sup
Ó0
lim sup
NallÒ8
1
Nall
ln
" ÿ
pJ,KqPHpλq
PpSJ,SK |F q
*
ď 2G‹κallpαallq `Sκall,αallpλq ,
as was claimed in (47). For κall “ 0 and all αall P pαlb, αubq, we have by exact calculation (i.e., without any numerical
evaluations) that the functionS pλq ” S0,αallpλq satisesS p0q “ S 1p0q “ 0,S p1q “ ´G‹pαallq, andS 1pλq Ñ 8
as λ Ò 1 (the last claim can be seen from Proposition 8.4 below). Moreover, recall from the discussion following
(45) that A ď 0, with A p0q “ A 1p0q “ 0 and A 2p0q ď 0; this impliesS 2p0q ďP2p0q `H 2p0q. We then verify
numerically that P2p0q `H 2p0q ă 0 (Proposition 9.1c below). In combination with Condition 1.2 it follows that
for α1 P pαlb, α‹q suciently close to α‹, it holds for all αall P pα1, α‹q that the S0,αallpλq is uniquely maximized at
λ “ 0. As a resultÿ
λPΛN,LD
ÿ
pJ,KqPHpλq
PpSJ,SK |F q ď
ˆ
exp
"
2NG‹pαq ´ Ncst
*
` exp
"
NG‹pαq
*˙
exppNη´q . (164)
Combining (163) and (164) proves the second moment bound (10). 
In the remaining sections we outline our plan for verifying Condition 1.2. For this analysis it suces to work in
the limit where κall “ κ and αall “ α. To simplify the notation, for the remainder of the paper we denote these
parameters simply by κ and α; and we let q‹ “ q‹κpαq and ψ‹ “ ψ‹κpαq.
8. Q_uantitative estimates of limiting exponents
roughout the following we x κ ” 0. We assume α P pαlb, αubq and denote pq, ψq ” pq‹pαq, ψ‹pαqq as given by
Proposition 1.3. In this section we provide quantitative estimates on the limiting functionsPpλq,A pλq, andH pλq
obtained in the previous sections. e key denitions ((38), (40), (44), (43), (45)) are repeated below: we write
Ispλq ” α
ż ż
ln Ψ
ˆ
γz ´ λν
p1´ λ2q1{2 ´
Epγzq ¨ s
ψ1{2p1´ qq1{2
˙
ϕγzpνq dν ϕpzq dz , (165)
and abbreviate I pλq ” I0pλq. We then dene
Ppλq “ ´P‹ ` ψp1´ qqp1´ λq
2p1` λq `I pλq “ ´
ψp1´ qqλ
1` λ `I pλq ´I p0q , (166)
A pλq ” inf
s
"
s2
2
´ ψ1{2p1´ qq1{2
ˆ
1´ λ
1` λ
˙1{2
s`Ispλq ´I pλq
*
. (167)
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We recall thatPp0q “ A p0q “ 0,Pp1q “ ´P‹, and A pλq ď 0 for all λ. We also have
`pAq ”
ż
Dψ1{2zpAq
1´ q ϕpzq dz , (168)
H p`pAqq ” HpAq ” ´2H‹ `
ż
Γ
´
ψ1{2z,Dψ1{2zpAq
¯
ϕpzq dz , (169)
where DHpAq is given by (131) and Γ is the entropy of the probability distribution (124). We recall thatH p0q “ 0,
H p1q “ ´H‹, and A ÞÑ `pAq is an increasing bijection from p0,8q to p´λmin, 1q. roughout the following we
will use the notations H “ ψ1{2z, m ” thH , and p ” p1`mq{2 with the understanding that there is a bijective
correspondence among the variables H,m, p. LetS pλq ”H pλq `Ppλq `A pλq.
8.1. Bounds for highly correlated regime. We rst estimateH pλq andPpλq near λ “ 1:
Proposition 8.1. For all 0.98 ď λ ă 1 we haveH pλq `Ppλq ăH p1q `Pp1q “ ´pH‹ `P‹q.
To begin the proof we rst estimateH pλq near λ “ 1, corresponding to A Ò 8.
Lemma 8.2 (computer-assisted). For all A P p0,8q we have
1´ `pAq ď 1.78
A
` 4.3
A2
.
As a consequence, 1´ `pAq ď 1.83{A for all A ě 100.
Proof. From the relation q “ P pψq ((3) and Proposition 1.3) and the denition (168) of `pAq, we can express
p1´ qqp1´ `pAqq
2{A “
ż
eHpAqϕpzq dz (170)
where H ” ψ1{2z and, with ∆ ” ∆HpAq ” pA2 `m2 ´ pAmq2q1{2 as before, we dene
eHpAq ” 1´m
2 ´DHpAq
2{A “
Ap1´m2q
∆` 1 “
Ap∆´ 1q
pA` 1qpA´ 1q .
Since ∆ is always sandwiched between 1 and A, it holds for all A P p0,8q that
0 ď eHpAq ď ∆´ 1
A´ 1 ď
∆
A
“
ˆ
1´m2 ` m
2
A2
˙1{2
ď p1´m2q1{2 ` |m|
A
.
Next we note that for all real z,
dp1´ thpψ1{2zq2q1{2
dψ
“ ´ thpψ
1{2zq th1pψ1{2zq
p1´ thpψ1{2zq2q1{2
z
2ψ1{2
ď 0 ,
since th1pHq “ 1´ thpHq2 ě 0 while z and thpψ1{2zq have the same sign. We also have
d thpψ1{2zq
dψ
“ th
1pψ1{2zqz
2ψ1{2
which has the same sign as z. Substituting into (170) gives
1´ `pAq ď 2
Ap1´ qubq
ż 9
´9
"
p1´ thppψlbq1{2zq2q1{2 ` | thppψubq
1{2zq|
A
*
ϕpzq dz ď 1.78
A
` 4.3
A2
,
where the last bound is by numerical integration. is proves the lemma. 
Corollary 8.3. Parametrizing λ ” 1´ ι, it holds for all 0 ď ι ď 0.025 that
H pλq ´H p1q ď 0.81 ι` ι
2
ln
1
ι
.
Proof. Let us abbreviate ιpAq ” 1´ `pAq. We nd by numerical integration that ιp100q ą 0.025. en, since ι is a
decreasing function of A, it follows that for all s ď 0.025 we have ι´1psq ą 100. Substituting into the conclusion of
Lemma 8.2 gives ιpι´1psqq ď 1.83{ι´1psq, that is, ι´1psq ď 1.83{s, for all s ď 0.025. Substituting into (151) in turn
gives, for all s ď 0.025,
dH 1p1´ sq
ds
“ ln ι
´1psq
2
ď lnp1.83{sq
2
.
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Integrating this bound from s “ 0 to s “ ι gives
H pλq ´H p1q ď
ˆ
ln 1.83
2
` 1
2
˙
ι` ι
2
ln
1
ι
,
from which the claim follows. 
We next estimatePpλq near λ “ 1:
Proposition 8.4. For λ ” 1´ ι with 0 ď ι ď 0.025,
Ppλq ´Pp1q
ι1{2
ď 0.285 ι1{2 ´ 0.45 .
Proof. e middle term of (166) can be bounded as
ψp1´ qqι
2p2´ ιq ď
ψubp1´ qlbqι
2p2´ 0.025q ď 0.285 ι . (171)
Making the change of variables x “ p1´ λ2q1{2u we rewrite
I pλq
p1´ λ2q1{2 “ α
ż 8
´8
ż 8
0
ln Ψpcλψz ´ λuq ϕpγz ` p1´ λ
2q1{2uq
Ψpγzq ϕpzq dz . (172)
Assume 0 ď λlb ď λ ď 1; denote Llb ” pλlbq2 and cub ” p1´ λubq1{2{p1` λlbq1{2. en
ln Ψpcλψz ´ λuq ď
#
ln Ψp´uq for z ě 0 ,
ln Ψpcubψubz ´ uq for z ď 0 .
since ln Ψ is a decreasing function. We also have
ϕpγz ` p1´ λ2q1{2uq
Ψpγzq ě
$’’&’’%
ϕpγubz ` p1´ Llbq1{2uq
Ψpγlbzq for z ě 0 ,
Epγubzq
exptu2p1´ Llbq{2u for z ď 0 .
Substituting these bounds into (172) gives
I pλq
ι1{2
ď αlbp1` λlbq1{2
"ż 9
0
ż 9
0
ln Ψp´uqϕpγubz ` p1´ Llbq
1{2uq
Ψpγlbzq ϕpzq dz
`
ż 0
´9
ż 9
0
ln Ψpcubψubz ´ uq Epγubzq
exptu2p1´ Llbq{2u ϕpzq dz
*
.
For λlb “ 1´ 0.025 the right-hand side is ď ´0.45. Combining with (171) proves the claim. 
Proof of Proposition 8.1. Combining Corollaries 8.3 and 8.4 gives that for λ ” 1´ ι with ι ď 0.025,
H pλq `Ppλq ´H p1q ´Pp1q
ι1{2
ď ι1{2
ˆ
1.1` lnp1{ιq
2
˙
´ 0.45 .
is is negative for all ι ď 0.02 so the claim is proved. 
8.2. Bounds on parametrization. We next give computable bounds on the mapping A ÞÑ `pAq.
Lemma 8.5. For all α P pαlb, αubq, the function `pAq of (38) is sandwiched between
`inpAq ”
ż
|z|ď9
Dpψubq1{2zpAq
1´ qlb ϕpzq dz ,
`outpAq ”
ż
|z|ď9
Dpψlbq1{2zpAq
1´ qub ϕpzq dz `
sgnpA´ 1q
1015
.
where sgnp`outpAq ´ `inpAqq “ sgnpA´ 1q. Moreover we have |`outpAq ´ `inpAq| ď 1.4{1011 uniformly over A.
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Proof. Recalling (135), we calculate
dDHpAq
dm
“ ´2mp∆´ 1q
∆
.
en, for H ” ψ1{2z and m ” thpHq, we have
dDψ1{2zpAq
dψ
“ ´mp∆´ 1q
∆
z th1pψ1{2zq
ψ1{2
which has the opposite sign as A´ 1. It follows that ` is sandwiched between `in and `out as claimed. Next we claim
that apxq “ x th1pxq “ x{pchxq2 satises |apxq| ď 1{21{2 uniformly over all real x. By symmetry and using that
chx ě 1 for all x, it suces to prove x{pchxq ď 1{21{2 for all x. e function chx´ 21{2x is strictly convex, and
(by calculus) uniquely minimized at x “ arshp21{2q where the value is strictly positive. It follows from this that we
have |apxq| ď |x|{pchxq ď 1{21{2, as claimed. Now recall that for A ě 1 we have ∆ ě 1, so
0 ď ´dDψ1{2zpAq
dψ
ď 1
ψ
ˆ
1´ 1
∆
˙
m ¨ ψ1{2z th1pψ1{2zq ď 1
21{2ψ
.
Similarly, for A ď 1 we can use that ∆ is sandwiched between |m| and 1 to conclude
0 ď dDψ1{2zpAq
dψ
“ m
∆
p1´∆qψ
1{2z th1pψ1{2zq
ψ
ď 1
21{2ψ
.
Next we decompose `outpAq ´ `inpAq “ sgnpA´ 1q{1015 ` err1 ` err2 where
err1 “
ż
|z|ď9
Dpψubq1{2zpAq
ˆ
1
1´ qub ´
1
1´ qlb
˙
ϕpzq dz ,
err2 “
ż
|z|ď9
Dpψlbq1{2zpAq ´Dpψubq1{2zpAq
1´ qub ϕpzq dz .
Since |DHpAq| ď 1 for all A and all H , we have
|err1| ď 1
1´ qub ´
1
1´ qlb ď
5
1012
.
By the above bounds on dDψ1{2zpAq{dψ, we have
|err2| ď ψub ´ ψlb
21{2ψlbp1´ qubq ď
8
1012
.
Combining the bounds gives |`outpAq ´ `inpAq| ď 1.4{1011 as claimed. 
We now make another change of variables
τ “ A´ 1
A` 1 “ th
ˆ
lnA
2
˙
, A “ Apτq “ expp2 athpτqq , (173)
and let λpτq ” `pApτqq. Let λoutpτq ” `outpApτqq and λinpτq ” `inpApτqq. en let λubpτq ” maxtλoutpτq, λinpτqu
and λinpτq ” mintλoutpτq, λinpτqu.
9. Grid search bounds
Recall thatS pλq denotes the sum of the functionsPpλq,A pλq,H pλq dened by (166), (167), and (169). Let
Qpλq ” 0.2
2
2
´ 0.2ψ1{2p1´ qq1{2
ˆ
1´ λ
1` λ
˙1{2
´ ψp1´ qqλ
1` λ `Ispλq ´I p0q , (174)
and note thatPpλq `A pλq ď Qpλq. Let
SPpλq ”H pλq `Ppλq ,
SQpλq ”H pλq `Qpλq ,
so thatS pλq ď mintSPpλq,SQpλqu for all λ.
Proposition 9.1. For all α P pαlb, αubq the following hold:
a. SPpλq is negative for all λ P r0.2, 0.98s, andSQpλq is negative for all λ P r´λmin,´0.125s,
b. pSPq1pλq has the opposite sign from λ for all λ P r´0.125,´0.03s Y r0.05, 0.2s.
c. pSPq2pλq is negative for λ P r´0.03, 0.05s;
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As a consequence,S pλq ď 0 for all λ, with equality only at λ “ 0 and λ “ 1.
9.1. Bounds on function value. Suppose λmin ď λlb ď λub ď 1. We will assume that λlb, λub have the same sign
(i.e., that they are either both nonnegative or both nonpositive). As a result, if we dene Lub ” maxtpλlbq2, pλubq2u
and Llb ” mintpλlbq2, pλubq2u, we will have Llb ď λ2 ď Lub for all λlb ď λ ď λub. Next, since cλ is decreasing in λ,
we dene
clb ” p1´ λubq
1{2
p1` λubq1{2 , cub ”
p1´ λlbq1{2
p1` λlbq1{2 ,
so that clb ď cλ ď cub for all λlb ď λ ď λub. We abbreviate
dpz, xq ” ϕpγz ` xqϕpzq
Ψpγzq ,
and note that for all λlb ď λ ď λub we have dlb ď d ď dub where
dubpz, xq ” dubpz, x, λlb, λubq ”
#
ϕpzqEpγubzq expt´x2{2´ γlbzxu for z ě 0 ,
ϕpzqEpγlbzq expt´x2{2´ γubzxu for z ď 0 ,
and dlb is dened by similar considerations. Likewise, we abbreviate
g ” gλpz, xq ” γp1´ λqz ´ λxp1´ λ2q1{2 “ γcλz ´
λx
p1´ λ2q1{2 , (175)
and note that for all λlb ď λ ď λub we have glb ď g ď gub where
gub ” gubpz, uq “
#
γubcubz ´ λlbx{p1´ pλlbq2q1{2 for z ě 0 ,
γlbclbz ´ λlbx{p1´ pλlbq2q1{2 for z ď 0 ,
and glb is dened by similar considerations. For any xed s ě 0 we shall abbreviate
Spzq ” Epγzqs
ψ1{2p1´ qq1{2 .
We then have 0 ď Slbpzq ď Spzq ď Subpzq where
Subpzq “
#
Epγubzqs{rpψlbq1{2p1´ qubq1{2s for z ě 0 ,
Epγlbzqs{rpψlbq1{2p1´ qubq1{2s for z ď 0 ,
and Slbpzq is dened by similar considerations. It follows that for any s ě 0,
Ispλq ď αlb
ż 9
´9
ż 9
0
ln Ψpglb ´ Subpzqqdlbpz, xq du dz ” Is,ubpλlb, λubq .
Abbreviate Iub ” I0,ub. Next, since E is an increasing function, we have
dI p0q
dγ
“ ´α
ż
Epγzqzϕpzq dz “ ´α
ż 8
0
zrEpγzq ´ Ep´γzqsϕpzq dz ď 0 ,
from which it follows that
I p0q “ α
ż
ln Ψpγzqϕpzq dz ě Ilbp0q ” αub
ż 9
´9
ln Ψpγubzqϕpzq dz ´ 1
1015
.
Substituting these bounds into (166) gives
Ppλq ď ´ψlbp1´ qubqλlb
1` λlb `Iubpλlb, λubq ´Iubp0q ”Pubpλlb, λubq .
On the other hand, substituting into (174) gives
Qpλq ď 0.2
2
2
´ 0.2 pψlbq1{2p1´ qubq1{2clb ´ ψlbp1´ qubqλlb
1` λlb `I0.2,ubpλlb, λubq ´Iubp0q ” Qubpλlb, λubq .
We also note that
d
dψ
H
ˆ
1` thpψ1{2zq
2
˙
“ H1
ˆ
1` thpψ1{2zq
2
˙
th1pψ1{2zqz
4ψ1{2
ď 0 ,
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since for all real x we have sgnpthxq “ sgnpxq, th1pxq “ 1´ thpxq2 ě 0, and
sgnH1
ˆ
1` x
2
˙
“ ´ sgnx .
It follows by recalling (143) that
H‹ ěH‹,lb ”
ż 9
´9
H
ˆ
1` thppψubq1{2zq
2
˙
ϕpzq dz
Next, recalling that m ” thH , we calculate
BΓpH,Dq
Bm “
1
2
ln
p1´mq2 `D
p1`mq2 `D `
m
2
ln
p1´m2 ´Dq2
pp1`mq2 `Dqpp1´mq2 `Dq ,
which has the opposite sign from m. Next, making use of (150), we calculate
BΓpH,DHpAqq
BD
dDHpAq
dm
“ lnA
2
¨ 2mp∆´ 1q
∆
which has the same sign as m. It follows that
HpAq ď HubpAq ” ´2H‹,lb ` 1
1015
`
ż 9
´9
Γppψlbq1{2z,Dpψubq1{2zpAqqϕpzq dz
Proof of Proposition 9.1a. Suppose´1 ď τlb ď τub ď 1 where τlb, τub have the same sign. Let τout (resp. τin) be the one
of τlb, τub which is larger (resp. smaller) in magnitude. Recalling Lemma 8.5, let λlb ” λlbpτlbq and λub “ λubpτubq. It
follows from the above that for all τlb ď τ ď τub,
SPpλpτqq ď SP,ubpτlb, τubq ” HubpApτinqq `Pubpλlb, λubq .
Let us abbreviate s “ Jτlb, τub, ηK for the vector with entries
sj “ τlb ` ηpj ´ 1q , 1 ď j ď
R
τub ´ τlb
η
V
.
For any vectors s1, s2 we write ps1, s2q for their concatenation. en let
t “ pJ0.24, 0.284, 0.001K, J0.285, 0.315, 0.002K, J0.318, 0.342, 0.003K, J0.346, 0.366, 0.004K,J0.371, 0.386, 0.005K, J0.392, 0.404, 0.006K, p0.411, 0.418, 0.425, 0.433, 0.441q,J0.45, 0.57, 0.01K, J0.59, 0.67, 0.02K, J0.7, 0.76, 0.03K, J0.8, 0.94, 0.04K, p0.95, 0.98, 0.99qq .
We nd by a numerical integration package that SP,ubpti, ti`1q is negative for all i, which implies that SPpλpτqq
is negative for all 0.24 ď τ ď 0.99. We then also verify that λubp0.24q ă 0.2 while λlbp0.99q ą 0.98, so we can
conclude thatSPpλq is negative for all 0.2 ď λ ď 0.98, as claimed. On the other hand, for
t “ pJ0.18, 0.209, 0.001K, J0.21, 0.236, 0.002K, J0.238, 0.268, 0.003K,J0.271, 0.343, 0.004K, J0.347, 0.419, 0.006K, J0.425, 0.513, 0.008K,J0.52, 0.77, .01K, p0.78, 0.8, 0.82, 0.84, 0.86, 0.89, 0.93, 1qq
we nd that SQ,ubp´ti`1,´tiq is negative for all i, soSQpλpτqq is negative for all ´1 ď τ ď ´0.18. We then verify
that λlbp´0.18q ą ´0.125, so we can conclude thatSQpλq is negative for all λmin ď λ ď ´0.125. 
9.2. First derivative bounds. e rst derivative of Ispλq with respect to λ is given by
pIsq1pλq “ α
1´ λ2
ż 8
´8
ż 8
0
E
ˆ p1´ λqγz ´ λx
p1´ λ2q1{2 ´ Spzq
˙ p1´ λqγz ` x
p1´ λ2q1{2
ϕpγz ` xq
Ψpγzq ϕpzq dx dz , (176)
which we shall bound uniformly over all αlb ď α ď αub and all λlb ď λ ď λub. Let us decompose
pIsq1pλq “
3ÿ
i“1
pIsq1pλqi (177)
where pIsq1pλq1 is the contribution to (176) obtained by integrating over tz ě 0, x ě 0u (where the integrand is non-
negative); pIsq1pλq2 is the contribution from tz ď 0, 0 ď x ď ´γzp1´ λqu (where the integrand is nonpositive);
and pIsq1pλq3 is the contribution from tz ď 0, x ě ´γzp1´ λqu (where the integrand is nonnegative). Let
I 1pλqabs ” α
1´ λ2
ż 8
´8
ż 8
0
E
ˆ p1´ λqγz ´ λx
p1´ λ2q1{2
˙ ˇˇˇˇ p1´ λqγz ` x
p1´ λ2q1{2
ˇˇˇˇ
ϕpγz ` xq
Ψpγzq ϕpzq dx dz . (178)
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and note that |pIsq1pλq| ď I 1pλqabs for any s ě 0.
Lemma 9.2. For the decomposition (177) and s ě 0 the following hold:
a. For 0 ď λ ď 0.95, the contribution to pIsq1pλq1 from tz ě 6.5 or x ě 8p1´ λ2q1{2u is at most 1{106.
b. For general λ, the contribution to ´pIsq1pλq2 from tz ď ´3.3u is at most p1.1{107q{p1´ λ2q1{2.
c. For 0 ď λ ď 0.95, the contribution to pIsq1pλq3 from tz ď ´3.3 or x ě 9p1´ λ2q1{2u is at most 2{106.
Proof. We will use repeatedly that Epyq ď 1` |y| for all real y, and Epyq ď 2ϕpyq for y ď 0. For x ě 0,
dpz, xq ” ϕpγz ` xqϕpzq
Ψpγzq ď
#
ϕpzq ¨ p2piq1{2p1` γzqϕpxq if z ě 0 ,
ϕpzq ¨ 2ϕpγz ` xq if z ď 0 . (179)
en, for 0 ď λ ď 0.95, the contribution to (178) from tz ě 6.5, x ě 0u is upper bounded by
αp2piq1{2
1´ λ2
ż 8
6.5
EpcλγzqEpγzqϕpzq
ż 8
0
ˆ
cλγz ` xp1´ λ2q1{2
˙
ϕpxq dx dz (180)
ď αp2piq
1{2
1´ λ2
ż 8
6.5
p1` γzq2ϕpzq
ˆ
γz
2
` 1{p2piq
1{2
p1´ λ2q1{2
˙
dz ď 6.5
107
.
For general λ, the contribution to (178) from tz ď ´3.3, 0 ď x ď ´p1´ λqγz{λu is at most
ď 4α
1´ λ2
ż 3.3
´8
ż 8
0
ϕ
ˆ
cλγz ´ λxp1´ λ2q1{2
˙ˇˇˇˇ p1´ λqγz ` x
p1´ λ2q1{2
ˇˇˇˇ
ϕpγz ` xqϕpzq dx dz
“ 4α
1´ λ2
ż 3.3
´8
ϕpγzqϕpzq
ż 8
0
ˇˇˇˇ p1´ λqγz ` x
p1´ λ2q1{2
ˇˇˇˇ
ϕ
ˆ p1´ λqγz ` x
p1´ λ2q1{2
˙
dx dz
ď 4αp1´ λ2q1{2
ż ´3.3
´8
ϕpγzqϕpzq
ż 8
´8
|u|ϕpuq du dz ď 1.1{10
7
p1´ λ2q1{2
‹ď 4
107
, (181)
where (above and throughout the rest of this proof) the inequality marked ‹ holds provided 0 ď λ ď 0.95. Next, for
λ ě 0, the contribution to (178) from the set t´3.3 ď z ď 0, x ě 9p1´ λ2q1{2u is at most (cf. (181))
4α
p1´ λ2q1{2
ż 0
´3.3
ϕpzq
ż 8
9
|cλγz ` u|ϕpcλγz ´ λuqϕpγz ` p1´ λ2q1{2uq du dz
“ 4αp1´ λ2q1{2
ż 0
´3.3
ϕpγzqϕpzq
ż 8
9
|cλγz ` u|ϕpcλγz ` uq du dz
ď 4αp1´ λ2q1{2
ż 0
´8
ϕpγzqϕpzq
ż 8
5.2
uϕpuq du dz ď 2.4{10
7
p1´ λ2q1{2
‹ď 8
107
. (182)
For λ ě 0.6, on the set t0 ď z ď 6.5, x ě 8p1´ λ2q1{2uwe have cλγz ´ λu ď 0, as well as λcλγz ď 2.3. erefore
the resulting contribution from this set to (178) is upper bounded by (cf. (181) and (182))
2αp2piq1{2
p1´ λ2q1{2
ż 6.5
0
Epγzqϕpzq
ż 8
8
pcλγz ` uqϕpcλγz ´ λuqϕpp1´ λ2q1{2uq du dz
“ 2αp2piq
1{2
p1´ λ2q1{2
ż 6.5
0
Epγzqϕpzqϕpγzp1´ λqq
ż 8
8
pcλγz ` uqϕpu´ λcλγzq du dz
ď 2αp1´ λ2q1{2
ż 8
0
p1` γzqϕpzq
ż 8
5.7
pcλγzp1` λq ` uqϕpuq du dz ď 8{10
8
p1´ λ2q1{2
‹ď 3
107
. (183)
Finally, for 0 ď λ ď 0.6, the contribution to (178) from t0 ď z ď 6.5, x ě 8p1´ λ2q1{2u is at most (cf. (180))
ď αp2piq
1{2
1´ λ2
ż 8
0
EpcλγzqEpγzqϕpzq
ż 8
5.7
ˆ
cλγz ` xp1´ λ2q1{2
˙
ϕpxq dx dz
ď αp2piq
1{2
1´ λ2
ż 8
0
p1` γzq2ϕpzq
"
γz
1010
` 6{10
10
p1´ λ2q1{2
*
dz ď 7{10
10
1´ λ2 `
3{109
p1´ λ2q3{2 ď
6
109
. (184)
Part a follows by combining (180), (183), and (184). Part b follows directly from (181). Finally, part c follows by
combining (181) and (182). is concludes the proof. 
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For λlb ď λub, letKs,ub,i ” Ks,ub,ipλlb, λubq for i “ 1, 2, 3 be dened by
Ks,ub,1 ” αubp1´ Lubq1{2
ż 6.5
0
ż 8
0
pcubγubz ` uqEpcubγubz ´ λlbu´ Slbpzqqϕpγlbz ` p1´ Lubq
1{2uqϕpzq
Ψpγubzq du dz ,
Ks,ub,2 ” ´αlbclbpγlbq
2
1` λub
ż 0
´3.3
ż 1
0
z2p1´ uqEpcubγubp1` λubuqz ´ Subpzqqϕpγubzp1´ p1´ λubquqqϕpzq
Ψpγubzq du dz ,
Ks,ub,3 ” αub{p2piq
1{2
p1´ Lubq1{2
ż 0
´3.3
ż 9
0
u
Epclbγlbp1` λlbqz ´ λlbu´ Slbpzqqϕpzq
Ψpγlbzq expt 12 pLlbpγlbzq2 ` u2p1´ Lubq ` zuγubλubp1´ Llbq1{2qu
du dz .
DeneKs,lb,i ” Ks,lb,ipλlb, λubq similarly by exchanging the appearances of lb and ub in the above expressions. We
then have the following:
Corollary 9.3. For the decomposition (177), s ě 0, and λlb ď λ ď λub, we have
3ÿ
i“1
Ispλqi ě Ks,lbpλlb, λubq ”
3ÿ
i“1
Ks,lb,ipλlb, λubq ´ 1.1{10
7
p1´ Lubq1{2 for λmin ď λlb ď λub ď 1 ,
3ÿ
i“1
Ispλqi ď Ks,ubpλlb, λubq ”
3ÿ
i“1
Ks,ub,ipλlb, λubq ` 3
106
for 0 ď λlb ď λub ď 0.95 ,
provided that λlb, λub have the same sign.
Proof. e expression for Ks,ub,1 is derived by making the change of variables x “ p1´ λ2q1{2u for u ě 0. For
Ks,ub,2 we instead make the change of variables x “ ´γzp1´ λqu for 0 ď u ď 1. Lastly, for Ks,ub,2 we make the
change of variables x “ ´γzp1´ λq ` u for u ě 0. e lower bound then follows from Lemma 9.2 part b, while the
upper bound follows by Lemma 9.2 parts a and c. 
AbbreviateKlb ” K0,lb andKub ” K0,ub. Substituting the result of Corollary 9.3 into (166) gives that
P 1pλq ě pP 1qlbpλlb, λubq ” ´ψubp1´ qlbqp1` λlbq2 `Klbpλlb, λubq for λmin ď λlb ď λub ď 1 ,
P 1pλq ď pP 1qubpλlb, λubq ” ´ψlbp1´ qubqp1` λubq2 `Klbpλlb, λubq for 0 ď λlb ď λub ď 0.95 ,
for all λlb ď λ ď λub, provided λlb and λub have the same sign. We also have
´p1´ qlbq lnApτubq
2
ďH 1pλpτqq “ ´p1´ qq lnApτq
2
ď ´p1´ qubq lnApτlbq
2
.
for all τlb ď τ ď τub, again provided τlb and τub have the same sign.
Proof of Proposition 9.1b. Take τlb, τub, λlb, λub as in the proof of Proposition 9.1a. en
pSPq1pλpτqq ě pdSPqlbpτlb, τlbq ” ´p1´ qq lnApτq
2
` pP 1qlbpλlb, λubq for ´ 1 ď τlb ď τ ď τub ď 1 ,
pSPq1pλpτqq ď pdSPqubpτlb, τlbq ” ´p1´ qubq lnApτlbq
2
` pP 1qubpλlb, λubq for 0 ď τlb ď τ ď τub ď 0.95 ,
using that λubp0.95q ă 0.95. Let
t ” pJ0.06, 0.076, 0.001K, J0.078, 0.098, 0.002K, J0.101, 0.116, 0.003K, J0.12, 0.14, 0.004K,
p0.145, 0.15, 0.156, 0.162, 0.168q, J0.175, 0.21, 0.007K, J0.21, 0.26, 0.01Kq .
We nd by a numerical integration package that pdSPqubpti, ti`1q is negative for all i. is implies that pSPq1pλpτqq
is negative for all 0.06 ď τ ď 0.26. We then also verify that λlbp0.26q ą 0.2 while λubp0.06q ă 0.05, so we conclude
that pSPq1pλq is negative for all 0.05 ď λ ď 0.2. On the other hand, for
t ” p0.03, 0.031, 0.032, 0.033, 0.034, 0.036, 0.038, 0.041, 0.045, 0.05, 0.056, 0.063, 0.071,
0.081, 0.092, 0.104, 0.116, 0.128, 0.14, 0.15, 0.159, 0.166, 0.172, 0.177, 0.18, 0.185, 0.19q
we nd that pdSPqlbp´ti`1,´tiq is positive for all i, so that pSPq1pλpτqq is positive for all ´0.19 ď τ ď ´0.03. We
then verify that λubp´0.19q ă ´0.125 while λlbp´0.03q ą ´0.03, so we conclude that pSPq1pλq is positive for all
´0.125 ď λ ď ´0.03. 
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9.3. Second derivative bounds. As before, let λmin ď λlb ď λub ď 1 where λlb, λub are either both nonnegative or
both nonpositive. Recall from (175) the denition of g ” gλpz, xq. e rst and second derivative of g with respect
to λ are given by
Bg
Bλ “ ´
γzp1´ λq ` x
p1´ λ2q3{2 ,
B2g
Bλ2 “
γzp1´ λqp1´ 2λq ´ 3λx
p1´ λ2q5{2 .
en, recalling that I pλq ” I0pλq, we have
I 2pλq “ ´α
ż ż "
Epgqγzp1´ λqp1´ 2λq ´ 3λxp1´ λ2q5{2 ` E
1pgq
ˆ
γzp1´ λq ` x
p1´ λ2q3{2
˙2*
dpz, xq dx dz . (185)
Writing x` for the positive part of x, we shall also consider
W pλq ” α
ż 8
´8
ż 8
0
Epgq
ˆ
3λx´ γzp1´ λqp1´ 2λq
p1´ λ2q5{2
˙
`
dpz, xq dx dz .
Lemma 9.4. For |λ| ď 0.1, the total contribution to W pλq from the complement of
t0 ď z ď 6.5, 0 ď x ď 6.5u
Y t´5 ď z ď 0, 0 ď x ď 11u (186)
is upper bounded by 1{106.
Proof. Using Epyq ď 1` |y|, we have for all |λ| ď 0.1 and all real-valued z, x that
ppz, xq ” Epgq
ˇˇˇˇ
3λx´ γzp1´ λqp1´ 2λq
p1´ λ2q5{2
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ˆ
1` cλγ|z| ` |λ|xp1´ λ2q1{2
˙ˆ
0.4|x| ` 1.6|z|
˙
ď
ˆ
1` 1.3|z| ` 0.11|x|
˙ˆ
0.4|x| ` 1.6|z|
˙
.
By restricting the values of z or x we obtain slightly simpler bounds
ppz, xq ď
#
p0.5` 2.3|z| ` 2.1z2qx2 if |x| ě 1 ,
p3.7` 1.1|x| ` 0.05x2qz2 if |z| ě 1 .
Applying (179), the contribution to W pλq from tz ě 0, x ě 6.5u is at most
p2piq1{2α
ż 8
0
p1` γzqϕpzq
ˆ
0.5` 2.3|z| ` 2.1z2
˙ż 8
6.5
x2 ϕpxq dx dz ď 3
108
,
for all |λ| ď 0.1. Similarly, the contribution from tz ě 6.5, x ě 0u is at most
p2piq1{2α
ż
p1` γzqϕpzqz2
ż 8
0
ˆ
3.7` 1.1|x| ` 0.05x2
˙
ϕpxq dx dz ď 8
108
,
again for all |λ| ď 0.1. Now consider z ď 0. If λ ď 0, then the integrand of W pλq is zero unless
0 ď x ď γzp1´ λqp1´ 2λq
3λp1´ λ2q5{2 ď
γzp1´ λq
2λ
,
where the last inequality uses ´0.1 ď λ ď 0. In this case we obtain
g “ p1´ λqγz ´ λxp1´ λ2q1{2 ď
p1´ λqγz
2p1´ λ2q1{2 ď 0 .
e same bound holds if z ď 0, λ ě 0, x ě 0. us the contribution to W pλq from tz ď ´5, x ě 0u is at most
4α
ż ´5
´8
ϕpzqϕ
ˆ p1´ λqγz
2p1´ λ2q1{2
˙ż 8
0
ˆ
0.4x` 1.6 |z|
˙
ϕpγz ` xq dx dz
ď 4α
ż ´5
´8
ϕpzqϕp0.5 zq|z|
ż 8
´8
ˆ
0.4px` γq ` 1.6
˙
ϕpxq dx dz ď 9
108
,
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for all |λ| ď 0.1. Similarly, the contribution to W pλq from t´5 ď z ď 0, x ě 11u is at most
4α
ż 0
´5
ϕpzqϕp0.5 zq
ż 8
11
ˆ
0.4x` 1.6 |z|
˙
ϕpγz ` xq dx dz
ď 4α
ż 0
´5
ϕpzqϕp0.5 zq
ˆ
0.4p1` γ|z|q ` 1.6 |z|
˙ż 8
5.3
xϕpxq dx dz ď 4
107
.
Combining these estimates gives the claimed bound. 
Suppose´0.1 ď λlb ď λ ď λub ď 0.1 where λlb, λub have the same sign. We now consider the double integral (185)
restricted to the region (186), and decompose it into four terms, which we denote I 1pλqi for 1 ď i ď 4. For each
term we obtain a bound I 1pλqi ďMub,i ”Mub,ipλlb, λubq which holds for all λlb ď λ ď λub. We begin with
I 2pλq1 ” ´α
ż 6.5
0
ż 6.5
0
γz
"
E1pgq2xp1´ λq
p1´ λ2q3 ` Epgq
p1´ λqp1´ 2λq
p1´ λ2q5{2
*
dpz, xq dx dz
ď ´αlb
ż 6.5
0
ż 6.5
0
γlbz
"
E1pglbq2xp1´ λubq
p1´ pλubq2q3 ` Epglbq
p1´ λubqp1´ 2λubq
p1´ pλubq2q5{2
*
dlbpz, xq dx dz ”Mub,1 .
Next we let I 2pλq2 be dened as I 2pλq1, but integrating over the region t´5 ď z ď 0, 0 ď x ď 11u. en
I 2pλq2 ď ´αub
ż 0
´5
ż 11
0
γubz
"
E1pgubq2xp1´ λlbq
p1´ pλlbq2q3 ` Epgubq
p1´ λlbqp1´ 2λlbq
p1´ pλlbq2q5{2
*
dubpz, xq dx dz ”Mub,2
by similar considerations. Next we have
I 2pλq3 ” ´α
ż 6.5
´5
ż 11
0
E1pgq pγzq
2p1´ λq2 ` x2
p1´ λ2q3 dpz, xq dx dz
ď ´αlb
ż 6.5
´5
ż 11
0
Epglbq
" pγlbzq2
p1´ λubqp1` λubq3 `
x2
p1´ Llbq3
*
dlbpz, xq dx dz ”Mub,3 .
e last term is given by
I 2pλq4 “ 3αλp1´ λ2q5{2
ż 6.5
´5
ż 11
0
Epgqx dpz, xq dx dz
which we bound according to the sign of λ:
I 2pλq4 ďMub,4 ”
$’’&’’%
3αubλub
p1´ pλubq2q5{2
ż 6.5
´5
ż 11
0
Epgubqx dubpz, xq dx dz for λ ě 0 ,
3αlbλub
p1´ pλubq2q5{2
ż 6.5
´5
ż 11
0
Epglbqx dlbpz, xq dx dz for λ ď 0 .
Combining these bounds and recalling Lemma 9.4 gives altogether
I 2pλq ď
4ÿ
i“1
Mub,ipλlb, λubq ` 1
106
”Mubpλlb, λubq ,
and substituting into (166) gives
P2pλq ď 2ψubp1´ qlbqp1` λlbq3 `Mubpλlb, λubq (187)
for all λlb ď λ ď λub. We also have from (151) that
H 2p`pAqq “ ´p1´ qqA
1p`pAqq
2A
“ ´ p1´ qq
2A`1pAq . (188)
Recall H ” ψ1{2z and m ” thH . It follows from (168) and (136) that
`1pAq “
ż pDHq1pAq
1´ q ϕpzq dz “
ż
2Ap1´m2q2
p1´ qq∆p∆` 1q2 ϕpzq dz ,
where ∆ ” ∆pm,Aq ” pA2p1´mq2 `m2q1{2. Note for all 0 ď Alb ď A the quantity ∆pm,Aq is lower bounded
by ∆pm,Albq. It follows that
`1pAq ď 1
1015
`
ż 9
´9
2Aubp1´ pth yq2q2
p1´ qubq∆pth y,Albqp∆pth y,Albq ` 1q2 ϕ
ˆ
y
pψubq1{2
˙
dy
pψlbq1{2 ” LubpAlb, Aubq .
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Substituting into (188) gives
H 2p`pAqq ď ´p1´ qubq{p2Aubq
LubpAlb, Aubq
for all Alb ď A ď Aub.
Proof of Proposition 9.1c. Take τlb, τub, λlb, λub as in the proof of Proposition 9.1 parts a and b. If we assume further
that ´0.1 ď λlb ď λub ď 0.1, then it follows from the above calculations that
pSPq2pλpτqq ď pd2SPqubpτlb, τubq ” ´p1´ qubq{p2Apτubqq
LubpApτlbq, Apτubqq `
2ψubp1´ qlbq
p1` λlbq3 `Mubpλlb, λubq
for all τlb ď τ ď τub. We then dene
t ” p´0.043,´0.039,´0.035,´0.03,´0.025,´0.019,´0.013,´0.007,
0, 0.007, 0.015, 0.024, 0.033, 0.043, 0.054, 0.066, 0.078q
and evaluate pd2SPqubpti, ti`1q to be negative for all i, so that pSPq2pλpτqq is negative for all ´0.043 ď τ ď 0.078.
We then verify that λubp´0.043q ă ´0.03 and λlbp0.078q ą 0.05, so the claim is proved. 
Condition 1.2 follows by combining Propositions 8.1 and 9.1.
10. Estimates for special functions
Lemma 10.1. e function Epxq ” ϕpxq{Ψpxq satises the following for all x P R:
a. maxt0, xu ă Epxq ă 1` |x| ” e¯p|x|q;
b. E1pxq “ EpxqpEpxq ´ xq P p0, 1q;
c. E2pxq “ Epxqrp2Epxq ´ xqpEpxq ´ xq ´ 1s P p0, 1q.
d. Ep3qpxq “ ´2p1´ E1pxqqE1pxq ` p2Epxq ´ xqE2pxq P p´1{2, 13q.
Proof. Clearly E is positive for all real x. For x ě 0, a well-known gaussian tail bound gives
x ă Epxq ă x` 1
x
, (189)
so we obtain Epxq ą maxt0, xu. e expressions for E1pxq and E2pxq are by direct calculation, and the bounds
are obtained as follows. First, Epxq ą maxt0, xu implies E1pxq ą 0. Next, a gaussian random variable conditioned
to be at least x has mean Epxq and variance varx “ 1´ EpxqpEpxq ´ xq (which must be positive). It follows that
E1pxq “ 1´ varx ă 1, so part b is proved. e bound E2pxq ą 0 is proved by [Sam53]. On the other hand, the bound
on E1pxq, together with the upper bound in (189), gives for all x ě 0 that
E2pxq “ ´
ˆ
1´ E1pxq
˙
Epxq `
ˆ
Epxq ´ x
˙
E1pxq ă
ˆ
Epxq ´ x
˙
E1pxq ă Epxq ´ x ă 1
x
. (190)
Since E1 ă 1, the function Epxq ´ x is decreasing in x, so for all x ě ´0.45 we have
E2pxq ď Epxq ´ x
ˇˇˇˇ
x“´0.45
ă 1 .
On the other hand, for all x ď ´0.45, we have
E2pxq ă
ˆ
Epxq ´ x
˙
E1pxq “
ˆ
Epxq ´ x
˙2
Epxq ď pEp´0.45q ` |x|q
2ϕpxq
Ψp´0.45q . (191)
We have by calculus that for any k ě 0,
sup
xPR
|x|kϕpxq “ 1p2piq1{2 exp
"
sup
xě0
ˆ
k lnx´ x
2
2
˙*
ď kϕpk1{2q . (192)
Substituting (192) into (191) gives E2pxq ď 1 for all x ď ´0.45, so part c is proved. Next, for x ě 1, the upper bound
of (189) gives Epxq ď x` 1. On the other hand,
for x ď 0.3, Epxq ď Ep0.3q ă 1 ď |x| ` 1 ;
for 0.3 ď x ď 0.7, Epxq ď Ep0.7q ă 1.3 ď |x| ` 1 ;
for 0.7 ď x ď 1, Epxq ď Ep1q ă 1.6 ď |x| ` 1 .
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is proves part a. For part d we calculate
Ep3qpxq “ ´2
ˆ
1´ E1pxq
˙
E1pxq `
ˆ
2Epxq ´ x
˙
E2pxq .
It follows from parts a, b, and c that for all real x,
´ 1
2
ď ´2
ˆ
1´ E1pxq
˙
E1pxq ď Ep3qpxq ď
ˆ
2Epxq ´ x
˙
E2pxq . (193)
For x ď 0.42, by similar considerations as for (191), and using (192), we nd
0 ď
ˆ
2Epxq ´ x
˙
E2pxq ď ϕpxqpEp0.42q ` |x|q
2
Ψp0.42q
ˆ
2Ep0.42q ` |x|
˙
ď 12 . (194)
On the other hand, for all x ě 0, we have from (189) that 0 ă Epxq ´ x ă 1{x, so 0 ă 2Epxq ´ x ă x` 2{x for all
x ě 0. Combining with (190) gives
0 ă E2pxq
ˆ
2Epxq ´ x
˙
ă 1
x
ˆ
x` 2
x
˙
“ 1` 2
x2
,
which is at most 13 for all x ě 0.42. Combining with (194) we see that the right-hand side of (193) is at most 13 for
all real x, so part d is proved. 
Lemma 10.2. It holds for all real x that |Ep4qpxq| ď 196.
Proof. Taking Lemma 10.1d and dierentiating again gives
Ep4qpxq “ E2pxq
ˆ
6E1pxq ´ 3
˙
` Ep3qpxq
ˆ
2Epxq ´ x
˙
.
It follows from Lemma 10.1 and (193) that for all real x we have
´ 3 ă ´3E2pxq ă Ep4qpxq ă 3E2pxq `
ˆ
2Epxq ´ x
˙
Ep3qpxq ă 3`
ˆ
2Epxq ´ x
˙2
E2pxq . (195)
Next, similarly to (191) and (194), we have for all x ď 1 thatˆ
2Epxq ´ x
˙2
E2pxq ď ϕpxq
Ψp1q pEp1q ` |x|q
2p2Ep1q ` |x|q2 ď 193 ,
so the right-hand side of (195) is at most 196 for all x ď 1. We next appeal to an improvement on (189) (see e.g.
[AS64]) which says that for all x ě 0,
x ă x` 1
x` 2{x ă Epxq ă x`
1
x` 2{px` 3{xq ă x`
1
x
. (196)
It follows from this that for all x ě 0 we have
0 ă upxq ” x` 1
x
´ Epxq ă 1
x
´ 1
x` 2{x “
2
xp2` x2q ď min
"
1
x
,
2
x3
*
.
Our previous calculation of E1pxq can be rewrien in terms of upxq as
0 ă 1´ E1pxq “ x
3upxq ´ p1´ xupxqq2
x2
ď xupxq ă min
"
1,
2
x2
*
. (197)
Next, it also follows from (196) that for all x ě 0 we have
0 ă u˜pxq ” Epxq ´
ˆ
x` 1
x` 2{x
˙
ă 1
x` 2{px` 3{xq ´
1
x` 2{x “
6
xp2` x2qp5` x2q ă
6
x5
.
Our previous calculation of E2pxq can be rewrien as
E2pxq “ px
3 ` 3x` apxqqpbpxq ` cpxqq
px2 ` 2q3 (198)
where apxq ” p2` x2qu˜pxq, bpxq ” x5u˜pxq ´ 4, and
cpxq ” 2
ˆ
p3` 2x2q2x` p2` x2q2u˜pxq
˙
u˜pxq .
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For x ě 1, the bounds on u˜pxq imply 0 ă apxq ă 6{rxp5` x2qs ă 1, ´4 ă bpxq ă 2, and
0 ă cpxq ă 24p1` 2x
2qp6` 6x` x4q
x2p2` x2qp5` x2q2 ă
24p1` 2x2q
x2p5` x2q ď 12 .
Substituting the bounds on apxq, bpxq, cpxq into (198) gives, for all x ě 1,
0 ă E2pxq ă 14px
3 ` 3x` 1q
px2 ` 2q3 “
14
px2 ` 2q2
ˆ
x` x` 1
x2 ` 2
˙
ď 14px` 2{3qpx2 ` 2q2 ď
15
px2 ` 2qx . (199)
Substituting (197) and (199) into (193) gives, for all x ě 1,
´min
"
1
2
,
4
x2
*
ď Ep3qpxq ď
ˆ
2Epxq ´ x
˙
E2pxq ď 15px` 2{xqpx2 ` 2qx ď
15
x2
. (200)
Substituting (199) and (200) into (195) gives, for all x ě 1,
´ 45px2 ` 2qx ď E
p4qpxq ď 15
x
ˆ
3
px2 ` 2q `
px2 ` 2q
x2
˙
ď 60
x
ď 60 ,
concluding the proof. 
roughout the following we write
Eξfpνq ”
ż
fpνqϕξpνq dν ,
so for instance Eξν “ Epξq.
Lemma 10.3. For all ξ P R we have:
a. Eξ|ν| ď 1` |ξ|;
b. Eξpν2q “ ξEpξq ` 1 ď ξ2 ` |ξ| ` 1;
c. Eξ|ν|3 ď p2` ξ2qp1` |ξ|q.
Proof. e claim for Eξpν2q follows by direct calculation together with the bound from Lemma 10.1a. If ξ ě 0 then
Eξ|ν| “ Eξν “ Epξq, so again the claim follows by Lemma 10.1a. If ξ ď 0 then
Eξ|ν| “ 1
Ψpξq
ˆ
2
ż |ξ|
0
νϕpνq dν `
ż 8
|ξ|
νϕpνq dν
˙
“ 2ϕp0q ´ ϕpξq
Ψpξq ,
which we show is less than one for all ξ ď 0:
for ξ ď ´1, Eξ|ν| ď 2ϕp0q{Ψpξq ď 2ϕp0q{Ψp´1q ă 1 ,
for ´1 ď ξ ď ´0.32, Eξ|ν| ď 2ϕp0q{Ψp´0.32q ´ Ep´1q ă 1 ,
for ´0.32 ď ξ ď 0, Eξ|ν| ď 2ϕp0q{Ψp0q ´ Ep´.32q ă 1 .
e claim for Eξ|ν| follows. Similarly, if ξ ě 0 then Eξ|ν|3 “ p2` ξ2qEpξq, and the claimed bound follows by com-
bining with Lemma 10.1a. If ξ ď 0 then
Eξ|ν|3 “ 1
Ψpξq
ˆ
2
ż |ξ|
0
ν3ϕpνq dν `
ż 8
|ξ|
ν3ϕpνq dν
˙
“ 4ϕp0q ´ pξ
2 ` 2qϕpξq
Ψpξq
which we show is less than two for all ξ ď 0:
for ξ ď ´0.9, Eξ|ν|3 ď 4ϕp0q{Ψpξq ď 4ϕp0q{Ψp´0.9q ă 2 ,
for ´0.9 ď ξ ď ´0.3, Eξ|ν|3 ď 4ϕp0q{Ψp´0.3q ´ pp´0.3q2 ` 2qEp´0.9q ă 2 ,
for ´0.3 ď ξ ď 0, Eξ|ν|3 ď 4ϕp0q{Ψp0q ´ 2Ep´0.3q ă 2 .
e claim for Eξ|ν|3 follows. 
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